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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· All right.· Good afternoon,

·2· ·everybody.· I apologize for the delay this morning.· We

·3· ·started out with far more than a quorum, and then

·4· ·someone got the sniffles and two people each sprained

·5· ·something.· So we are right at our number for a quorum,

·6· ·and Ms. Clark should be arriving anytime soon.· Because

·7· ·we're a public body, until she arrives, I can't formally

·8· ·start the meeting, but we have some guest speakers here

·9· ·and I want to be respectful of their time.· So,

10· ·informally, I want to start out with our guest, Mr. Bill

11· ·Ellison, who is an expert in access to capital, one of

12· ·the areas that's incredibly important to this council.

13· · · · · · · ·So without further ado, I will invite up

14· ·Mr. Bill Ellison, who's a VP at Innovation Catalyst.

15· · · · · · · ·Thank you.

16· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Good afternoon.· Again, my

17· ·name is Bill Ellison, and I'm the COO of Innovation

18· ·Catalyst, which is a -- it's a nonprofit venture

19· ·development organization, which is a strange entity, and

20· ·I'll explain it in a minute if you're not familiar with

21· ·it.

22· · · · · · · ·I was talking to James and he mentioned the

23· ·mission of this committee and so he graciously invited

24· ·me to come talk about kind of the state of affairs and

25· ·funding startup companies in Louisiana and whether I had
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·1· ·any thoughts on the subject.· So first off, let e be

·2· ·clear.· I'm not talking about small businesses that are

·3· ·often referred to as "lifestyle companies."· I'm talking

·4· ·about high-growth, venture-backed companies where

·5· ·there's a founder, they take external capital, they grow

·6· ·as quickly as they can, they often and quickly lose

·7· ·control of that company and then hopefully they succeed

·8· ·and have a great exit.· So that's kind of who I'm

·9· ·talking about.

10· · · · · · · ·To do that, I'd like to kind of go through a

11· ·couple of the stages of funding a company.· You know, it

12· ·starts with a founder having a great idea, "What do I

13· ·have do now?· I've got to have some capital to do

14· ·something."· And so he bootstraps it, number one.

15· ·Second, he goes to friends and families, and they're

16· ·only investing because they're friends and family.· They

17· ·don't do any due diligence.· They probably don't even

18· ·understand the idea.· It's just we like to person and

19· ·we're going to give them some money.

20· · · · · · · ·So what happens after that?· Oftentimes it's

21· ·what's called the valley of death.· Not to be confused

22· ·with Death Valley.· So valley of death is when a startup

23· ·starts running out of friends and family money.· So what

24· ·do they do?· They oftentimes die.· So the problem is

25· ·they're so young, they're immature, they don't have
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·1· ·revenue, they may not have a product, and so the Angel

·2· ·Investors, and obviously the Venture Capital funds, is

·3· ·just too risky of an investment, so that's where

·4· ·Innovation Catalyst comes in.· Again, we're a nonprofit

·5· ·venture development organization, and our mission is to

·6· ·accelerate and help grow these innovative companies by

·7· ·doing basically three things, probably most importantly

·8· ·by providing seed capital, coaching and connections.· So

·9· ·with that, we try to help them through the valley of

10· ·death and get to the point where they're mature enough,

11· ·they've got product, they've got revenue, all of that

12· ·great stuff so they can go on to raise capital from

13· ·Angel Investors and Venture Capitals.

14· · · · · · · ·So let's go to the next stage, Angel

15· ·Investors.· Simple definition of an Angel Investor is a

16· ·high net-worth investor, an accredited investor, and

17· ·these people, they'll invest in a company, either

18· ·individually or through an Angel group or network.· Now,

19· ·an Angel group or network is basically a formalized

20· ·entity of angels who get together, have meetings, they

21· ·source deals, do due diligence, they put the deal

22· ·together and then they help mentor and grow these

23· ·start-ups that they help invest in.

24· · · · · · · ·So a couple of statistics, the Angel Capital

25· ·Association is a national organization that studies all
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·1· ·of that stuff.· Someone's always studying something.

·2· ·Some of the interesting statistics are that angels

·3· ·invest $25-billion in 70,000 companies annually.· That's

·4· ·quite an impressive number.· But the more important

·5· ·number that I found was they say that angels invest 90

·6· ·percent of the outside equity of start-up companies.· So

·7· ·let that sink in for a second.· If you don't have an

·8· ·active angel community, you're not going to have a

·9· ·start-up community.· It's that simple.

10· · · · · · · ·Another interesting statistic is that 89

11· ·percent of angel investors get their deals through these

12· ·angel networks and through these angel funds.· So

13· ·Louisiana, typically we have these organizations.· So,

14· ·for example, New Orleans has NOLA Angels, which is

15· ·probably the biggest in the state.· Lafayette had

16· ·Acadiana Angels, Lake Charles has Southwest Angels.

17· ·There's one in Shreveport, there's one in Monroe.

18· ·There's a couple of them.· Baton Rouge is the only major

19· ·city that has not and currently does not have a

20· ·formalized angel group, and I'm happy to say that that's

21· ·going to change next week.

22· · · · · · · ·So next week Innovation Catalyst is creating

23· ·a subsidiary called the Red Stick Angel Network, and

24· ·what that is, it's a nonprofit organization where Baton

25· ·Rouge angels join our corporation and we invest
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·1· ·together, we put deals together, just like I was telling

·2· ·you about.· So given the importance of angel investors,

·3· ·that's, I think it's a really big deal.

·4· · · · · · · ·So a couple of recommendation -- I mean, a

·5· ·couple of recommendations.· So back to Innovation

·6· ·Catalyst for a second.· In helping these companies

·7· ·bridge the valley of death, a couple quick stats.· We've

·8· ·invested a little over $3-million in 19 national

·9· ·portfolio companies.· Fourteen are still alive today,

10· ·two crashed and burned fabulously, one was sold to

11· ·Waitr, one we gave them money, they give it back and

12· ·we're done.· And then the other, it's very complicated,

13· ·but we -- the investors gave their money back, their

14· ·equity back to the founder.· We got our money and we now

15· ·have a royalty.· So that's kind of where we stand.· We

16· ·have 14 active portfolio companies that we're mentoring

17· ·to help grow.

18· · · · · · · ·Of those companies, they had following

19· ·rounds of over $40-million, which is a good bit, and

20· ·that's not including Waitr's going public.· We were one

21· ·of the early investors in Waitr.

22· · · · · · · ·So how can you help?· First of all, entities

23· ·like Innovation Catalyst -- this is a very self-serving

24· ·comment here -- help those in any way you can, funding,

25· ·grants, et cetera, so that we can help those companies.
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·1· ·We have been funded primarily by two entities:· One is a

·2· ·federal grand that was administered by LED, and,

·3· ·secondly, through the Research Park Corporation, which

·4· ·is run by Genevieve Silverman.· They've been our primary

·5· ·fund for both operations and for investment capital, so

·6· ·without them, we would not exist.· So helping entities

·7· ·like RPC, who then help create entities like ours, is

·8· ·very beneficial.

·9· · · · · · · ·So getting back to angels a second.· You

10· ·know, we talk about the importance of angels, and if you

11· ·don't have an active angel community, you're dead in the

12· ·water when you start investing in start-ups.· Right now

13· ·the biggest way is through tax credits, the Angel

14· ·Investor Tax Credit.· Investors get a 25 percent tax

15· ·credit on their equity investment.· Now, that may not

16· ·sound a lot, but angels who invest in start-ups, that is

17· ·risky, risky, risky business.· So why do they do it?

18· ·Anything we can do to help is great.

19· · · · · · · ·So instead of them putting up 100 percent of

20· ·their money at complete risk, and they're probably going

21· ·to lose, they're only going to put up 75 percent because

22· ·they know they're going to get that tax credit.· Where

23· ·that stands now, there's a $3.6-million cap on that

24· ·program, and it is set to sunset July first 2021.· So if

25· ·it dies, it will be a huge blow to the angel community
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·1· ·in Baton Rouge and Louisiana because when I go out and

·2· ·try to help these companies raise money and I talk to

·3· ·these angel investors, that credit is the sheikh.  I

·4· ·can't stress that enough.· So anything anybody in this

·5· ·room can do to, A, extend that program, and, B, make it

·6· ·more robust, would be better.· It used to be higher than

·7· ·25 percent.· We need to raise the cap.· So it's very

·8· ·important.

·9· · · · · · · ·So let's kind of go to the next stage, if

10· ·you will.· A Venture Capital --

11· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· I missed the name of that

12· ·program.· I'm sorry.

13· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Angel Investor Tax Credit.

14· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Angel Investor Tax Credit.

15· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· I can get you some

16· ·information.· LED administers that program.· I have a

17· ·whole lot of background for you.

18· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Yes.· Go to this woman.

19· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· I'm sorry.· I didn't hear it.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· So let's start at Venture

21· ·Capital.· So to be clear, Venture Capital is where a

22· ·fund raises money from other people.· Other peoples

23· ·money.· OPM.· So because of that, the only thing Venture

24· ·Capitals care about is their rate of return.· Helping

25· ·the Louisiana entrepreneur ecosystem is not a thought in
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·1· ·their brains.· Their fiduciary responsibility is great

·2· ·return on investment.· Period.· And if that's a

·3· ·Louisiana company, eh, great.· If it's out of state, you

·4· ·know, that's fine.

·5· · · · · · · ·So the question I think is how do we get VC

·6· ·funds here, how do we get their money and how do we get

·7· ·them to invest in Louisiana companies?· So one

·8· ·recommendation is back in the early 2000s there was a

·9· ·program called -- one of the two Venture Capital

10· ·matching.· I'm not exactly sure what the official word

11· ·was, but the way it works was if a Venture Capital fund

12· ·raised $10-million from its limited partners, its

13· ·outside investors, LED would come in as a limited

14· ·partner with 5-million.· So what does that do?· It helps

15· ·the fund raise capital because these limited partners

16· ·know, hey, LED's coming in for, you know, one for two,

17· ·and then, you know, hopefully they're a great return for

18· ·LED.· So that was a great program, and it really helped,

19· ·you know, the Venture Capital community.· For example,

20· ·it's one of reasons Joe Lovett from Boston moved to

21· ·Baton Rouge to start the Louisiana Funds, which is now

22· ·one of the largest funds, Venture Capital funds in

23· ·Louisiana.

24· · · · · · · ·So which if we get a program like that and

25· ·then -- well, I forgot to say two of the criteria of
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·1· ·that old program was you had to be based in Louisiana

·2· ·and you had to have best efforts to invest in Louisiana

·3· ·companies.· My recommendation, bring back the program,

·4· ·but make it a requirement.· Any LED dollar has to go to

·5· ·a Louisiana company, and I think the program would still

·6· ·work.

·7· · · · · · · ·A stat that I wanted to point out, which is

·8· ·a little disturbing, a recent study found that,

·9· ·including this District of Columbia, Louisiana is fifth

10· ·(sic) in Venture Capital funding per capita.· That's a

11· ·horrible statistic.· So, again, we've got to go back and

12· ·figure out how to --

13· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Fifth lowest?

14· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· I'm sorry?

15· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Fifth lowest?

16· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Fiftieth.

17· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Oh, 50th.· Okay.

18· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· I think Mississippi was the

19· ·last one.

20· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Got you.· Thank God for

21· ·Mississippi.

22· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· I'm sorry.· Sorry,

23· ·Mississippi.

24· · · · · · · ·So, again, how do we get these guys here?

25· ·So I told you about one, that program.· Another one is
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·1· ·the simple fact of continuing to try to create companies

·2· ·here in Louisiana that are attractive to not only

·3· ·Venture Capital funds here in Louisiana, but those

·4· ·throughout the United States.· We don't want our

·5· ·companies getting funding from Boston and moving there.

·6· ·We want Boston to be investing in Louisiana companies.

·7· · · · · · · ·So what does that mean?· It's kind of what

·8· ·we've just been talking about, funding entities like

·9· ·RPC.· Innovation Catalyst entities that are going to

10· ·help these companies bridge the valley of death, tax

11· ·credits for angel investors and all of the other

12· ·programs that you do for small investments for small

13· ·companies and start-ups, such as New Media Tax Credits,

14· ·R&D tax credits.· All of these are very helpful in

15· ·helping those companies grow to become attractive for

16· ·Venture Capital.

17· · · · · · · ·And then lastly, you know, grants.· You

18· ·know, grants are non-diluted funding for those

19· ·start-ups, and it's a great source of capital.· And so,

20· ·for example, LSU has a Lyft Grant program.· To help

21· ·universities with these grant programs, that would be

22· ·very beneficial.

23· · · · · · · ·I'm going to pause here, and does anybody

24· ·have any questions?

25· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· So just to understand, you
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·1· ·don't actually make investments, you facilitate the

·2· ·investment?

·3· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· No.· I do.· So we've invested

·4· ·$3-million into 19 companies.· Our investments range

·5· ·from $50,000 to $250,000.

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· That's all been funded from

·7· ·those two sources you said earlier?

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Correct, correct.· So we fund

·9· ·those companies.· We're typically, you know, first money

10· ·in, so to speak, after friends and family.· And so then,

11· ·you know -- I'm housed in the Research Park right by

12· ·Genevieve Silverman, and then I work with them to then

13· ·help these companies both with, you know, "Look, this is

14· ·how you grow a company."· Then once they get to that

15· ·state, you know, we help them go out and go to New

16· ·Orleans Angel Group, they're now going to be coming to

17· ·Red Stick Angel Group and all these other groups to try

18· ·to raise capital and then the VCs to try to grow.

19· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· So your organization owns the

20· ·equity in the --

21· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· No.· We're a non-profit

22· ·venture development fund.· That's kind of why we're a

23· ·weird entity.

24· · · · · · · ·MR. ANDERSON:· That's what I was going to

25· ·ask.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· We're a VC fund, but we're a

·2· ·non-profit VC fund.· So, you know, if we invested in

·3· ·Waitr early on, we have a lot of stocks not worth a lot

·4· ·now, but we got a lot of cash when they went public.· So

·5· ·that cash comes back to us.· We then turn around and

·6· ·invest that same cash into another company.

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· Since then, what industries

·8· ·are these companies?

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· It is across the board.

10· ·Again, not lifestyle companies.· Only companies with

11· ·high-growth, companies that we can help grow and become

12· ·Venture Capital ready.

13· · · · · · · ·Bryan.

14· · · · · · · ·MR. GREENWOOD:· Question, are you guys

15· ·thinking about or know anyone in the state that's trying

16· ·to leverage up their raising of capital in matching with

17· ·the ISB and SBA with equity fund or a debt fund?

18· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· There's been discussions of

19· ·that, but we're not there yet.· We're not there right

20· ·now.

21· · · · · · · ·MS. DAVIS:· So Red Stick Angel program, is

22· ·that also non-profit?

23· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· No.

24· · · · · · · ·MS. DAVIS:· I was going to say how is that

25· ·going to work?
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· We're complicated, and it has

·2· ·to do with control and insurance reasons.· So, like, you

·3· ·know, Innovation Catalyst, we're in the research park

·4· ·orbit, so to speak, and, but we're a separate legal

·5· ·entity.· They fund us through a cooperative endeavor

·6· ·agreement.· Okay?· So by creating another non-profit

·7· ·subsidiary, all of my insurance trickles down to this

·8· ·entity because, frankly, DNO insurance is one of the

·9· ·biggest costs in these kinds of entities.

10· · · · · · · ·So, for example, Noland, they're a

11· ·non-profit corporation.· Just like us, you know, they

12· ·pay $15,000 for DNO insurance.· This entity will not

13· ·have to do that.· They'll be -- Red Stick will have

14· ·directors, and then the Baton Rouge Angels will then

15· ·join it and simply be a member.· And then this entity

16· ·will then go out, source deals, do due diligence, close

17· ·transactions, and then as a group, we'll then help these

18· ·companies.· But it's not a fund.· Each individual member

19· ·will be writing their own checks.· So, for example,

20· ·we've already presented them a company called Omnidek,

21· ·and now it's a question of, "Okay.· This is Omnidek.

22· ·We've done our due diligence, we're recommending it.

23· ·Okay.· They're trying to raise "X" amount, who

24· ·individually is in and willing to write a check?"· We

25· ·then try to kind of organize all of that.
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·1· · · · · · · ·Does that make sense?· It's a little

·2· ·convoluted.

·3· · · · · · · ·MS. DAVIS:· Well, yeah.

·4· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· I have two questions.· The

·5· ·first one, one of your last recommendations was about

·6· ·grants, and everything that I've learned from some of

·7· ·the, quote/unquote, "seasoned professionals" in this

·8· ·world say there's no free money for business.· So grant

·9· ·spells to me "free money."· So can you tell me a little

10· ·bit more about that comment of yours or that

11· ·recommendation about assisting the university with grant

12· ·funds for these?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Well, for example, you know,

14· ·when I -- from a entrepreneur's perspective, grant money

15· ·is free money.· Now, there are restrictions in that, but

16· ·you don't have to pay it back, it's not equity, it's not

17· ·debt.· It's cash in the door, and then I've got a lot of

18· ·reporting requirements, that's typically it.

19· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Okay.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· For example, and Kenny can

21· ·probably explain this better than I can, LSU has the

22· ·Lyft funds.· Companies go through the transfer processes

23· ·and they get a Lyft grant from LSU, which is cash in the

24· ·door to help them continue to move along in the spectrum

25· ·and get to the point where they come to me, and I try to
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·1· ·help them get to the point with these angel investors.

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· It's federal funds, Kenny,

·3· ·or --

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. ANDERSON:· Yeah.· It's NSF funding, but

·5· ·then LSU, through that federal funding, then LSU puts

·6· ·up, I think 3,500 per team to get them through

·7· ·discovery, so then they have access to that.

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Right.· And then they support

·9· ·it an administrate it and all of that stuff.

10· · · · · · · ·MR. GREENWOOD:· So one thing on when they're

11· ·SBIR, STTR, that's the contract deliverables, but that's

12· ·more of a grant perspective, might be something to look

13· ·into because some states are looking at, from a state

14· ·perspective, matching.· We have R&D credits and so

15· ·forth, but they're looking at matching, which would

16· ·help.· What you're talking about is the earlier stage,

17· ·it's been signed, it's not far enough along to go out

18· ·and raise capital from their funds or even Venture

19· ·Capital, and that's something we'll get into further.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· That's exactly.· Right.· Thank

21· ·you.

22· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Yes.· Exactly.· And when we

23· ·get into it later in the agenda, when we get to our

24· ·agenda, it's part of recommendations that are included,

25· ·so for sure.
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·1· · · · · · · ·And then my other question is, you mentioned

·2· ·it's across industry sectors, so how do people get

·3· ·referred to you-all?· How do you get businesses in or

·4· ·start-ups in your door?

·5· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Well, it's about connections

·6· ·and making sure people know about us.· So, you know,

·7· ·we're involved with all of the angel groups.· You know,

·8· ·we try to be involved with all of the universities.· We

·9· ·try to be involved with anybody who's touching and has a

10· ·relationship with entrepreneurs.

11· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Got it.

12· · · · · · · ·MR. EVERETT:· Bill, I was just going to ask,

13· ·you know, obviously the reason we're 50th, at least part

14· ·of it, you feel like is the lack VC infrastructure, as

15· ·you put it.· I mean, is it also that, you know, just

16· ·curious, is people scared of kind of like the political

17· ·history of Louisiana?· Is it the type of businesses that

18· ·are here necessarily or any of those contributing

19· ·factors to why we're all of the --

20· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· I don't think it's political.

21· ·I don't think it's legal.· You know, quite frankly, what

22· ·happens typically is a company will start off and it

23· ·will be a Louisiana LLC, and then once it gets to the

24· ·sophisticated, you know, venture capitalist, they switch

25· ·to a Delaware seed corporation because Venture Capitals
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·1· ·can't invest in LLCs, and so Louisiana law doesn't

·2· ·really come into play typically.· So that's not an

·3· ·issue.· It's we're behind.· It's money goes where the

·4· ·good deals are, and so the simplest something is we need

·5· ·better deals.· That means getting these companies,

·6· ·helping them grow so they are attractive to Venture

·7· ·Capitals.

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. GREENWOOD:· There's probably more

·9· ·interest in oil and gas, getting a more sophisticated

10· ·angel group just because of our industry's in oil and

11· ·gas, and the next group is real estate just because of

12· ·the development there.· Other industries tend to

13· ·struggle because we don't have a lot of folks who have

14· ·been successful exiting and reinvesting in other

15· ·companies.

16· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Yeah.· And part of having a

17· ·successful company is having domain experts.· We have a

18· ·lot of oil and gas experts, but, you know, we need more

19· ·technologists, for example.

20· · · · · · · ·James.

21· · · · · · · ·MR. CHAPPELL:· Is it kind of along the same

22· ·lines there's something other than money that we're

23· ·lacking, and you think about accelerators or things that

24· ·happen in that pipeline for ideas to do business?· Do

25· ·you have any thoughts on that?
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· I do.· That's a huge

·2· ·entrepreneurial ecosystem, which would take a while

·3· ·because it takes so much to have a successful company.

·4· ·You know, you've got have Kenny to educate these guys on

·5· ·what a company is and what entrepreneurship really means

·6· ·and how to grow it.· I think we're doing pretty good

·7· ·there.

·8· · · · · · · ·Then you need domain experts.· We need more

·9· ·technologists.· So, for example -- I don't have

10· ·statistics, but some of the companies that I see are

11· ·smart people with a great idea and it's technology

12· ·based, but they're not technologists, and so if you had

13· ·asked me what's one of the number one reasons people --

14· ·these start-ups fail, it's access to capital, number

15· ·one, but, two, it's a non-technology founder and they

16· ·don't have a technologist on the team.· And, so, for

17· ·example, one of the companies that we invested in and

18· ·failed -- I loved the guy, very talented.· He failed

19· ·because he relied upon other people to build his

20· ·technology and they built you know what.· So that's a

21· ·problem.

22· · · · · · · ·So everything along the lines, you know,

23· ·helping these companies find capital, incubators,

24· ·accelerators, you know, I think we're doing pretty good

25· ·with that with LSU and Research Park, but obviously
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·1· ·those entities need more resources.· You know, for

·2· ·example, RPC and LSU, we provide mentors for these

·3· ·companies.· If we had more money, we could provide more

·4· ·mentors.· More mentors are going to help them move along

·5· ·a lot faster.

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. ANDERSON:· And even the ones that are

·7· ·conscience that they need a technical cofounder usually

·8· ·can't find one here, so...

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Exactly.· That's one of our

10· ·biggest downsides here in Louisiana.

11· · · · · · · ·MR. SAWYER:· Do you think that the lack of

12· ·talent has anything to do with it?

13· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· I do, in the sense of

14· ·primarily technologists.· We have, you know, a lot of

15· ·people who understand finance, we have a lot of people

16· ·who understand business, accounting, all of that.· You

17· ·know, as Kenny said, "Look, I'm building this great

18· ·product.· I need someone to build it for me and oversee

19· ·the development of it," those people are hard to find.

20· · · · · · · ·MR. SAWYER:· But even in my personal

21· ·company, I can't hire a CSE machinist from Louisiana.  I

22· ·just can't find one.

23· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Yeah.· I see that as a little

24· ·different.· You know, that's -- you know, finding talent

25· ·for a specific business, I guess I think more of the
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·1· ·entrepreneurial world of creating a company from scratch

·2· ·and growing it.· So I can see someone creating a company

·3· ·and then later needing that, but, you know, I guess I'm

·4· ·kind of I'm at early stages where like we've got to

·5· ·build this thing before we can -- you know, we don't

·6· ·even have employees, we don't have revenue.· We've got

·7· ·to build something before we ever get those.· That's

·8· ·kind of what I'm talking about, so...

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· All right.

10· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· Very interesting.· Thank you.

11· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· All right.· Thank you very

12· ·much.

13· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Thank you, Bill. You are

14· ·welcome to hang around with us.· We will have you back,

15· ·trust me.

16· · · · · · · ·Okay, everyone.· We now have a quorum, so in

17· ·the absence of our chairman, I will manage the flow of

18· ·the meeting, and so I would like to call to order the

19· ·January 16th meeting of the Louisiana Small Business and

20· ·Entrepreneurship Council, and I will ask Ms. Patty Pipes

21· ·to conduct the rollcall.

22· · · · · · · ·MS. PIPES:· Mandi Mitchell.

23· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Present.

24· · · · · · · ·MS. PIPES:· Allison Clark.

25· · · · · · · ·MS. CLARK:· Present.
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·1· ·MS. PIPES:· Kalisha Garrett.

·2· ·(No response.)

·3· ·MS. PIPES:· Bryan Greenwood.

·4· ·MR. GREENWOOD:· Here.

·5· ·MS. PIPES:· Kenny Anderson.

·6· ·MR. ANDERSON:· Here.

·7· ·MS. PIPES:· John Everett.

·8· ·MR. EVERETT:· Here.

·9· ·MS. PIPES:· Edward "E.J." Krampe, III.

10· ·(No response.)

11· ·MS. PIPES:· Courtney Davis.

12· ·MS. DAVIS:· Here.

13· ·MS. PIPES:· Cassie Felder.

14· ·(No response.)

15· ·MS. PIPES:· Alta Baker.

16· ·(No response.)

17· ·MS. PIPES:· Tanita Gilbert-Baker.

18· ·(No response.)

19· ·MS. PIPES:· Richard Vince Hayward.

20· ·MR. HAYWARD:· Here.

21· ·MS. PIPES:· Angelica Rivera.

22· ·MS. RIVERA:· Here.

23· ·MS. PIPES:· Bill Sawyer.

24· ·MR. SAWYER:· Here.

25· ·MS. PIPES:· E. Rene' Soulé.
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·1· · · · · · · ·(No response.)

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. PIPES:· Iam Tucker.

·3· · · · · · · ·(No response.)

·4· · · · · · · ·MS. PIPES:· Nine.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· All right.· We have nine

·6· ·members present and a quorum.

·7· · · · · · · ·The first order of business that I will

·8· ·request members, in our haste, we made a clerical error

·9· ·and failed to add the request for a motion to approve

10· ·our minutes from the last meeting.· So only with the

11· ·anonymous approval of those present can we amend the

12· ·agenda and add that item to the agenda, and so I'll

13· ·entertain a motion.

14· · · · · · · ·Motion by Ms. Clark; second by Ms. Rivera to

15· ·add to the agenda the action item to approve the minutes

16· ·from our last meeting, which were sent out to you

17· ·several days ago.

18· · · · · · · ·So with that being done, I would entertain a

19· ·motion for approval of those minutes.

20· · · · · · · ·I've got a motion from Mr. Hayward and a

21· ·second from Mr. Greenwood.

22· · · · · · · ·All those in favor?

23· · · · · · · ·(Several members respond "aye.")

24· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Any opposed?

25· · · · · · · ·(No response.)
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· The ayes have it, so the

·2· ·minutes from our last meeting are approved.

·3· · · · · · · ·At this time we are also going to invite up

·4· ·our guest presenter, Mr. Rhett Davis, who is a Regional

·5· ·Advocate for the SBA Office of Advocacy.· What Mr. Davis

·6· ·will be covering for us today is going to kind of give

·7· ·us some background of what his office does and then

·8· ·delve into some of the issues with regulatory issues and

·9· ·other impediments impacting small business across the

10· ·region, but across the country as well.· Those are two

11· ·key areas where we discussed previously with access to

12· ·capital, Mr. Ellison and just broadly regulatory issues

13· ·impacting small business.· So we wanted to invite those

14· ·two gentlemen here today.

15· · · · · · · ·And at this time, I'll ask Mr. Rhett Davis

16· ·to come up and share a few thoughts with us.· Thank you.

17· · · · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:· Thank you, Mandi.· It's an honor

18· ·to be here today.· It's always an honor to be in the

19· ·Governor's office.· I've been here through quite a few

20· ·governors in this room, and there's a lot of history

21· ·that has happened, so it's always an awesome place.

22· · · · · · · ·I'm with the SBA Office of Advocacy, US

23· ·Small Business Administration.· Of course, we're a

24· ·federal agency.· We're a cabinet-level agency, but

25· ·within the SBA, which I know most of you are going to be
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·1· ·very familiar with.· We do have semi-autonomous office

·2· ·called Office of Advocacy.· There are 50 of us, but I

·3· ·wanted to make you aware of our presence and what we do.

·4· · · · · · · ·So I happen to live in Baton Rouge, which it

·5· ·has been a really good week to live in Baton Rouge, and,

·6· ·in fact, it's been a great year; right?· So I cover five

·7· ·states all of the way to New Mexico, but I am here, so I

·8· ·am convenient anytime anyone needs help on a regulatory

·9· ·matter.· So our office does conduct a lot of research

10· ·and provide analyses and reports on small business, but

11· ·during this administration, we have been tasked

12· ·primarily with helping to identify regulations that are

13· ·causing small businesses a burden.

14· · · · · · · ·So what we do, we meet with small businesses

15· ·on a constant basis.· I travel all across my five states

16· ·and hold a lot of meetings and I take a lot of notes and

17· ·I listen carefully because what we're trying to do is

18· ·we're trying to be an advocate for the small businesses,

19· ·so for you, for your clients, for your friends.· I'm

20· ·going to leave a stack of cards here, if it's

21· ·appropriate.· I'll just leave that right there, and so

22· ·my cell phone and my e-mail are on that card, and I am

23· ·available.

24· · · · · · · ·What I often do is I will speak either to a

25· ·chamber of commerce or to an industry group or just any
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·1· ·collection of business people who want to meet and talk

·2· ·about federal government regulations.

·3· · · · · · · ·I remember when I was young, Allison knew me

·4· ·back then, and I don't look the same, but I do remember

·5· ·when I was young and my dad had a wholesale pesticide

·6· ·company, we formulated pesticides, and so we had our own

·7· ·brand.· And how many of you know that if you decide that

·8· ·this stuff, you know, you come up with a formula and you

·9· ·decide this stuff is really good to kill bugs, in the

10· ·United States, you cannot go out and start selling it in

11· ·hardware stores, you had to get a license from the EPA?

12· ·At least this was in the '80s.· I'm assuming it's

13· ·probably the same or much worse now, so...

14· · · · · · · ·So we didn't have e-mail back then.· We used

15· ·US mail, and we would create a label.· In the industry,

16· ·getting a license from EPA, it's -- the slang is

17· ·"register your label."· So what we would do is we would

18· ·have to graphically design a label, though we'd never

19· ·heard of that term yet.· We called it typesetting.· We

20· ·would bring it down to Printing, Incorporated on Plank

21· ·Road and we would leave it with them for about a week

22· ·and they would graphically design this label and we

23· ·would make whatever corrections and then we would mail

24· ·it US mail to Washington, DC to some faceless people and

25· ·we would wait six months, eight months, a year to get a
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·1· ·response.· And so we would often get a long letter

·2· ·saying "We received your submission of, and please make

·3· ·the following 21 changes."· And so we would send it

·4· ·back, and on the second try, they would usually respond

·5· ·in two to four months.· So it took about a year.

·6· · · · · · · ·And so, you know, one -- it was around '86,

·7· ·I guess, we submitted a label and we waited about a year

·8· ·and the response came back and it said "We received your

·9· ·submission of whatever date.· Change the following three

10· ·words to this and resubmit."· And so, you know, we

11· ·weren't trying to invent a new chemical.· We were just

12· ·trying to sell the same thing that five or six of our

13· ·competitors had in the store at True Value down the

14· ·street, but we were going to have to wait another two to

15· ·four months because they couldn't even phrase it to say

16· ·"Change these three words to this and you are

17· ·provisionally licensed to sell this product in the

18· ·United States of America to kill bugs."

19· · · · · · · ·So those are the types of irritations that

20· ·small businesses put up with on a constant basis from

21· ·all levels of government, from various regulations.

22· · · · · · · ·Now, we're not Congress, we can't change any

23· ·laws.· A lot of stuff is written in law, but if it's a

24· ·federal government regulation and there's a small

25· ·business that's having a problem, we can be their
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·1· ·advocate, their voice in DC.· It's possible that our

·2· ·office can write a letter to the Department of Labor or

·3· ·to EPA or whatever government agency and say "This

·4· ·regulation doesn't make any sense.· It's causing

·5· ·businesses a problem, and this is what we suggest for a

·6· ·change."· And so that's our role, and not everyone needs

·7· ·that help, but the ones who need it, need it a whole lot

·8· ·and it really helps them.

·9· · · · · · · ·Could I answer any questions about our

10· ·office?

11· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· Real quick, I'm certain that

12· ·those regulators that you dealt with in the '80s have

13· ·all moved over to FDA because, you know, in order to get

14· ·food regulation labels is an arduous process, much like

15· ·you described.

16· · · · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:· And a few of them are probably

17· ·NFL referees by now too.

18· · · · · · · ·Any other comments or questions?

19· · · · · · · ·Due to Bryan's kindness, I am conveniently

20· ·housed at LSU, and I am accessible, like I said.· My

21· ·name, my business card is right here -- I'm sorry, my

22· ·e-mail and my cell phone are on there.· And thank you so

23· ·much, again, for having me.· I won't delay your meeting

24· ·because I know you're late, but hopefully I'll be back

25· ·sometime to say hello.· Thank you.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Thank you, Rhett.· Appreciate

·2· ·you coming.

·3· · · · · · · ·And, Rhett, next time you come, I'll ask you

·4· ·to share with us how you-all helped passed legislation

·5· ·to streamline things for small businesses here in

·6· ·Louisiana for the secretary of State's office.

·7· · · · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:· Yes, we did.

·8· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Yes.· So we'll cover that

·9· ·topic next time we can get you back down.· Thank you.

10· ·And we'll make sure to distribute your business cards as

11· ·well.

12· · · · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:· Thank y'all very much.

13· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Thank you.

14· · · · · · · ·Okay, everyone.· At this time, we will move

15· ·on to our next agenda item, which entails just a brief

16· ·review of the recommendations that LED staff compiled at

17· ·our last meeting, after our last two meetings, and

18· ·placed those into report, which was sent to you-all for

19· ·review and which we hope to obtain your vote and

20· ·approval today to proceed with finalizing that report.

21· · · · · · · ·The reason the report has been submitted in

22· ·draft form, two reasons:· One, because it does require a

23· ·vote of this body to indicate that this report is indeed

24· ·final, and the other is because LED staff is compiling

25· ·the appendix, which is comprised of tables and charts
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·1· ·and graphs to support the information and the content in

·2· ·the body of the report.

·3· · · · · · · ·Now, the legislation asks for us to submit

·4· ·our summary report 60 days prior to the start of

·5· ·session.· That would have been January 9th, so thanks to

·6· ·the holidays, thanks to us not being able to schedule a

·7· ·meeting between our last meeting and now, we're just a

·8· ·couple days behind schedule.· Fret not, there is no

·9· ·penalty, but, however, LED, we do try to stick as close

10· ·as possible when report are due of the department or our

11· ·councils.· We try to stick close to those deadlines that

12· ·are provided.

13· · · · · · · ·So I just want to give you a bit of

14· ·background on that and then kind of run through some of

15· ·the -- run through the recommendations that were

16· ·compiled and summarized as a result of our last

17· ·conversations when we broke into subgroups and they came

18· ·back together in one big group.

19· · · · · · · ·As has been just discussed by Mr. Ellison

20· ·and our council members, Louisiana does appear to not

21· ·fare very well when you look at rankings when it comes

22· ·to access to capital, and that affects our entire

23· ·entrepreneurial ecosystem, but there are other elements

24· ·to that that need to be addressed as well besides just

25· ·the capital factor.· There are education, technical,
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·1· ·managerial, technical assistance factors as well.

·2· · · · · · · ·So as you can see, the way we laid out the

·3· ·report is we identified what the current situation is in

·4· ·Louisiana, and we basically compiled and built upon your

·5· ·recommendations from our previous discussions.

·6· · · · · · · ·So, again, from the access to capital

·7· ·standpoint -- and what you see on the slide is very

·8· ·high-level.· The reports are very in-depth.· So identify

·9· ·universe of the start-ups that are negatively impacted

10· ·by the inability to obtain seed funding.· We just talked

11· ·about those companies that are pre-Venture stage that

12· ·have an idea that may not be able to proceed without

13· ·some sort of capital via debt or equity financing, and

14· ·it can come from any source, but, as we've learned, we

15· ·have desperate sources in Louisiana.· At any given day,

16· ·one city may have an angel network, another may have one

17· ·that's a loose group of angels, and they come together

18· ·only when necessary and don't have a coordinated

19· ·strategy.· So that first bullet and the second identify

20· ·potential funding sources and structures, basically

21· ·addresses those issues.· And we're talking, again, from

22· ·the perspective of debt and equity financing.· As we

23· ·know, we have entrepreneurs, both that are not just in

24· ·the tech sector, but still need technologists -- I like

25· ·that term, and I like what Bill was mentioning -- on
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·1· ·their team, but then you have just other small

·2· ·businesses that need access to capital to start their

·3· ·business or to grow their business.

·4· · · · · · · ·So we identify potential funding sources and

·5· ·structures where the state can possibly do more should

·6· ·the state invest in or create a fund where we can

·7· ·partner with private sector investors and, therefore,

·8· ·bring more capital to the table and do a better job of

·9· ·providing the seed stage funding needed.

10· · · · · · · ·Identify educational services for small

11· ·business owners and entrepreneurs.· One example given

12· ·was, you know, there are a lot of times when a business

13· ·is just considered too risky by a bank, and so what if

14· ·that business could approach the bank and say "I have a

15· ·cash flow management certification in addition to my

16· ·expertise in making widgets."· You know, that's just one

17· ·example.

18· · · · · · · ·Research options to improve Louisiana's

19· ·entrepreneurial culture.· One thing that our State

20· ·Economic Competitiveness Team does under the leadership

21· ·of James Chappell, they do it very well, and we look and

22· ·research best practices across the country.· So that's

23· ·one of the things we identify as an opportunity to look

24· ·for best practices among incubators, universities and

25· ·other service providers, and then also, its been
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·1· ·mentioned this morning, accelerators.

·2· · · · · · · ·So when we talk about our entrepreneurial

·3· ·ecosystem, we have some pieces that are in place but the

·4· ·puzzle isn't fitting together very nicely, hence

·5· ·Louisiana's ranking in the bottom 10 of the 50 states

·6· ·when it comes to access to capital for small businesses

·7· ·and entrepreneurs.

·8· · · · · · · · · ·So that is just a high-level recap of

·9· ·that section of the report, and I'm happy to go further,

10· ·but I wanted to -- that's why we sent the report out

11· ·ahead of time so hopefully members will have had a

12· ·chance to kind of scan the report and make sure we

13· ·captured the council's recommendations there.

14· · · · · · · ·So unless there are any questions, I'm going

15· ·to move on to the next segment dealing with occupational

16· ·licensing.

17· · · · · · · ·(No response.)

18· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· All right.· This one was

19· ·quite eye opening, and it's what Mr. Rhett Davis was

20· ·just talking about, some of these frustrating regulatory

21· ·impediments.· Our Small Business Services Team took a

22· ·deep-dive look at the National Study of Burdens From

23· ·Occupational Licensing, and that's produced by the

24· ·Institute for Justice, and what we found is that

25· ·Louisiana requires occupational licensing for more than
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·1· ·any other state.· Surprise.· One-hundred twenty-seven of

·2· ·those, and of those, there are 71 lower income

·3· ·occupations that we license, 29 of which are licensed in

·4· ·fewer than half of the rest of the country, and those

·5· ·lower income occupations were designated as such by the

·6· ·Bureau of Labor Statistics.· So these numbers weren't

·7· ·just yanked from the air.· These are coming from federal

·8· ·bureaus that track income levels based on occupation.

·9· · · · · · · ·The recommendations here pertaining to

10· ·occupational licensing, which is a regulatory issue, but

11· ·it was so important that we pulled it out on its own

12· ·within the report.· First, to perform a comprehensive

13· ·review of all of these occupational licensing compared

14· ·to other states, and we had decided it best to focus our

15· ·efforts on those 29 licenses.· And then there are 12

16· ·licenses required in fewer than 10 states.· We're the

17· ·only state that requires licensure for florists.· And

18· ·then pest control workers, we have some of the heaviest

19· ·burdens to become a pest control worker with the fees

20· ·and the testing requirements.· Those are just a couple

21· ·of examples, but there are plenty.

22· · · · · · · ·So the other recommendation here was to

23· ·evaluate opportunities to change laws and process these

24· ·pertaining to, you know, how do these boards determine

25· ·which occupations to require licensure, how burdensome
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·1· ·the licensure is -- how burdensome is it to obtain the

·2· ·license, what's the cost associated with the license,

·3· ·what are the testing requirements.

·4· · · · · · · ·There's also -- and Allison is a member of

·5· ·the Occupational Licensing Review Commission, and what

·6· ·we took a look at is how that commission is set up, and

·7· ·we would like to recommend adding a voice for small

·8· ·businesses to be a member of that commission.· And we'd

·9· ·also like to urge the commission, as they're reviewing

10· ·occupational licensing from the various entities that

11· ·provide these licenses to consider the economic impact

12· ·and the opportunities for workforce pertaining to these

13· ·decisions that are being made regarding the oversight of

14· ·the 63 entities that provide occupational licenses in

15· ·the state.· So this area was very robust and gave a lot

16· ·of -- provided a lot for us to take a look into much

17· ·further.

18· · · · · · · ·The last segment of the report pertained to

19· ·regulatory issues other than occupational licensing,

20· ·because that one does fall as a regulatory matter.· So

21· ·according to the Pacific Research Institute, Louisiana

22· ·falls just above the middle of the pack, above average,

23· ·when it comes to the regulatory burden upon small

24· ·business, but our rankings varied tremendously across

25· ·different metrics.· There are 14 labor-related metrics
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·1· ·and 14 business-related factors that are measured for

·2· ·regulatory burden impact.· So we kind of fall in the

·3· ·middle of the 50 states, but there's some areas that did

·4· ·stick out.

·5· · · · · · · ·One, obviously we just talked about

·6· ·occupational licensing.· The other has to do with the

·7· ·workers' compensation insurance and the cost of that.

·8· ·There's an index that is done to compare the cost of

·9· ·workers' comp, and it varies so much.· Different states

10· ·have different industry basis.· We just talked about

11· ·Louisiana being oil and gas heavy.· There are other

12· ·state that are technology heavy.· And obviously you

13· ·wouldn't expect high workers' comp rates for IT-related

14· ·industry sectors compared to oil and gas or others

15· ·dealing with hazardous materials.· So this index

16· ·basically tried to level the playing field to do sort of

17· ·an apples-to-apples comparison, and Louisiana ranked

18· ·very poorly when we looked at the cost per $100 on

19· ·workers' comp.

20· · · · · · · ·Our rate is like 2.23 compared to other

21· ·states.· For example, Arkansas is 1.08 is the index for

22· ·$100 of payroll as far as workers' comp costs.· And

23· ·Virginia, for example, is 1.17.· So Louisiana's up there

24· ·at 2.23 per $100 of workers' comp -- of payroll going

25· ·towards workers' compensation insurance.· And some of
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·1· ·our members of this council and some of the small

·2· ·businesses that we work with at the department suggested

·3· ·taking a look at experience modification rates.· Now,

·4· ·that's kind of getting into the weeds, but that feeds

·5· ·the job classification codes that determine the hazard

·6· ·level of a particular job.· That, in effect, impacts the

·7· ·workers' comp' rates that different employers pay.

·8· · · · · · · ·So in Louisiana that's overseen by the

·9· ·Louisiana Office of Workers' Compensation

10· ·Administration.· This entity sets the rate, but they do

11· ·so based on the work of a national council, the National

12· ·Council of Compensation Insurance, and that's an

13· ·independent bureau that's funded by insurance companies.

14· ·And so that's going to require some more in-depth

15· ·research, but it's certainly an area that we'd like to

16· ·take a look at because we have received feedback from

17· ·small businesses in the state that we're working with

18· ·and even from members of this council that that is an

19· ·issue that we should research further and try to develop

20· ·some recommendations for improvement.

21· · · · · · · ·Under Other Recommendations, this is sort of

22· ·the large bucket area that allows us to look into other

23· ·areas maybe from an administrative standpoint that the

24· ·state could do better, there were two areas identified:

25· ·One having to do with asset mapping.· What we find a lot
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·1· ·is when a small business gets to LED, they have no clue

·2· ·what we can provide.· They have no clue what local

·3· ·entities and organizations and service providers could

·4· ·do for them.· So then they're reaching out to the state,

·5· ·either just because it's their first inclination to

·6· ·reach to the state, or they reached out to a legislator

·7· ·who said "Hey, call LED."· And so that's a big issue

·8· ·that we have worked very hard to overcome is awareness

·9· ·of the programs and services that we do have because

10· ·they have valuable.· And when we do get ahold of small

11· ·businesses, between LED and our partners and allies and

12· ·intermediaries like LSBD and like Kenny's shop, when we

13· ·get to these business, we're very successful in helping

14· ·them along the way, but it's a big issue for them to

15· ·know where to go for what service.

16· · · · · · · ·So one of the recommendations is to invest

17· ·in a robust asset mapping tool, and we have been

18· ·researching a tool called Source Link, and it is just

19· ·one of the most lauded programs that brings together

20· ·region by region, and even combined at the state level,

21· ·a map, a roadmap for, regardless of what stage your

22· ·small business is in, if you click a button, you can

23· ·find a service provider or information on a program such

24· ·as the Angel Investor Tax Credit that we just talked

25· ·about.
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·1· · · · · · · ·The other recommendation has to do with

·2· ·state government procurement.· So Hudson and Veterans

·3· ·Initiative are programs that are administered in part by

·4· ·LED and in part by the Office of State Procurement, and

·5· ·what these programs seek to do is to provide

·6· ·opportunities for Louisiana-based, Louisiana-domiciled

·7· ·CEO companies to have a fair opportunity to compete to

·8· ·do business with the state.· And so there are a number

·9· ·of areas and room for improvement that we have collected

10· ·over the years from participants of both the Veterans

11· ·Initiative and the Hudson Initiative.· And there are

12· ·also programs we don't administer, but we also have an

13· ·interest in them, DVE programs that are housed at the

14· ·Department of Transportation.· So that's what those two

15· ·sets of recommendations pertain to.

16· · · · · · · ·That is really just a high level of the

17· ·recommendations of the report.· What the department --

18· ·if approved today, what the department intends to do is

19· ·basically attach to the report that was sent to you the

20· ·appendix, and we're -- that is under construction as we

21· ·speak.· There were lots of tables and charts and

22· ·formatting required.· We did not want to further delay

23· ·bringing this report to you and then not possibly

24· ·getting it to the legislature in a timely manner just

25· ·because of the appendix.
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·1· · · · · · · ·So if approved today, our next step would be

·2· ·to finalize the appendix, share that with this council

·3· ·and then submit it to the legislature.· From there --

·4· ·and this is something I talked to the chairman about and

·5· ·I wanted to -- he asked me to make sure and reiterate

·6· ·this to the council, the report represents, if you will,

·7· ·a living document.· We're required to submit a report

·8· ·each year.· Part of it is just data.· The first part of

·9· ·the report is literally just data on Louisiana's small

10· ·business environment, and the other part is

11· ·recommendations.· We're asked to do this once a year.

12· · · · · · · ·So today's report, if approved, will set in

13· ·motion action for the department to take -- in

14· ·leadership, the department to take, but in partnership

15· ·with our partners and allies to be begin implementing

16· ·these recommendations.· And what the council will do in

17· ·the interment between now and next year is to ensure

18· ·that we are on track with implementing and moving the

19· ·needle, but also to bring in experts like what we had

20· ·today to hear more about what other recommendations

21· ·exist and are out there.

22· · · · · · · ·So this document is not something that is

23· ·set in stone.· It is fulfilling a legislative

24· ·requirement to provide the state of small business in

25· ·Louisiana, but also to indicate this is where we are
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·1· ·today and these are recommendations to help us move

·2· ·forward.

·3· · · · · · · ·So I believe I've talked enough for the time

·4· ·being.· I will open up the floor for discussion and/or a

·5· ·motion, if anyone feels so inclined at this time to make

·6· ·a motion.

·7· · · · · · · ·Yes, sir, Mr. Bill.

·8· · · · · · · ·MR. SAWER:· How many of these

·9· ·recommendations can be implemented by LED and how many

10· ·have to go to the legislature?

11· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Good question.· Good

12· ·question.

13· · · · · · · ·Very few of those recommendations require

14· ·legislative approval.· So the recommendations under

15· ·Access to Capital, probably the one that would require

16· ·legislative approval would be the creation of a fund.

17· ·If we decided to create a fund or to use an existing

18· ·fund, we would have to get legislative appropriation to

19· ·get the fund over to the department.

20· · · · · · · ·The other aspect that may require

21· ·legislation has to do with the occupational licensing

22· ·component.· Obviously anytime you change occupational

23· ·licensing requirements, it will require a law change to

24· ·that particular section of the licensure requirements,

25· ·but if we're talk about the review commission, the
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·1· ·recommendations toward beefing up the review commission,

·2· ·adding a voice for small business, that just deals with

·3· ·the law pertaining to the commission.· Everything else

·4· ·in this report -- I can't say everything else because I

·5· ·don't have it all memorized in my head, but the vast

·6· ·majority of the recommendations are things that can be

·7· ·done by state or department policy.

·8· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· What about that board funded by

·9· ·the insurance people?

10· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· So the workers' comp, so

11· ·there's the LWCC, which is the Workers' Compensation

12· ·Corporation, they manage the fund that employers pay

13· ·into.· We're not suggesting -- at this point we have a

14· ·whole lot more research to do, but we're not suggesting

15· ·altering anything that that entity does.· There's

16· ·another entity housed within Louisiana Workforce

17· ·Commission called the Louisiana Office of Workers'

18· ·Compensation Administration that we have to go and do

19· ·more research with that group to dig deeper to learn

20· ·about how are we arriving at these mod rates that we are

21· ·that's driving up the cost of Louisiana workers'

22· ·compensation.

23· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· So they're within LED?

24· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· They're within the Louisiana

25· ·Workforce Commission.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· I got it.

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· So, you know, we have more

·3· ·research to do to learn how they're structured and how

·4· ·they set those rates, and that's something we're glad to

·5· ·report back to the council at our next meeting.

·6· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· I notice there was an emphasis

·7· ·in the report on ranking.

·8· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Yes, sir.

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· And I'm just wondering is

10· ·there an expectation to improve that?· Is that the whole

11· ·sort of driver of all of this is to take a look where we

12· ·are, what needs to be done, and then extensively that

13· ·will create some movement on those rankings?

14· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Yes, sir, that's the goal.  I

15· ·mean, we pay close attention to rankings, and it depends

16· ·on which ranking entity you are studying.· Some of them

17· ·have different input, and, therefore different outputs.

18· ·We tried our best to find the most objective ranking

19· ·entities to pull these numbers from and the most

20· ·respected and credible, but, yes, that is the goal, to

21· ·move the needle so that we aren't ranked so poorly in

22· ·some of these categories.· And at the end of the day,

23· ·it's not -- you know, obviously it's not just about the

24· ·ranking.· It's about the outcome, you know, the actual

25· ·impact to small business and to individuals who are
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·1· ·trying to enhance their economic opportunity in

·2· ·Louisiana, so...

·3· · · · · · · ·But, yes, I mean, for us, it's really

·4· ·important.· Ranking and benchmarking, it's really

·5· ·important to establish where we are currently, and what

·6· ·it does is it helps us not just know where we are, but

·7· ·to identify which states are in the top 10 or which

·8· ·states that we can look further at for best practices.

·9· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· So I remember when the US News

10· ·ranking came out and we were dead last and the

11· ·Governor's language was something along the lines of

12· ·"Well, the data is, you know, is several years old and

13· ·it's sort of how that system operates, and then the next

14· ·ranking we should be a lot better because that set of

15· ·data looks better."· So is that the --

16· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Yeah.· That particular

17· ·report, and I forget which exact metric it was looking

18· ·at, but it was a 2015 data point.· I'm very familiar

19· ·with the year because I remember getting asked by the

20· ·Governor's office to look further into that ranking, but

21· ·it was a bit dated.· And there are -- I mean, there are

22· ·times when the rankings do, when they -- by the time the

23· ·report comes out, it does lag in realtime a bit.

24· · · · · · · ·MR. CHAPPELL:· Most of the entrepreneurship

25· ·is not because the PwC report is quarterly, so it
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·1· ·doesn't lag nearly as far behind.

·2· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· On the entrepreneurial

·3· ·ranking, the PricewaterhouseCoopers records, PwC?

·4· · · · · · · ·MR. CHAPPELL:· Correct.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Thank you, James.

·6· · · · · · · ·Any other questions or a motion?

·7· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· I don't have a question or a

·8· ·motion, but I do have something that I'd like to say on

·9· ·the record in this council.· I'm also going to say it on

10· ·the record in another appropriate format.· That has to

11· ·do with the article that came out this morning in Baton

12· ·Rouge Business Report.

13· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Can you hold that to Other

14· ·Business?

15· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· I'm sorry.· Because you're

16· ·looking for a vote.· I thought you said other business.

17· ·Sorry.

18· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Thank you.

19· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· I'll move for adoption.

20· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Thank you.

21· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· I'll second.

22· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· A motion and a second has

23· ·been made by Mr. Hayward and Ms. Tucker.

24· · · · · · · ·All of these in favor?

25· · · · · · · ·(Several members respond "aye.")
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Okay.· Any opposition?

·2· · · · · · · ·(No response.)

·3· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Okay.· The ayes have it, so

·4· ·our report and the recommendations therein are adopted

·5· ·with the caveat that LED is required to attach the

·6· ·appendix prior to submission to legislature.

·7· · · · · · · ·So thank you-all, and at this point we will

·8· ·move to -- what's on the agenda next?· Is it Other

·9· ·Business, I believe or is it the report?

10· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· It's the President's Report.

11· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Okay.· I will be brief.· Our

12· ·last meeting we weren't able to get through this.· What

13· ·we try to do with every council or board that LED

14· ·oversees is we try to just make sure to keep our members

15· ·updated on what's happening in the state from an

16· ·economic development perspective.

17· · · · · · · ·So from a rankings perspective, Mr. Hayward,

18· ·Louisiana earned the top 10 spot among the Nation's Best

19· ·Business Climate.· That state ranking comes from Site

20· ·Selection Magazine, and obviously the top corporate

21· ·executives in site selectors, that is their industry

22· ·publication, and these are the people making decisions

23· ·on where to site their businesses for growth.· So we had

24· ·a top 10 ranking there.

25· · · · · · · ·On project wins and announcements, in
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·1· ·November we had a lot going on.· Three biotech firms all

·2· ·on the same day announced that collectively they're

·3· ·going to create 135 jobs in New Orleans, a company

·4· ·called AxoSim, Cadex Genomics and Obatala Sciences.· So

·5· ·those three companies will expand in New Orleans.

·6· · · · · · · ·Also November, Tektronix announced a digital

·7· ·media project in New Orleans.· This company is going to

·8· ·bring over 300 new direct and indirect jobs.· It's a

·9· ·digital firm that's going to locate in the New Orleans

10· ·Exchange Center.

11· · · · · · · ·And then in December, moving to the western

12· ·part of the state, southwestern part of the state, in

13· ·St. Landry Parish, Savoie's Food announced a

14· ·$12.7-billion expansion.· They're going to add 60 now

15· ·jobs to their existing 100 jobs in St. Landry Parish.

16· · · · · · · ·In St. Tammany, we have an electrical

17· ·infrastructure firm called Ampirical.· That company is

18· ·going to retain 120 jobs and create 400 more jobs in

19· ·that region of the state.

20· · · · · · · ·AFCO Industries is going to expand in

21· ·Alexandria.· They're making a $3.6-million investment.

22· ·They are going to add 16 jobs to their 168 jobs.

23· · · · · · · ·And there -- oh, Supreme Rice.· I can't

24· ·forget Supreme Rice.· It is in my area in Crowley.  I

25· ·was happy to be able to help retain that company in the
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·1· ·state.· Supreme Rice is announcing a $20-million

·2· ·expansion.

·3· · · · · · · ·That's right.· That's your home.

·4· · · · · · · ·MS. CLARK:· That's my home.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· That's Allison's hometown,

·6· ·y'all.

·7· · · · · · · ·So the company's going to retain 150 jobs

·8· ·and they're going to expand their existing facility as

·9· ·their 85th anniversary approaches.· And there was a real

10· ·live threat to that.· We could have lost this company to

11· ·consolidate in Arkansas.· They were being courted very

12· ·heavily by the State of Arkansas.

13· · · · · · · ·And then just lastly, in other

14· ·announcements, Morgan City and Berwick were named

15· ·Louisiana Development Ready Communities.· That is one of

16· ·our signature programs under our Community Competitive

17· ·suite of services where we essentially work with

18· ·communities to better position themselves and make

19· ·themselves more inviting for economic development.· We

20· ·provide assessment opportunities, strategic planning,

21· ·all at no cost to these communities with managerial

22· ·technical assistance from LED and its partners.· So we

23· ·were able to celebrate Morgan City and Berwick.· They

24· ·did a joint effort over there in St. Mary Parish.

25· · · · · · · ·So that concludes the President's Report and
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·1· ·readout to you, and so at this point, our next agenda

·2· ·item is Other Business, and Ms. Tucker does have an item

·3· ·that she would like to discuss with us that's very

·4· ·pertinent to small business.

·5· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· Thank you.· Sorry about that.

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· You have the floor.

·7· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· I jumped ahead earlier.

·8· · · · · · · ·So the article actually came out on January

·9· ·10th.· There was an article about the Louisiana

10· ·Superdome acquisition district and the work going on at

11· ·the Superdome.· Now, in all clarity and transparency,

12· ·I'm a part, and I fought to be a part, of the

13· ·construction management team that's going to be doing

14· ·the job at the Dome.· The Dome is now letting -- and by

15· ·"the Dome," I guess I'm talking about SMG.· I don't know

16· ·and I don't understand how that goes on, but I do

17· ·understand this, that there's $450-million worth of

18· ·expansion going on at the Dome and that three-fourths --

19· ·or two-thirds -- I'm sorry -- two-thirds of that is paid

20· ·for by taxpayers.· And somehow, someway the management

21· ·company over the Dome that has been there since I wasn't

22· ·even a thought has managed to skirt public bid rules and

23· ·public bid law and public serv- -- you know,

24· ·professional services contracting.

25· · · · · · · ·Now, I don't understand how it happens.· I'm
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·1· ·sure it's very legal, but -- or I hope it is, but I

·2· ·don't understand why an entity that gets so many public

·3· ·dollars and that means so much to us would be able to

·4· ·procure companies based off of invitation or to invite

·5· ·six to seven or three or two companies to come and bid

·6· ·somewhere, which circumvent all small business, much

·7· ·less Hudson Initiative, much less disadvantaged

·8· ·businesses from being a part of it, especially when -- I

·9· ·mean, that's what we do.· These are dollars that we bid

10· ·on, they're legacy projects.· And, furthermore, I don't

11· ·understand how you make sure you get the most

12· ·competitive bids if you're only restricting certain

13· ·companies that are your favorites or whoever to be

14· ·allowed to bid on that.

15· · · · · · · ·I read the article.· I see, you know, the

16· ·statement from the Governor's office was that they have

17· ·the right to do this because -- you know, they didn't

18· ·elaborate, but I'd love to know why, and I don't -- what

19· ·I fear for -- the Dome, of course, gets a lot of special

20· ·caveats.· I fear for the next board.· And there's

21· ·another quasi-state board in New Orleans that is

22· ·circumventing the goals that we speak about every single

23· ·meeting, and so I don't want to see the Dome's example

24· ·right now become some shining example of how to skirt

25· ·the rules when there are companies that I know, because
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·1· ·I've experiences this as a small business person, that

·2· ·have made an art to skirting these rules.

·3· · · · · · · ·So I just want say it here because I think

·4· ·it affects all of us and the work that we're doing.· I'm

·5· ·going to say it on the record quietly since I am on the

·6· ·other team; right, that should be working for the

·7· ·program manager.· That also goes to liability.· If

·8· ·there's a private company all of a sudden paying and

·9· ·doing program management for a project over a

10· ·construction manager at risk and the construction

11· ·manager at risk is the owner's rep of some sort, then

12· ·how does that work if a program manager screws up or

13· ·commands a construction manager at risk to do something

14· ·different?

15· · · · · · · ·I just think there's a lot of questions

16· ·there and there's a lot of gray area and I just don't

17· ·want that to become something that happens and I just

18· ·wanted to say that on the record here so that it be

19· ·heard in a few different places.· Thank you.

20· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Any comments or thoughts on

21· ·that from the council?

22· · · · · · · ·It's an issue that's bubbled up today and

23· ·the last couple of days with the article that was

24· ·published.

25· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· I'd like say I'm not familiar
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·1· ·with what you're speaking of, but because of your

·2· ·comments, I'm now intrigued to go look.

·3· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· I encourage everybody to go

·4· ·take a look at it.· If I can submit the article just

·5· ·for --

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· You can.· I'll share it with

·7· ·the members.

·8· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· Thank you.

·9· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· And just, as we spoke briefly

10· ·earlier today, I do suggest that you and your colleagues

11· ·and your groups and -- your group in Orleans that's

12· ·fighting to ensure that small businesses and DBEs have

13· ·access to these opportunities, that you do raise this

14· ·issue with the LSBD.

15· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· Absolutely.· They've heard me.

16· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· I'm sure of it.

17· · · · · · · ·Any other business that members would like

18· ·to raise at this time?

19· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· I'd like to say that I think

20· ·one of issues that you're talking about is fairness in

21· ·the marketplace and that small businesses depend upon a

22· ·legitimate marketplace in order to compete.· So what

23· ·you're speaking to is very important, so not just in

24· ·this specific instance, but across how we look at our

25· ·markets in small businesses and how it affects them.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· Especially with something so

·2· ·large, you're kind of relegating only to large

·3· ·businesses, many large businesses that can compete are

·4· ·going to come from elsewhere.· So when it comes to

·5· ·giving our Louisiana firms a chance, I think the best

·6· ·way to open it up to allow us to team up with those

·7· ·large firms.

·8· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Yes.· And, I mean, that

·9· ·strikes at the heart of what the Hudson and Veterans

10· ·Initiatives were created for, to give small businesses

11· ·an opportunity to compete or to partner with larger,

12· ·more established firms to compete.· So thank you for

13· ·raising that issue.

14· · · · · · · ·All right.· No other business?

15· · · · · · · ·(No response.)

16· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Public comments?· Any members

17· ·of the public have any thoughts or comments?

18· · · · · · · ·(No response.)

19· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Okay.· All right.· That being

20· ·said, members, before we proceed to adjournment, I'm

21· ·going to consult with the chairman, who has the sniffles

22· ·today, I will consult with the chairman about the timing

23· ·of our next meeting.· I expect within the next week or

24· ·two that LED will be prepared to submit that report to

25· ·legislature.· We will copy you so that you know when it
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·1· ·has been submitted, and, also, when we begin to look at

·2· ·the recommendations from staff's perspective, we will

·3· ·have to prioritize those to determine which are

·4· ·low-hanging fruit and which that we can begin to attach

·5· ·from an implementation standpoint, and we'll share that

·6· ·with you at the next meeting and keep you appraised of

·7· ·our actives.· We hope at the upcoming meetings to bring

·8· ·in experts on these various topics, including

·9· ·legislators who have tried to move the needle on these

10· ·issues in the past.· We think they'd be delighted to see

11· ·a group of small business practitioners combined with

12· ·actual small business owners trying to tackle some of

13· ·these issues.

14· · · · · · · ·So I think -- I do believe at this point we

15· ·are going to transition to about once a quarter meeting.

16· ·We started a little late.· We got the council

17· ·appointments late and we started later than we would

18· ·have liked to in 2019, so it was more condensed, but we

19· ·are going to move at more of a normal pace and probably

20· ·meet once a quarter starting 2020, starting this year.

21· · · · · · · ·Any questions about our path forward?

22· · · · · · · ·(No response.)

23· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Well, I thank everyone for

24· ·your time.· Notwithstanding the weather and the traffic

25· ·and our late start today, thank you-all for your time.
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·1· ·It means the world to LED staff because we do put in a

·2· ·lot of work to make sure and support your ideas and

·3· ·recommendations.· So thanks for being here today.· And

·4· ·at this point, I will entertain a motion to adjourn.

·5· · · · · · · ·(No response.)

·6· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:

·7· · · · · · · ·Nobody wants to go home?

·8· · · · · · · ·We've got a motion and second for

·9· ·adjournment.· All of those in favor?

10· · · · · · · ·(Several members respond "aye.")

11· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· All right.· Our meeting is

12· ·adjourned.· Thank you, again, for y'all's time.

13· ·Appreciate it.

14· · · · · · · ·(Meeting concludes at 3:14 p.m.)
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 1               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.  Good afternoon,
 2   everybody.  I apologize for the delay this morning.  We
 3   started out with far more than a quorum, and then
 4   someone got the sniffles and two people each sprained
 5   something.  So we are right at our number for a quorum,
 6   and Ms. Clark should be arriving anytime soon.  Because
 7   we're a public body, until she arrives, I can't formally
 8   start the meeting, but we have some guest speakers here
 9   and I want to be respectful of their time.  So,
10   informally, I want to start out with our guest, Mr. Bill
11   Ellison, who is an expert in access to capital, one of
12   the areas that's incredibly important to this council.
13               So without further ado, I will invite up
14   Mr. Bill Ellison, who's a VP at Innovation Catalyst.
15               Thank you.
16               MR. ELLISON:  Good afternoon.  Again, my
17   name is Bill Ellison, and I'm the COO of Innovation
18   Catalyst, which is a -- it's a nonprofit venture
19   development organization, which is a strange entity, and
20   I'll explain it in a minute if you're not familiar with
21   it.
22               I was talking to James and he mentioned the
23   mission of this committee and so he graciously invited
24   me to come talk about kind of the state of affairs and
25   funding startup companies in Louisiana and whether I had
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 1   any thoughts on the subject.  So first off, let e be
 2   clear.  I'm not talking about small businesses that are
 3   often referred to as "lifestyle companies."  I'm talking
 4   about high-growth, venture-backed companies where
 5   there's a founder, they take external capital, they grow
 6   as quickly as they can, they often and quickly lose
 7   control of that company and then hopefully they succeed
 8   and have a great exit.  So that's kind of who I'm
 9   talking about.
10               To do that, I'd like to kind of go through a
11   couple of the stages of funding a company.  You know, it
12   starts with a founder having a great idea, "What do I
13   have do now?  I've got to have some capital to do
14   something."  And so he bootstraps it, number one.
15   Second, he goes to friends and families, and they're
16   only investing because they're friends and family.  They
17   don't do any due diligence.  They probably don't even
18   understand the idea.  It's just we like to person and
19   we're going to give them some money.
20               So what happens after that?  Oftentimes it's
21   what's called the valley of death.  Not to be confused
22   with Death Valley.  So valley of death is when a startup
23   starts running out of friends and family money.  So what
24   do they do?  They oftentimes die.  So the problem is
25   they're so young, they're immature, they don't have
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 1   revenue, they may not have a product, and so the Angel
 2   Investors, and obviously the Venture Capital funds, is
 3   just too risky of an investment, so that's where
 4   Innovation Catalyst comes in.  Again, we're a nonprofit
 5   venture development organization, and our mission is to
 6   accelerate and help grow these innovative companies by
 7   doing basically three things, probably most importantly
 8   by providing seed capital, coaching and connections.  So
 9   with that, we try to help them through the valley of
10   death and get to the point where they're mature enough,
11   they've got product, they've got revenue, all of that
12   great stuff so they can go on to raise capital from
13   Angel Investors and Venture Capitals.
14               So let's go to the next stage, Angel
15   Investors.  Simple definition of an Angel Investor is a
16   high net-worth investor, an accredited investor, and
17   these people, they'll invest in a company, either
18   individually or through an Angel group or network.  Now,
19   an Angel group or network is basically a formalized
20   entity of angels who get together, have meetings, they
21   source deals, do due diligence, they put the deal
22   together and then they help mentor and grow these
23   start-ups that they help invest in.
24               So a couple of statistics, the Angel Capital
25   Association is a national organization that studies all
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 1   of that stuff.  Someone's always studying something.
 2   Some of the interesting statistics are that angels
 3   invest $25-billion in 70,000 companies annually.  That's
 4   quite an impressive number.  But the more important
 5   number that I found was they say that angels invest 90
 6   percent of the outside equity of start-up companies.  So
 7   let that sink in for a second.  If you don't have an
 8   active angel community, you're not going to have a
 9   start-up community.  It's that simple.
10               Another interesting statistic is that 89
11   percent of angel investors get their deals through these
12   angel networks and through these angel funds.  So
13   Louisiana, typically we have these organizations.  So,
14   for example, New Orleans has NOLA Angels, which is
15   probably the biggest in the state.  Lafayette had
16   Acadiana Angels, Lake Charles has Southwest Angels.
17   There's one in Shreveport, there's one in Monroe.
18   There's a couple of them.  Baton Rouge is the only major
19   city that has not and currently does not have a
20   formalized angel group, and I'm happy to say that that's
21   going to change next week.
22               So next week Innovation Catalyst is creating
23   a subsidiary called the Red Stick Angel Network, and
24   what that is, it's a nonprofit organization where Baton
25   Rouge angels join our corporation and we invest
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 1   together, we put deals together, just like I was telling
 2   you about.  So given the importance of angel investors,
 3   that's, I think it's a really big deal.
 4               So a couple of recommendation -- I mean, a
 5   couple of recommendations.  So back to Innovation
 6   Catalyst for a second.  In helping these companies
 7   bridge the valley of death, a couple quick stats.  We've
 8   invested a little over $3-million in 19 national
 9   portfolio companies.  Fourteen are still alive today,
10   two crashed and burned fabulously, one was sold to
11   Waitr, one we gave them money, they give it back and
12   we're done.  And then the other, it's very complicated,
13   but we -- the investors gave their money back, their
14   equity back to the founder.  We got our money and we now
15   have a royalty.  So that's kind of where we stand.  We
16   have 14 active portfolio companies that we're mentoring
17   to help grow.
18               Of those companies, they had following
19   rounds of over $40-million, which is a good bit, and
20   that's not including Waitr's going public.  We were one
21   of the early investors in Waitr.
22               So how can you help?  First of all, entities
23   like Innovation Catalyst -- this is a very self-serving
24   comment here -- help those in any way you can, funding,
25   grants, et cetera, so that we can help those companies.
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 1   We have been funded primarily by two entities:  One is a
 2   federal grand that was administered by LED, and,
 3   secondly, through the Research Park Corporation, which
 4   is run by Genevieve Silverman.  They've been our primary
 5   fund for both operations and for investment capital, so
 6   without them, we would not exist.  So helping entities
 7   like RPC, who then help create entities like ours, is
 8   very beneficial.
 9               So getting back to angels a second.  You
10   know, we talk about the importance of angels, and if you
11   don't have an active angel community, you're dead in the
12   water when you start investing in start-ups.  Right now
13   the biggest way is through tax credits, the Angel
14   Investor Tax Credit.  Investors get a 25 percent tax
15   credit on their equity investment.  Now, that may not
16   sound a lot, but angels who invest in start-ups, that is
17   risky, risky, risky business.  So why do they do it?
18   Anything we can do to help is great.
19               So instead of them putting up 100 percent of
20   their money at complete risk, and they're probably going
21   to lose, they're only going to put up 75 percent because
22   they know they're going to get that tax credit.  Where
23   that stands now, there's a $3.6-million cap on that
24   program, and it is set to sunset July first 2021.  So if
25   it dies, it will be a huge blow to the angel community
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 1   in Baton Rouge and Louisiana because when I go out and
 2   try to help these companies raise money and I talk to
 3   these angel investors, that credit is the sheikh.  I
 4   can't stress that enough.  So anything anybody in this
 5   room can do to, A, extend that program, and, B, make it
 6   more robust, would be better.  It used to be higher than
 7   25 percent.  We need to raise the cap.  So it's very
 8   important.
 9               So let's kind of go to the next stage, if
10   you will.  A Venture Capital --
11               MR. HAYWARD:  I missed the name of that
12   program.  I'm sorry.
13               MS. MITCHELL:  Angel Investor Tax Credit.
14               MR. ELLISON:  Angel Investor Tax Credit.
15               MS. MITCHELL:  I can get you some
16   information.  LED administers that program.  I have a
17   whole lot of background for you.
18               MR. ELLISON:  Yes.  Go to this woman.
19               MR. HAYWARD:  I'm sorry.  I didn't hear it.
20               MR. ELLISON:  So let's start at Venture
21   Capital.  So to be clear, Venture Capital is where a
22   fund raises money from other people.  Other peoples
23   money.  OPM.  So because of that, the only thing Venture
24   Capitals care about is their rate of return.  Helping
25   the Louisiana entrepreneur ecosystem is not a thought in
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 1   their brains.  Their fiduciary responsibility is great
 2   return on investment.  Period.  And if that's a
 3   Louisiana company, eh, great.  If it's out of state, you
 4   know, that's fine.
 5               So the question I think is how do we get VC
 6   funds here, how do we get their money and how do we get
 7   them to invest in Louisiana companies?  So one
 8   recommendation is back in the early 2000s there was a
 9   program called -- one of the two Venture Capital
10   matching.  I'm not exactly sure what the official word
11   was, but the way it works was if a Venture Capital fund
12   raised $10-million from its limited partners, its
13   outside investors, LED would come in as a limited
14   partner with 5-million.  So what does that do?  It helps
15   the fund raise capital because these limited partners
16   know, hey, LED's coming in for, you know, one for two,
17   and then, you know, hopefully they're a great return for
18   LED.  So that was a great program, and it really helped,
19   you know, the Venture Capital community.  For example,
20   it's one of reasons Joe Lovett from Boston moved to
21   Baton Rouge to start the Louisiana Funds, which is now
22   one of the largest funds, Venture Capital funds in
23   Louisiana.
24               So which if we get a program like that and
25   then -- well, I forgot to say two of the criteria of
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 1   that old program was you had to be based in Louisiana
 2   and you had to have best efforts to invest in Louisiana
 3   companies.  My recommendation, bring back the program,
 4   but make it a requirement.  Any LED dollar has to go to
 5   a Louisiana company, and I think the program would still
 6   work.
 7               A stat that I wanted to point out, which is
 8   a little disturbing, a recent study found that,
 9   including this District of Columbia, Louisiana is fifth
10   (sic) in Venture Capital funding per capita.  That's a
11   horrible statistic.  So, again, we've got to go back and
12   figure out how to --
13               MS. MITCHELL:  Fifth lowest?
14               MR. ELLISON:  I'm sorry?
15               MS. MITCHELL:  Fifth lowest?
16               MR. ELLISON:  Fiftieth.
17               MS. MITCHELL:  Oh, 50th.  Okay.
18               MR. ELLISON:  I think Mississippi was the
19   last one.
20               MS. MITCHELL:  Got you.  Thank God for
21   Mississippi.
22               MR. ELLISON:  I'm sorry.  Sorry,
23   Mississippi.
24               So, again, how do we get these guys here?
25   So I told you about one, that program.  Another one is
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 1   the simple fact of continuing to try to create companies
 2   here in Louisiana that are attractive to not only
 3   Venture Capital funds here in Louisiana, but those
 4   throughout the United States.  We don't want our
 5   companies getting funding from Boston and moving there.
 6   We want Boston to be investing in Louisiana companies.
 7               So what does that mean?  It's kind of what
 8   we've just been talking about, funding entities like
 9   RPC.  Innovation Catalyst entities that are going to
10   help these companies bridge the valley of death, tax
11   credits for angel investors and all of the other
12   programs that you do for small investments for small
13   companies and start-ups, such as New Media Tax Credits,
14   R&D tax credits.  All of these are very helpful in
15   helping those companies grow to become attractive for
16   Venture Capital.
17               And then lastly, you know, grants.  You
18   know, grants are non-diluted funding for those
19   start-ups, and it's a great source of capital.  And so,
20   for example, LSU has a Lyft Grant program.  To help
21   universities with these grant programs, that would be
22   very beneficial.
23               I'm going to pause here, and does anybody
24   have any questions?
25               MR. HAYWARD:  So just to understand, you
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 1   don't actually make investments, you facilitate the
 2   investment?
 3               MR. ELLISON:  No.  I do.  So we've invested
 4   $3-million into 19 companies.  Our investments range
 5   from $50,000 to $250,000.
 6               MR. HAYWARD:  That's all been funded from
 7   those two sources you said earlier?
 8               MR. ELLISON:  Correct, correct.  So we fund
 9   those companies.  We're typically, you know, first money
10   in, so to speak, after friends and family.  And so then,
11   you know -- I'm housed in the Research Park right by
12   Genevieve Silverman, and then I work with them to then
13   help these companies both with, you know, "Look, this is
14   how you grow a company."  Then once they get to that
15   state, you know, we help them go out and go to New
16   Orleans Angel Group, they're now going to be coming to
17   Red Stick Angel Group and all these other groups to try
18   to raise capital and then the VCs to try to grow.
19               MR. HAYWARD:  So your organization owns the
20   equity in the --
21               MR. ELLISON:  No.  We're a non-profit
22   venture development fund.  That's kind of why we're a
23   weird entity.
24               MR. ANDERSON:  That's what I was going to
25   ask.
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 1               MR. ELLISON:  We're a VC fund, but we're a
 2   non-profit VC fund.  So, you know, if we invested in
 3   Waitr early on, we have a lot of stocks not worth a lot
 4   now, but we got a lot of cash when they went public.  So
 5   that cash comes back to us.  We then turn around and
 6   invest that same cash into another company.
 7               MR. HAYWARD:  Since then, what industries
 8   are these companies?
 9               MR. ELLISON:  It is across the board.
10   Again, not lifestyle companies.  Only companies with
11   high-growth, companies that we can help grow and become
12   Venture Capital ready.
13               Bryan.
14               MR. GREENWOOD:  Question, are you guys
15   thinking about or know anyone in the state that's trying
16   to leverage up their raising of capital in matching with
17   the ISB and SBA with equity fund or a debt fund?
18               MR. ELLISON:  There's been discussions of
19   that, but we're not there yet.  We're not there right
20   now.
21               MS. DAVIS:  So Red Stick Angel program, is
22   that also non-profit?
23               MR. ELLISON:  No.
24               MS. DAVIS:  I was going to say how is that
25   going to work?
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 1               MR. ELLISON:  We're complicated, and it has
 2   to do with control and insurance reasons.  So, like, you
 3   know, Innovation Catalyst, we're in the research park
 4   orbit, so to speak, and, but we're a separate legal
 5   entity.  They fund us through a cooperative endeavor
 6   agreement.  Okay?  So by creating another non-profit
 7   subsidiary, all of my insurance trickles down to this
 8   entity because, frankly, DNO insurance is one of the
 9   biggest costs in these kinds of entities.
10               So, for example, Noland, they're a
11   non-profit corporation.  Just like us, you know, they
12   pay $15,000 for DNO insurance.  This entity will not
13   have to do that.  They'll be -- Red Stick will have
14   directors, and then the Baton Rouge Angels will then
15   join it and simply be a member.  And then this entity
16   will then go out, source deals, do due diligence, close
17   transactions, and then as a group, we'll then help these
18   companies.  But it's not a fund.  Each individual member
19   will be writing their own checks.  So, for example,
20   we've already presented them a company called Omnidek,
21   and now it's a question of, "Okay.  This is Omnidek.
22   We've done our due diligence, we're recommending it.
23   Okay.  They're trying to raise "X" amount, who
24   individually is in and willing to write a check?"  We
25   then try to kind of organize all of that.
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 1               Does that make sense?  It's a little
 2   convoluted.
 3               MS. DAVIS:  Well, yeah.
 4               MS. MITCHELL:  I have two questions.  The
 5   first one, one of your last recommendations was about
 6   grants, and everything that I've learned from some of
 7   the, quote/unquote, "seasoned professionals" in this
 8   world say there's no free money for business.  So grant
 9   spells to me "free money."  So can you tell me a little
10   bit more about that comment of yours or that
11   recommendation about assisting the university with grant
12   funds for these?
13               MR. ELLISON:  Well, for example, you know,
14   when I -- from a entrepreneur's perspective, grant money
15   is free money.  Now, there are restrictions in that, but
16   you don't have to pay it back, it's not equity, it's not
17   debt.  It's cash in the door, and then I've got a lot of
18   reporting requirements, that's typically it.
19               MS. MITCHELL:  Okay.
20               MR. ELLISON:  For example, and Kenny can
21   probably explain this better than I can, LSU has the
22   Lyft funds.  Companies go through the transfer processes
23   and they get a Lyft grant from LSU, which is cash in the
24   door to help them continue to move along in the spectrum
25   and get to the point where they come to me, and I try to
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 1   help them get to the point with these angel investors.
 2               MS. MITCHELL:  It's federal funds, Kenny,
 3   or --
 4               MR. ANDERSON:  Yeah.  It's NSF funding, but
 5   then LSU, through that federal funding, then LSU puts
 6   up, I think 3,500 per team to get them through
 7   discovery, so then they have access to that.
 8               MR. ELLISON:  Right.  And then they support
 9   it an administrate it and all of that stuff.
10               MR. GREENWOOD:  So one thing on when they're
11   SBIR, STTR, that's the contract deliverables, but that's
12   more of a grant perspective, might be something to look
13   into because some states are looking at, from a state
14   perspective, matching.  We have R&D credits and so
15   forth, but they're looking at matching, which would
16   help.  What you're talking about is the earlier stage,
17   it's been signed, it's not far enough along to go out
18   and raise capital from their funds or even Venture
19   Capital, and that's something we'll get into further.
20               MR. ELLISON:  That's exactly.  Right.  Thank
21   you.
22               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes.  Exactly.  And when we
23   get into it later in the agenda, when we get to our
24   agenda, it's part of recommendations that are included,
25   so for sure.
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 1               And then my other question is, you mentioned
 2   it's across industry sectors, so how do people get
 3   referred to you-all?  How do you get businesses in or
 4   start-ups in your door?
 5               MR. ELLISON:  Well, it's about connections
 6   and making sure people know about us.  So, you know,
 7   we're involved with all of the angel groups.  You know,
 8   we try to be involved with all of the universities.  We
 9   try to be involved with anybody who's touching and has a
10   relationship with entrepreneurs.
11               MS. MITCHELL:  Got it.
12               MR. EVERETT:  Bill, I was just going to ask,
13   you know, obviously the reason we're 50th, at least part
14   of it, you feel like is the lack VC infrastructure, as
15   you put it.  I mean, is it also that, you know, just
16   curious, is people scared of kind of like the political
17   history of Louisiana?  Is it the type of businesses that
18   are here necessarily or any of those contributing
19   factors to why we're all of the --
20               MR. ELLISON:  I don't think it's political.
21   I don't think it's legal.  You know, quite frankly, what
22   happens typically is a company will start off and it
23   will be a Louisiana LLC, and then once it gets to the
24   sophisticated, you know, venture capitalist, they switch
25   to a Delaware seed corporation because Venture Capitals
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 1   can't invest in LLCs, and so Louisiana law doesn't
 2   really come into play typically.  So that's not an
 3   issue.  It's we're behind.  It's money goes where the
 4   good deals are, and so the simplest something is we need
 5   better deals.  That means getting these companies,
 6   helping them grow so they are attractive to Venture
 7   Capitals.
 8               MR. GREENWOOD:  There's probably more
 9   interest in oil and gas, getting a more sophisticated
10   angel group just because of our industry's in oil and
11   gas, and the next group is real estate just because of
12   the development there.  Other industries tend to
13   struggle because we don't have a lot of folks who have
14   been successful exiting and reinvesting in other
15   companies.
16               MR. ELLISON:  Yeah.  And part of having a
17   successful company is having domain experts.  We have a
18   lot of oil and gas experts, but, you know, we need more
19   technologists, for example.
20               James.
21               MR. CHAPPELL:  Is it kind of along the same
22   lines there's something other than money that we're
23   lacking, and you think about accelerators or things that
24   happen in that pipeline for ideas to do business?  Do
25   you have any thoughts on that?
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 1               MR. ELLISON:  I do.  That's a huge
 2   entrepreneurial ecosystem, which would take a while
 3   because it takes so much to have a successful company.
 4   You know, you've got have Kenny to educate these guys on
 5   what a company is and what entrepreneurship really means
 6   and how to grow it.  I think we're doing pretty good
 7   there.
 8               Then you need domain experts.  We need more
 9   technologists.  So, for example -- I don't have
10   statistics, but some of the companies that I see are
11   smart people with a great idea and it's technology
12   based, but they're not technologists, and so if you had
13   asked me what's one of the number one reasons people --
14   these start-ups fail, it's access to capital, number
15   one, but, two, it's a non-technology founder and they
16   don't have a technologist on the team.  And, so, for
17   example, one of the companies that we invested in and
18   failed -- I loved the guy, very talented.  He failed
19   because he relied upon other people to build his
20   technology and they built you know what.  So that's a
21   problem.
22               So everything along the lines, you know,
23   helping these companies find capital, incubators,
24   accelerators, you know, I think we're doing pretty good
25   with that with LSU and Research Park, but obviously
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 1   those entities need more resources.  You know, for
 2   example, RPC and LSU, we provide mentors for these
 3   companies.  If we had more money, we could provide more
 4   mentors.  More mentors are going to help them move along
 5   a lot faster.
 6               MR. ANDERSON:  And even the ones that are
 7   conscience that they need a technical cofounder usually
 8   can't find one here, so...
 9               MR. ELLISON:  Exactly.  That's one of our
10   biggest downsides here in Louisiana.
11               MR. SAWYER:  Do you think that the lack of
12   talent has anything to do with it?
13               MR. ELLISON:  I do, in the sense of
14   primarily technologists.  We have, you know, a lot of
15   people who understand finance, we have a lot of people
16   who understand business, accounting, all of that.  You
17   know, as Kenny said, "Look, I'm building this great
18   product.  I need someone to build it for me and oversee
19   the development of it," those people are hard to find.
20               MR. SAWYER:  But even in my personal
21   company, I can't hire a CSE machinist from Louisiana.  I
22   just can't find one.
23               MR. ELLISON:  Yeah.  I see that as a little
24   different.  You know, that's -- you know, finding talent
25   for a specific business, I guess I think more of the
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 1   entrepreneurial world of creating a company from scratch
 2   and growing it.  So I can see someone creating a company
 3   and then later needing that, but, you know, I guess I'm
 4   kind of I'm at early stages where like we've got to
 5   build this thing before we can -- you know, we don't
 6   even have employees, we don't have revenue.  We've got
 7   to build something before we ever get those.  That's
 8   kind of what I'm talking about, so...
 9               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.
10               MR. HAYWARD:  Very interesting.  Thank you.
11               MR. ELLISON:  All right.  Thank you very
12   much.
13               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you, Bill. You are
14   welcome to hang around with us.  We will have you back,
15   trust me.
16               Okay, everyone.  We now have a quorum, so in
17   the absence of our chairman, I will manage the flow of
18   the meeting, and so I would like to call to order the
19   January 16th meeting of the Louisiana Small Business and
20   Entrepreneurship Council, and I will ask Ms. Patty Pipes
21   to conduct the rollcall.
22               MS. PIPES:  Mandi Mitchell.
23               MS. MITCHELL:  Present.
24               MS. PIPES:  Allison Clark.
25               MS. CLARK:  Present.
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 1   MS. PIPES:  Kalisha Garrett.
 2   (No response.)
 3   MS. PIPES:  Bryan Greenwood.
 4   MR. GREENWOOD:  Here.
 5   MS. PIPES:  Kenny Anderson.
 6   MR. ANDERSON:  Here.
 7   MS. PIPES:  John Everett.
 8   MR. EVERETT:  Here.
 9   MS. PIPES:  Edward "E.J." Krampe, III.
10   (No response.)
11   MS. PIPES:  Courtney Davis.
12   MS. DAVIS:  Here.
13   MS. PIPES:  Cassie Felder.
14   (No response.)
15   MS. PIPES:  Alta Baker.
16   (No response.)
17   MS. PIPES:  Tanita Gilbert-Baker.
18   (No response.)
19   MS. PIPES:  Richard Vince Hayward.
20   MR. HAYWARD:  Here.
21   MS. PIPES:  Angelica Rivera.
22   MS. RIVERA:  Here.
23   MS. PIPES:  Bill Sawyer.
24   MR. SAWYER:  Here.
25   MS. PIPES:  E. Rene' Soulé.
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 1               (No response.)
 2               MS. PIPES:  Iam Tucker.
 3               (No response.)
 4               MS. PIPES:  Nine.
 5               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.  We have nine
 6   members present and a quorum.
 7               The first order of business that I will
 8   request members, in our haste, we made a clerical error
 9   and failed to add the request for a motion to approve
10   our minutes from the last meeting.  So only with the
11   anonymous approval of those present can we amend the
12   agenda and add that item to the agenda, and so I'll
13   entertain a motion.
14               Motion by Ms. Clark; second by Ms. Rivera to
15   add to the agenda the action item to approve the minutes
16   from our last meeting, which were sent out to you
17   several days ago.
18               So with that being done, I would entertain a
19   motion for approval of those minutes.
20               I've got a motion from Mr. Hayward and a
21   second from Mr. Greenwood.
22               All those in favor?
23               (Several members respond "aye.")
24               MS. MITCHELL:  Any opposed?
25               (No response.)
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 1               MS. MITCHELL:  The ayes have it, so the
 2   minutes from our last meeting are approved.
 3               At this time we are also going to invite up
 4   our guest presenter, Mr. Rhett Davis, who is a Regional
 5   Advocate for the SBA Office of Advocacy.  What Mr. Davis
 6   will be covering for us today is going to kind of give
 7   us some background of what his office does and then
 8   delve into some of the issues with regulatory issues and
 9   other impediments impacting small business across the
10   region, but across the country as well.  Those are two
11   key areas where we discussed previously with access to
12   capital, Mr. Ellison and just broadly regulatory issues
13   impacting small business.  So we wanted to invite those
14   two gentlemen here today.
15               And at this time, I'll ask Mr. Rhett Davis
16   to come up and share a few thoughts with us.  Thank you.
17               MR. DAVIS:  Thank you, Mandi.  It's an honor
18   to be here today.  It's always an honor to be in the
19   Governor's office.  I've been here through quite a few
20   governors in this room, and there's a lot of history
21   that has happened, so it's always an awesome place.
22               I'm with the SBA Office of Advocacy, US
23   Small Business Administration.  Of course, we're a
24   federal agency.  We're a cabinet-level agency, but
25   within the SBA, which I know most of you are going to be
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 1   very familiar with.  We do have semi-autonomous office
 2   called Office of Advocacy.  There are 50 of us, but I
 3   wanted to make you aware of our presence and what we do.
 4               So I happen to live in Baton Rouge, which it
 5   has been a really good week to live in Baton Rouge, and,
 6   in fact, it's been a great year; right?  So I cover five
 7   states all of the way to New Mexico, but I am here, so I
 8   am convenient anytime anyone needs help on a regulatory
 9   matter.  So our office does conduct a lot of research
10   and provide analyses and reports on small business, but
11   during this administration, we have been tasked
12   primarily with helping to identify regulations that are
13   causing small businesses a burden.
14               So what we do, we meet with small businesses
15   on a constant basis.  I travel all across my five states
16   and hold a lot of meetings and I take a lot of notes and
17   I listen carefully because what we're trying to do is
18   we're trying to be an advocate for the small businesses,
19   so for you, for your clients, for your friends.  I'm
20   going to leave a stack of cards here, if it's
21   appropriate.  I'll just leave that right there, and so
22   my cell phone and my e-mail are on that card, and I am
23   available.
24               What I often do is I will speak either to a
25   chamber of commerce or to an industry group or just any
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 1   collection of business people who want to meet and talk
 2   about federal government regulations.
 3               I remember when I was young, Allison knew me
 4   back then, and I don't look the same, but I do remember
 5   when I was young and my dad had a wholesale pesticide
 6   company, we formulated pesticides, and so we had our own
 7   brand.  And how many of you know that if you decide that
 8   this stuff, you know, you come up with a formula and you
 9   decide this stuff is really good to kill bugs, in the
10   United States, you cannot go out and start selling it in
11   hardware stores, you had to get a license from the EPA?
12   At least this was in the '80s.  I'm assuming it's
13   probably the same or much worse now, so...
14               So we didn't have e-mail back then.  We used
15   US mail, and we would create a label.  In the industry,
16   getting a license from EPA, it's -- the slang is
17   "register your label."  So what we would do is we would
18   have to graphically design a label, though we'd never
19   heard of that term yet.  We called it typesetting.  We
20   would bring it down to Printing, Incorporated on Plank
21   Road and we would leave it with them for about a week
22   and they would graphically design this label and we
23   would make whatever corrections and then we would mail
24   it US mail to Washington, DC to some faceless people and
25   we would wait six months, eight months, a year to get a
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 1   response.  And so we would often get a long letter
 2   saying "We received your submission of, and please make
 3   the following 21 changes."  And so we would send it
 4   back, and on the second try, they would usually respond
 5   in two to four months.  So it took about a year.
 6               And so, you know, one -- it was around '86,
 7   I guess, we submitted a label and we waited about a year
 8   and the response came back and it said "We received your
 9   submission of whatever date.  Change the following three
10   words to this and resubmit."  And so, you know, we
11   weren't trying to invent a new chemical.  We were just
12   trying to sell the same thing that five or six of our
13   competitors had in the store at True Value down the
14   street, but we were going to have to wait another two to
15   four months because they couldn't even phrase it to say
16   "Change these three words to this and you are
17   provisionally licensed to sell this product in the
18   United States of America to kill bugs."
19               So those are the types of irritations that
20   small businesses put up with on a constant basis from
21   all levels of government, from various regulations.
22               Now, we're not Congress, we can't change any
23   laws.  A lot of stuff is written in law, but if it's a
24   federal government regulation and there's a small
25   business that's having a problem, we can be their
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 1   advocate, their voice in DC.  It's possible that our
 2   office can write a letter to the Department of Labor or
 3   to EPA or whatever government agency and say "This
 4   regulation doesn't make any sense.  It's causing
 5   businesses a problem, and this is what we suggest for a
 6   change."  And so that's our role, and not everyone needs
 7   that help, but the ones who need it, need it a whole lot
 8   and it really helps them.
 9               Could I answer any questions about our
10   office?
11               MR. HAYWARD:  Real quick, I'm certain that
12   those regulators that you dealt with in the '80s have
13   all moved over to FDA because, you know, in order to get
14   food regulation labels is an arduous process, much like
15   you described.
16               MR. DAVIS:  And a few of them are probably
17   NFL referees by now too.
18               Any other comments or questions?
19               Due to Bryan's kindness, I am conveniently
20   housed at LSU, and I am accessible, like I said.  My
21   name, my business card is right here -- I'm sorry, my
22   e-mail and my cell phone are on there.  And thank you so
23   much, again, for having me.  I won't delay your meeting
24   because I know you're late, but hopefully I'll be back
25   sometime to say hello.  Thank you.
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 1               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you, Rhett.  Appreciate
 2   you coming.
 3               And, Rhett, next time you come, I'll ask you
 4   to share with us how you-all helped passed legislation
 5   to streamline things for small businesses here in
 6   Louisiana for the secretary of State's office.
 7               MR. DAVIS:  Yes, we did.
 8               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes.  So we'll cover that
 9   topic next time we can get you back down.  Thank you.
10   And we'll make sure to distribute your business cards as
11   well.
12               MR. DAVIS:  Thank y'all very much.
13               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you.
14               Okay, everyone.  At this time, we will move
15   on to our next agenda item, which entails just a brief
16   review of the recommendations that LED staff compiled at
17   our last meeting, after our last two meetings, and
18   placed those into report, which was sent to you-all for
19   review and which we hope to obtain your vote and
20   approval today to proceed with finalizing that report.
21               The reason the report has been submitted in
22   draft form, two reasons:  One, because it does require a
23   vote of this body to indicate that this report is indeed
24   final, and the other is because LED staff is compiling
25   the appendix, which is comprised of tables and charts
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 1   and graphs to support the information and the content in
 2   the body of the report.
 3               Now, the legislation asks for us to submit
 4   our summary report 60 days prior to the start of
 5   session.  That would have been January 9th, so thanks to
 6   the holidays, thanks to us not being able to schedule a
 7   meeting between our last meeting and now, we're just a
 8   couple days behind schedule.  Fret not, there is no
 9   penalty, but, however, LED, we do try to stick as close
10   as possible when report are due of the department or our
11   councils.  We try to stick close to those deadlines that
12   are provided.
13               So I just want to give you a bit of
14   background on that and then kind of run through some of
15   the -- run through the recommendations that were
16   compiled and summarized as a result of our last
17   conversations when we broke into subgroups and they came
18   back together in one big group.
19               As has been just discussed by Mr. Ellison
20   and our council members, Louisiana does appear to not
21   fare very well when you look at rankings when it comes
22   to access to capital, and that affects our entire
23   entrepreneurial ecosystem, but there are other elements
24   to that that need to be addressed as well besides just
25   the capital factor.  There are education, technical,
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 1   managerial, technical assistance factors as well.
 2               So as you can see, the way we laid out the
 3   report is we identified what the current situation is in
 4   Louisiana, and we basically compiled and built upon your
 5   recommendations from our previous discussions.
 6               So, again, from the access to capital
 7   standpoint -- and what you see on the slide is very
 8   high-level.  The reports are very in-depth.  So identify
 9   universe of the start-ups that are negatively impacted
10   by the inability to obtain seed funding.  We just talked
11   about those companies that are pre-Venture stage that
12   have an idea that may not be able to proceed without
13   some sort of capital via debt or equity financing, and
14   it can come from any source, but, as we've learned, we
15   have desperate sources in Louisiana.  At any given day,
16   one city may have an angel network, another may have one
17   that's a loose group of angels, and they come together
18   only when necessary and don't have a coordinated
19   strategy.  So that first bullet and the second identify
20   potential funding sources and structures, basically
21   addresses those issues.  And we're talking, again, from
22   the perspective of debt and equity financing.  As we
23   know, we have entrepreneurs, both that are not just in
24   the tech sector, but still need technologists -- I like
25   that term, and I like what Bill was mentioning -- on
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 1   their team, but then you have just other small
 2   businesses that need access to capital to start their
 3   business or to grow their business.
 4               So we identify potential funding sources and
 5   structures where the state can possibly do more should
 6   the state invest in or create a fund where we can
 7   partner with private sector investors and, therefore,
 8   bring more capital to the table and do a better job of
 9   providing the seed stage funding needed.
10               Identify educational services for small
11   business owners and entrepreneurs.  One example given
12   was, you know, there are a lot of times when a business
13   is just considered too risky by a bank, and so what if
14   that business could approach the bank and say "I have a
15   cash flow management certification in addition to my
16   expertise in making widgets."  You know, that's just one
17   example.
18               Research options to improve Louisiana's
19   entrepreneurial culture.  One thing that our State
20   Economic Competitiveness Team does under the leadership
21   of James Chappell, they do it very well, and we look and
22   research best practices across the country.  So that's
23   one of the things we identify as an opportunity to look
24   for best practices among incubators, universities and
25   other service providers, and then also, its been
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 1   mentioned this morning, accelerators.
 2               So when we talk about our entrepreneurial
 3   ecosystem, we have some pieces that are in place but the
 4   puzzle isn't fitting together very nicely, hence
 5   Louisiana's ranking in the bottom 10 of the 50 states
 6   when it comes to access to capital for small businesses
 7   and entrepreneurs.
 8                   So that is just a high-level recap of
 9   that section of the report, and I'm happy to go further,
10   but I wanted to -- that's why we sent the report out
11   ahead of time so hopefully members will have had a
12   chance to kind of scan the report and make sure we
13   captured the council's recommendations there.
14               So unless there are any questions, I'm going
15   to move on to the next segment dealing with occupational
16   licensing.
17               (No response.)
18               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.  This one was
19   quite eye opening, and it's what Mr. Rhett Davis was
20   just talking about, some of these frustrating regulatory
21   impediments.  Our Small Business Services Team took a
22   deep-dive look at the National Study of Burdens From
23   Occupational Licensing, and that's produced by the
24   Institute for Justice, and what we found is that
25   Louisiana requires occupational licensing for more than
0036
 1   any other state.  Surprise.  One-hundred twenty-seven of
 2   those, and of those, there are 71 lower income
 3   occupations that we license, 29 of which are licensed in
 4   fewer than half of the rest of the country, and those
 5   lower income occupations were designated as such by the
 6   Bureau of Labor Statistics.  So these numbers weren't
 7   just yanked from the air.  These are coming from federal
 8   bureaus that track income levels based on occupation.
 9               The recommendations here pertaining to
10   occupational licensing, which is a regulatory issue, but
11   it was so important that we pulled it out on its own
12   within the report.  First, to perform a comprehensive
13   review of all of these occupational licensing compared
14   to other states, and we had decided it best to focus our
15   efforts on those 29 licenses.  And then there are 12
16   licenses required in fewer than 10 states.  We're the
17   only state that requires licensure for florists.  And
18   then pest control workers, we have some of the heaviest
19   burdens to become a pest control worker with the fees
20   and the testing requirements.  Those are just a couple
21   of examples, but there are plenty.
22               So the other recommendation here was to
23   evaluate opportunities to change laws and process these
24   pertaining to, you know, how do these boards determine
25   which occupations to require licensure, how burdensome
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 1   the licensure is -- how burdensome is it to obtain the
 2   license, what's the cost associated with the license,
 3   what are the testing requirements.
 4               There's also -- and Allison is a member of
 5   the Occupational Licensing Review Commission, and what
 6   we took a look at is how that commission is set up, and
 7   we would like to recommend adding a voice for small
 8   businesses to be a member of that commission.  And we'd
 9   also like to urge the commission, as they're reviewing
10   occupational licensing from the various entities that
11   provide these licenses to consider the economic impact
12   and the opportunities for workforce pertaining to these
13   decisions that are being made regarding the oversight of
14   the 63 entities that provide occupational licenses in
15   the state.  So this area was very robust and gave a lot
16   of -- provided a lot for us to take a look into much
17   further.
18               The last segment of the report pertained to
19   regulatory issues other than occupational licensing,
20   because that one does fall as a regulatory matter.  So
21   according to the Pacific Research Institute, Louisiana
22   falls just above the middle of the pack, above average,
23   when it comes to the regulatory burden upon small
24   business, but our rankings varied tremendously across
25   different metrics.  There are 14 labor-related metrics
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 1   and 14 business-related factors that are measured for
 2   regulatory burden impact.  So we kind of fall in the
 3   middle of the 50 states, but there's some areas that did
 4   stick out.
 5               One, obviously we just talked about
 6   occupational licensing.  The other has to do with the
 7   workers' compensation insurance and the cost of that.
 8   There's an index that is done to compare the cost of
 9   workers' comp, and it varies so much.  Different states
10   have different industry basis.  We just talked about
11   Louisiana being oil and gas heavy.  There are other
12   state that are technology heavy.  And obviously you
13   wouldn't expect high workers' comp rates for IT-related
14   industry sectors compared to oil and gas or others
15   dealing with hazardous materials.  So this index
16   basically tried to level the playing field to do sort of
17   an apples-to-apples comparison, and Louisiana ranked
18   very poorly when we looked at the cost per $100 on
19   workers' comp.
20               Our rate is like 2.23 compared to other
21   states.  For example, Arkansas is 1.08 is the index for
22   $100 of payroll as far as workers' comp costs.  And
23   Virginia, for example, is 1.17.  So Louisiana's up there
24   at 2.23 per $100 of workers' comp -- of payroll going
25   towards workers' compensation insurance.  And some of
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 1   our members of this council and some of the small
 2   businesses that we work with at the department suggested
 3   taking a look at experience modification rates.  Now,
 4   that's kind of getting into the weeds, but that feeds
 5   the job classification codes that determine the hazard
 6   level of a particular job.  That, in effect, impacts the
 7   workers' comp' rates that different employers pay.
 8               So in Louisiana that's overseen by the
 9   Louisiana Office of Workers' Compensation
10   Administration.  This entity sets the rate, but they do
11   so based on the work of a national council, the National
12   Council of Compensation Insurance, and that's an
13   independent bureau that's funded by insurance companies.
14   And so that's going to require some more in-depth
15   research, but it's certainly an area that we'd like to
16   take a look at because we have received feedback from
17   small businesses in the state that we're working with
18   and even from members of this council that that is an
19   issue that we should research further and try to develop
20   some recommendations for improvement.
21               Under Other Recommendations, this is sort of
22   the large bucket area that allows us to look into other
23   areas maybe from an administrative standpoint that the
24   state could do better, there were two areas identified:
25   One having to do with asset mapping.  What we find a lot
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 1   is when a small business gets to LED, they have no clue
 2   what we can provide.  They have no clue what local
 3   entities and organizations and service providers could
 4   do for them.  So then they're reaching out to the state,
 5   either just because it's their first inclination to
 6   reach to the state, or they reached out to a legislator
 7   who said "Hey, call LED."  And so that's a big issue
 8   that we have worked very hard to overcome is awareness
 9   of the programs and services that we do have because
10   they have valuable.  And when we do get ahold of small
11   businesses, between LED and our partners and allies and
12   intermediaries like LSBD and like Kenny's shop, when we
13   get to these business, we're very successful in helping
14   them along the way, but it's a big issue for them to
15   know where to go for what service.
16               So one of the recommendations is to invest
17   in a robust asset mapping tool, and we have been
18   researching a tool called Source Link, and it is just
19   one of the most lauded programs that brings together
20   region by region, and even combined at the state level,
21   a map, a roadmap for, regardless of what stage your
22   small business is in, if you click a button, you can
23   find a service provider or information on a program such
24   as the Angel Investor Tax Credit that we just talked
25   about.
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 1               The other recommendation has to do with
 2   state government procurement.  So Hudson and Veterans
 3   Initiative are programs that are administered in part by
 4   LED and in part by the Office of State Procurement, and
 5   what these programs seek to do is to provide
 6   opportunities for Louisiana-based, Louisiana-domiciled
 7   CEO companies to have a fair opportunity to compete to
 8   do business with the state.  And so there are a number
 9   of areas and room for improvement that we have collected
10   over the years from participants of both the Veterans
11   Initiative and the Hudson Initiative.  And there are
12   also programs we don't administer, but we also have an
13   interest in them, DVE programs that are housed at the
14   Department of Transportation.  So that's what those two
15   sets of recommendations pertain to.
16               That is really just a high level of the
17   recommendations of the report.  What the department --
18   if approved today, what the department intends to do is
19   basically attach to the report that was sent to you the
20   appendix, and we're -- that is under construction as we
21   speak.  There were lots of tables and charts and
22   formatting required.  We did not want to further delay
23   bringing this report to you and then not possibly
24   getting it to the legislature in a timely manner just
25   because of the appendix.
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 1               So if approved today, our next step would be
 2   to finalize the appendix, share that with this council
 3   and then submit it to the legislature.  From there --
 4   and this is something I talked to the chairman about and
 5   I wanted to -- he asked me to make sure and reiterate
 6   this to the council, the report represents, if you will,
 7   a living document.  We're required to submit a report
 8   each year.  Part of it is just data.  The first part of
 9   the report is literally just data on Louisiana's small
10   business environment, and the other part is
11   recommendations.  We're asked to do this once a year.
12               So today's report, if approved, will set in
13   motion action for the department to take -- in
14   leadership, the department to take, but in partnership
15   with our partners and allies to be begin implementing
16   these recommendations.  And what the council will do in
17   the interment between now and next year is to ensure
18   that we are on track with implementing and moving the
19   needle, but also to bring in experts like what we had
20   today to hear more about what other recommendations
21   exist and are out there.
22               So this document is not something that is
23   set in stone.  It is fulfilling a legislative
24   requirement to provide the state of small business in
25   Louisiana, but also to indicate this is where we are
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 1   today and these are recommendations to help us move
 2   forward.
 3               So I believe I've talked enough for the time
 4   being.  I will open up the floor for discussion and/or a
 5   motion, if anyone feels so inclined at this time to make
 6   a motion.
 7               Yes, sir, Mr. Bill.
 8               MR. SAWER:  How many of these
 9   recommendations can be implemented by LED and how many
10   have to go to the legislature?
11               MS. MITCHELL:  Good question.  Good
12   question.
13               Very few of those recommendations require
14   legislative approval.  So the recommendations under
15   Access to Capital, probably the one that would require
16   legislative approval would be the creation of a fund.
17   If we decided to create a fund or to use an existing
18   fund, we would have to get legislative appropriation to
19   get the fund over to the department.
20               The other aspect that may require
21   legislation has to do with the occupational licensing
22   component.  Obviously anytime you change occupational
23   licensing requirements, it will require a law change to
24   that particular section of the licensure requirements,
25   but if we're talk about the review commission, the
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 1   recommendations toward beefing up the review commission,
 2   adding a voice for small business, that just deals with
 3   the law pertaining to the commission.  Everything else
 4   in this report -- I can't say everything else because I
 5   don't have it all memorized in my head, but the vast
 6   majority of the recommendations are things that can be
 7   done by state or department policy.
 8               MS. TUCKER:  What about that board funded by
 9   the insurance people?
10               MS. MITCHELL:  So the workers' comp, so
11   there's the LWCC, which is the Workers' Compensation
12   Corporation, they manage the fund that employers pay
13   into.  We're not suggesting -- at this point we have a
14   whole lot more research to do, but we're not suggesting
15   altering anything that that entity does.  There's
16   another entity housed within Louisiana Workforce
17   Commission called the Louisiana Office of Workers'
18   Compensation Administration that we have to go and do
19   more research with that group to dig deeper to learn
20   about how are we arriving at these mod rates that we are
21   that's driving up the cost of Louisiana workers'
22   compensation.
23               MS. TUCKER:  So they're within LED?
24               MS. MITCHELL:  They're within the Louisiana
25   Workforce Commission.
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 1               MS. TUCKER:  I got it.
 2               MS. MITCHELL:  So, you know, we have more
 3   research to do to learn how they're structured and how
 4   they set those rates, and that's something we're glad to
 5   report back to the council at our next meeting.
 6               MR. HAYWARD:  I notice there was an emphasis
 7   in the report on ranking.
 8               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes, sir.
 9               MR. HAYWARD:  And I'm just wondering is
10   there an expectation to improve that?  Is that the whole
11   sort of driver of all of this is to take a look where we
12   are, what needs to be done, and then extensively that
13   will create some movement on those rankings?
14               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes, sir, that's the goal.  I
15   mean, we pay close attention to rankings, and it depends
16   on which ranking entity you are studying.  Some of them
17   have different input, and, therefore different outputs.
18   We tried our best to find the most objective ranking
19   entities to pull these numbers from and the most
20   respected and credible, but, yes, that is the goal, to
21   move the needle so that we aren't ranked so poorly in
22   some of these categories.  And at the end of the day,
23   it's not -- you know, obviously it's not just about the
24   ranking.  It's about the outcome, you know, the actual
25   impact to small business and to individuals who are
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 1   trying to enhance their economic opportunity in
 2   Louisiana, so...
 3               But, yes, I mean, for us, it's really
 4   important.  Ranking and benchmarking, it's really
 5   important to establish where we are currently, and what
 6   it does is it helps us not just know where we are, but
 7   to identify which states are in the top 10 or which
 8   states that we can look further at for best practices.
 9               MR. HAYWARD:  So I remember when the US News
10   ranking came out and we were dead last and the
11   Governor's language was something along the lines of
12   "Well, the data is, you know, is several years old and
13   it's sort of how that system operates, and then the next
14   ranking we should be a lot better because that set of
15   data looks better."  So is that the --
16               MS. MITCHELL:  Yeah.  That particular
17   report, and I forget which exact metric it was looking
18   at, but it was a 2015 data point.  I'm very familiar
19   with the year because I remember getting asked by the
20   Governor's office to look further into that ranking, but
21   it was a bit dated.  And there are -- I mean, there are
22   times when the rankings do, when they -- by the time the
23   report comes out, it does lag in realtime a bit.
24               MR. CHAPPELL:  Most of the entrepreneurship
25   is not because the PwC report is quarterly, so it
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 1   doesn't lag nearly as far behind.
 2               MS. MITCHELL:  On the entrepreneurial
 3   ranking, the PricewaterhouseCoopers records, PwC?
 4               MR. CHAPPELL:  Correct.
 5               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you, James.
 6               Any other questions or a motion?
 7               MS. TUCKER:  I don't have a question or a
 8   motion, but I do have something that I'd like to say on
 9   the record in this council.  I'm also going to say it on
10   the record in another appropriate format.  That has to
11   do with the article that came out this morning in Baton
12   Rouge Business Report.
13               MS. MITCHELL:  Can you hold that to Other
14   Business?
15               MS. TUCKER:  I'm sorry.  Because you're
16   looking for a vote.  I thought you said other business.
17   Sorry.
18               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you.
19               MR. HAYWARD:  I'll move for adoption.
20               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you.
21               MS. TUCKER:  I'll second.
22               MS. MITCHELL:  A motion and a second has
23   been made by Mr. Hayward and Ms. Tucker.
24               All of these in favor?
25               (Several members respond "aye.")
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 1               MS. MITCHELL:  Okay.  Any opposition?
 2               (No response.)
 3               MS. MITCHELL:  Okay.  The ayes have it, so
 4   our report and the recommendations therein are adopted
 5   with the caveat that LED is required to attach the
 6   appendix prior to submission to legislature.
 7               So thank you-all, and at this point we will
 8   move to -- what's on the agenda next?  Is it Other
 9   Business, I believe or is it the report?
10               MS. TUCKER:  It's the President's Report.
11               MS. MITCHELL:  Okay.  I will be brief.  Our
12   last meeting we weren't able to get through this.  What
13   we try to do with every council or board that LED
14   oversees is we try to just make sure to keep our members
15   updated on what's happening in the state from an
16   economic development perspective.
17               So from a rankings perspective, Mr. Hayward,
18   Louisiana earned the top 10 spot among the Nation's Best
19   Business Climate.  That state ranking comes from Site
20   Selection Magazine, and obviously the top corporate
21   executives in site selectors, that is their industry
22   publication, and these are the people making decisions
23   on where to site their businesses for growth.  So we had
24   a top 10 ranking there.
25               On project wins and announcements, in
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 1   November we had a lot going on.  Three biotech firms all
 2   on the same day announced that collectively they're
 3   going to create 135 jobs in New Orleans, a company
 4   called AxoSim, Cadex Genomics and Obatala Sciences.  So
 5   those three companies will expand in New Orleans.
 6               Also November, Tektronix announced a digital
 7   media project in New Orleans.  This company is going to
 8   bring over 300 new direct and indirect jobs.  It's a
 9   digital firm that's going to locate in the New Orleans
10   Exchange Center.
11               And then in December, moving to the western
12   part of the state, southwestern part of the state, in
13   St. Landry Parish, Savoie's Food announced a
14   $12.7-billion expansion.  They're going to add 60 now
15   jobs to their existing 100 jobs in St. Landry Parish.
16               In St. Tammany, we have an electrical
17   infrastructure firm called Ampirical.  That company is
18   going to retain 120 jobs and create 400 more jobs in
19   that region of the state.
20               AFCO Industries is going to expand in
21   Alexandria.  They're making a $3.6-million investment.
22   They are going to add 16 jobs to their 168 jobs.
23               And there -- oh, Supreme Rice.  I can't
24   forget Supreme Rice.  It is in my area in Crowley.  I
25   was happy to be able to help retain that company in the
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 1   state.  Supreme Rice is announcing a $20-million
 2   expansion.
 3               That's right.  That's your home.
 4               MS. CLARK:  That's my home.
 5               MS. MITCHELL:  That's Allison's hometown,
 6   y'all.
 7               So the company's going to retain 150 jobs
 8   and they're going to expand their existing facility as
 9   their 85th anniversary approaches.  And there was a real
10   live threat to that.  We could have lost this company to
11   consolidate in Arkansas.  They were being courted very
12   heavily by the State of Arkansas.
13               And then just lastly, in other
14   announcements, Morgan City and Berwick were named
15   Louisiana Development Ready Communities.  That is one of
16   our signature programs under our Community Competitive
17   suite of services where we essentially work with
18   communities to better position themselves and make
19   themselves more inviting for economic development.  We
20   provide assessment opportunities, strategic planning,
21   all at no cost to these communities with managerial
22   technical assistance from LED and its partners.  So we
23   were able to celebrate Morgan City and Berwick.  They
24   did a joint effort over there in St. Mary Parish.
25               So that concludes the President's Report and
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 1   readout to you, and so at this point, our next agenda
 2   item is Other Business, and Ms. Tucker does have an item
 3   that she would like to discuss with us that's very
 4   pertinent to small business.
 5               MS. TUCKER:  Thank you.  Sorry about that.
 6               MS. MITCHELL:  You have the floor.
 7               MS. TUCKER:  I jumped ahead earlier.
 8               So the article actually came out on January
 9   10th.  There was an article about the Louisiana
10   Superdome acquisition district and the work going on at
11   the Superdome.  Now, in all clarity and transparency,
12   I'm a part, and I fought to be a part, of the
13   construction management team that's going to be doing
14   the job at the Dome.  The Dome is now letting -- and by
15   "the Dome," I guess I'm talking about SMG.  I don't know
16   and I don't understand how that goes on, but I do
17   understand this, that there's $450-million worth of
18   expansion going on at the Dome and that three-fourths --
19   or two-thirds -- I'm sorry -- two-thirds of that is paid
20   for by taxpayers.  And somehow, someway the management
21   company over the Dome that has been there since I wasn't
22   even a thought has managed to skirt public bid rules and
23   public bid law and public serv- -- you know,
24   professional services contracting.
25               Now, I don't understand how it happens.  I'm
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 1   sure it's very legal, but -- or I hope it is, but I
 2   don't understand why an entity that gets so many public
 3   dollars and that means so much to us would be able to
 4   procure companies based off of invitation or to invite
 5   six to seven or three or two companies to come and bid
 6   somewhere, which circumvent all small business, much
 7   less Hudson Initiative, much less disadvantaged
 8   businesses from being a part of it, especially when -- I
 9   mean, that's what we do.  These are dollars that we bid
10   on, they're legacy projects.  And, furthermore, I don't
11   understand how you make sure you get the most
12   competitive bids if you're only restricting certain
13   companies that are your favorites or whoever to be
14   allowed to bid on that.
15               I read the article.  I see, you know, the
16   statement from the Governor's office was that they have
17   the right to do this because -- you know, they didn't
18   elaborate, but I'd love to know why, and I don't -- what
19   I fear for -- the Dome, of course, gets a lot of special
20   caveats.  I fear for the next board.  And there's
21   another quasi-state board in New Orleans that is
22   circumventing the goals that we speak about every single
23   meeting, and so I don't want to see the Dome's example
24   right now become some shining example of how to skirt
25   the rules when there are companies that I know, because
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 1   I've experiences this as a small business person, that
 2   have made an art to skirting these rules.
 3               So I just want say it here because I think
 4   it affects all of us and the work that we're doing.  I'm
 5   going to say it on the record quietly since I am on the
 6   other team; right, that should be working for the
 7   program manager.  That also goes to liability.  If
 8   there's a private company all of a sudden paying and
 9   doing program management for a project over a
10   construction manager at risk and the construction
11   manager at risk is the owner's rep of some sort, then
12   how does that work if a program manager screws up or
13   commands a construction manager at risk to do something
14   different?
15               I just think there's a lot of questions
16   there and there's a lot of gray area and I just don't
17   want that to become something that happens and I just
18   wanted to say that on the record here so that it be
19   heard in a few different places.  Thank you.
20               MS. MITCHELL:  Any comments or thoughts on
21   that from the council?
22               It's an issue that's bubbled up today and
23   the last couple of days with the article that was
24   published.
25               MR. HAYWARD:  I'd like say I'm not familiar
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 1   with what you're speaking of, but because of your
 2   comments, I'm now intrigued to go look.
 3               MS. TUCKER:  I encourage everybody to go
 4   take a look at it.  If I can submit the article just
 5   for --
 6               MS. MITCHELL:  You can.  I'll share it with
 7   the members.
 8               MS. TUCKER:  Thank you.
 9               MS. MITCHELL:  And just, as we spoke briefly
10   earlier today, I do suggest that you and your colleagues
11   and your groups and -- your group in Orleans that's
12   fighting to ensure that small businesses and DBEs have
13   access to these opportunities, that you do raise this
14   issue with the LSBD.
15               MS. TUCKER:  Absolutely.  They've heard me.
16               MS. MITCHELL:  I'm sure of it.
17               Any other business that members would like
18   to raise at this time?
19               MR. HAYWARD:  I'd like to say that I think
20   one of issues that you're talking about is fairness in
21   the marketplace and that small businesses depend upon a
22   legitimate marketplace in order to compete.  So what
23   you're speaking to is very important, so not just in
24   this specific instance, but across how we look at our
25   markets in small businesses and how it affects them.
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 1               MS. TUCKER:  Especially with something so
 2   large, you're kind of relegating only to large
 3   businesses, many large businesses that can compete are
 4   going to come from elsewhere.  So when it comes to
 5   giving our Louisiana firms a chance, I think the best
 6   way to open it up to allow us to team up with those
 7   large firms.
 8               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes.  And, I mean, that
 9   strikes at the heart of what the Hudson and Veterans
10   Initiatives were created for, to give small businesses
11   an opportunity to compete or to partner with larger,
12   more established firms to compete.  So thank you for
13   raising that issue.
14               All right.  No other business?
15               (No response.)
16               MS. MITCHELL:  Public comments?  Any members
17   of the public have any thoughts or comments?
18               (No response.)
19               MS. MITCHELL:  Okay.  All right.  That being
20   said, members, before we proceed to adjournment, I'm
21   going to consult with the chairman, who has the sniffles
22   today, I will consult with the chairman about the timing
23   of our next meeting.  I expect within the next week or
24   two that LED will be prepared to submit that report to
25   legislature.  We will copy you so that you know when it
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 1   has been submitted, and, also, when we begin to look at
 2   the recommendations from staff's perspective, we will
 3   have to prioritize those to determine which are
 4   low-hanging fruit and which that we can begin to attach
 5   from an implementation standpoint, and we'll share that
 6   with you at the next meeting and keep you appraised of
 7   our actives.  We hope at the upcoming meetings to bring
 8   in experts on these various topics, including
 9   legislators who have tried to move the needle on these
10   issues in the past.  We think they'd be delighted to see
11   a group of small business practitioners combined with
12   actual small business owners trying to tackle some of
13   these issues.
14               So I think -- I do believe at this point we
15   are going to transition to about once a quarter meeting.
16   We started a little late.  We got the council
17   appointments late and we started later than we would
18   have liked to in 2019, so it was more condensed, but we
19   are going to move at more of a normal pace and probably
20   meet once a quarter starting 2020, starting this year.
21               Any questions about our path forward?
22               (No response.)
23               MS. MITCHELL:  Well, I thank everyone for
24   your time.  Notwithstanding the weather and the traffic
25   and our late start today, thank you-all for your time.
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 1   It means the world to LED staff because we do put in a
 2   lot of work to make sure and support your ideas and
 3   recommendations.  So thanks for being here today.  And
 4   at this point, I will entertain a motion to adjourn.
 5               (No response.)
 6               MS. MITCHELL:
 7               Nobody wants to go home?
 8               We've got a motion and second for
 9   adjournment.  All of those in favor?
10               (Several members respond "aye.")
11               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.  Our meeting is
12   adjourned.  Thank you, again, for y'all's time.
13   Appreciate it.
14               (Meeting concludes at 3:14 p.m.)
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 1   REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE:
 2
 3                   I, ELICIA H. WOODWORTH, Certified Court
 4   Reporter in and for the State of Louisiana, as the
 5   officer before whom this meeting was taken, do hereby
 6   certify that this meeting was reported by me in the
 7   stenotype reporting method, was prepared and transcribed
 8   by me or under my personal direction and supervision,
 9   and is a true and correct transcript to the best of my
10   ability and understanding;
11                   That the transcript has been prepared in
12   compliance with transcript format required by statute or
13   by rules of the board, that I have acted in compliance
14   with the prohibition on contractual relationships, as
15   defined by Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure Article
16   1434 and in rules and advisory opinions of the board;
17               That I am not related to counsel or to the
18   parties herein, nor am I otherwise interested in the
19   outcome of this matter.
20
21   Dated this 7th day of February, 2020.
22
23                                 _________________________
24                                 ELICIA H. WOODWORTH, CCR
                                   CERTIFIED COURT REPORTER
25
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		260						LN		10		5		false		 5   room can do to, A, extend that program, and, B, make it				false

		261						LN		10		6		false		 6   more robust, would be better.  It used to be higher than				false

		262						LN		10		7		false		 7   25 percent.  We need to raise the cap.  So it's very				false

		263						LN		10		8		false		 8   important.				false

		264						LN		10		9		false		 9               So let's kind of go to the next stage, if				false

		265						LN		10		10		false		10   you will.  A Venture Capital --				false

		266						LN		10		11		false		11               MR. HAYWARD:  I missed the name of that				false

		267						LN		10		12		false		12   program.  I'm sorry.				false

		268						LN		10		13		false		13               MS. MITCHELL:  Angel Investor Tax Credit.				false

		269						LN		10		14		false		14               MR. ELLISON:  Angel Investor Tax Credit.				false

		270						LN		10		15		false		15               MS. MITCHELL:  I can get you some				false

		271						LN		10		16		false		16   information.  LED administers that program.  I have a				false

		272						LN		10		17		false		17   whole lot of background for you.				false

		273						LN		10		18		false		18               MR. ELLISON:  Yes.  Go to this woman.				false

		274						LN		10		19		false		19               MR. HAYWARD:  I'm sorry.  I didn't hear it.				false

		275						LN		10		20		false		20               MR. ELLISON:  So let's start at Venture				false

		276						LN		10		21		false		21   Capital.  So to be clear, Venture Capital is where a				false

		277						LN		10		22		false		22   fund raises money from other people.  Other peoples				false

		278						LN		10		23		false		23   money.  OPM.  So because of that, the only thing Venture				false

		279						LN		10		24		false		24   Capitals care about is their rate of return.  Helping				false

		280						LN		10		25		false		25   the Louisiana entrepreneur ecosystem is not a thought in				false
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		282						LN		11		1		false		 1   their brains.  Their fiduciary responsibility is great				false

		283						LN		11		2		false		 2   return on investment.  Period.  And if that's a				false

		284						LN		11		3		false		 3   Louisiana company, eh, great.  If it's out of state, you				false

		285						LN		11		4		false		 4   know, that's fine.				false

		286						LN		11		5		false		 5               So the question I think is how do we get VC				false

		287						LN		11		6		false		 6   funds here, how do we get their money and how do we get				false

		288						LN		11		7		false		 7   them to invest in Louisiana companies?  So one				false

		289						LN		11		8		false		 8   recommendation is back in the early 2000s there was a				false

		290						LN		11		9		false		 9   program called -- one of the two Venture Capital				false

		291						LN		11		10		false		10   matching.  I'm not exactly sure what the official word				false

		292						LN		11		11		false		11   was, but the way it works was if a Venture Capital fund				false

		293						LN		11		12		false		12   raised $10-million from its limited partners, its				false

		294						LN		11		13		false		13   outside investors, LED would come in as a limited				false

		295						LN		11		14		false		14   partner with 5-million.  So what does that do?  It helps				false

		296						LN		11		15		false		15   the fund raise capital because these limited partners				false

		297						LN		11		16		false		16   know, hey, LED's coming in for, you know, one for two,				false

		298						LN		11		17		false		17   and then, you know, hopefully they're a great return for				false

		299						LN		11		18		false		18   LED.  So that was a great program, and it really helped,				false

		300						LN		11		19		false		19   you know, the Venture Capital community.  For example,				false

		301						LN		11		20		false		20   it's one of reasons Joe Lovett from Boston moved to				false

		302						LN		11		21		false		21   Baton Rouge to start the Louisiana Funds, which is now				false

		303						LN		11		22		false		22   one of the largest funds, Venture Capital funds in				false

		304						LN		11		23		false		23   Louisiana.				false

		305						LN		11		24		false		24               So which if we get a program like that and				false

		306						LN		11		25		false		25   then -- well, I forgot to say two of the criteria of				false
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		308						LN		12		1		false		 1   that old program was you had to be based in Louisiana				false

		309						LN		12		2		false		 2   and you had to have best efforts to invest in Louisiana				false

		310						LN		12		3		false		 3   companies.  My recommendation, bring back the program,				false

		311						LN		12		4		false		 4   but make it a requirement.  Any LED dollar has to go to				false

		312						LN		12		5		false		 5   a Louisiana company, and I think the program would still				false

		313						LN		12		6		false		 6   work.				false

		314						LN		12		7		false		 7               A stat that I wanted to point out, which is				false

		315						LN		12		8		false		 8   a little disturbing, a recent study found that,				false

		316						LN		12		9		false		 9   including this District of Columbia, Louisiana is fifth				false

		317						LN		12		10		false		10   (sic) in Venture Capital funding per capita.  That's a				false

		318						LN		12		11		false		11   horrible statistic.  So, again, we've got to go back and				false

		319						LN		12		12		false		12   figure out how to --				false

		320						LN		12		13		false		13               MS. MITCHELL:  Fifth lowest?				false

		321						LN		12		14		false		14               MR. ELLISON:  I'm sorry?				false

		322						LN		12		15		false		15               MS. MITCHELL:  Fifth lowest?				false

		323						LN		12		16		false		16               MR. ELLISON:  Fiftieth.				false

		324						LN		12		17		false		17               MS. MITCHELL:  Oh, 50th.  Okay.				false

		325						LN		12		18		false		18               MR. ELLISON:  I think Mississippi was the				false

		326						LN		12		19		false		19   last one.				false

		327						LN		12		20		false		20               MS. MITCHELL:  Got you.  Thank God for				false

		328						LN		12		21		false		21   Mississippi.				false

		329						LN		12		22		false		22               MR. ELLISON:  I'm sorry.  Sorry,				false

		330						LN		12		23		false		23   Mississippi.				false

		331						LN		12		24		false		24               So, again, how do we get these guys here?				false

		332						LN		12		25		false		25   So I told you about one, that program.  Another one is				false
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		334						LN		13		1		false		 1   the simple fact of continuing to try to create companies				false

		335						LN		13		2		false		 2   here in Louisiana that are attractive to not only				false

		336						LN		13		3		false		 3   Venture Capital funds here in Louisiana, but those				false

		337						LN		13		4		false		 4   throughout the United States.  We don't want our				false

		338						LN		13		5		false		 5   companies getting funding from Boston and moving there.				false

		339						LN		13		6		false		 6   We want Boston to be investing in Louisiana companies.				false

		340						LN		13		7		false		 7               So what does that mean?  It's kind of what				false

		341						LN		13		8		false		 8   we've just been talking about, funding entities like				false

		342						LN		13		9		false		 9   RPC.  Innovation Catalyst entities that are going to				false

		343						LN		13		10		false		10   help these companies bridge the valley of death, tax				false

		344						LN		13		11		false		11   credits for angel investors and all of the other				false

		345						LN		13		12		false		12   programs that you do for small investments for small				false

		346						LN		13		13		false		13   companies and start-ups, such as New Media Tax Credits,				false

		347						LN		13		14		false		14   R&D tax credits.  All of these are very helpful in				false

		348						LN		13		15		false		15   helping those companies grow to become attractive for				false

		349						LN		13		16		false		16   Venture Capital.				false

		350						LN		13		17		false		17               And then lastly, you know, grants.  You				false

		351						LN		13		18		false		18   know, grants are non-diluted funding for those				false

		352						LN		13		19		false		19   start-ups, and it's a great source of capital.  And so,				false

		353						LN		13		20		false		20   for example, LSU has a Lyft Grant program.  To help				false

		354						LN		13		21		false		21   universities with these grant programs, that would be				false

		355						LN		13		22		false		22   very beneficial.				false

		356						LN		13		23		false		23               I'm going to pause here, and does anybody				false

		357						LN		13		24		false		24   have any questions?				false

		358						LN		13		25		false		25               MR. HAYWARD:  So just to understand, you				false
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		360						LN		14		1		false		 1   don't actually make investments, you facilitate the				false

		361						LN		14		2		false		 2   investment?				false

		362						LN		14		3		false		 3               MR. ELLISON:  No.  I do.  So we've invested				false

		363						LN		14		4		false		 4   $3-million into 19 companies.  Our investments range				false

		364						LN		14		5		false		 5   from $50,000 to $250,000.				false

		365						LN		14		6		false		 6               MR. HAYWARD:  That's all been funded from				false

		366						LN		14		7		false		 7   those two sources you said earlier?				false

		367						LN		14		8		false		 8               MR. ELLISON:  Correct, correct.  So we fund				false

		368						LN		14		9		false		 9   those companies.  We're typically, you know, first money				false

		369						LN		14		10		false		10   in, so to speak, after friends and family.  And so then,				false

		370						LN		14		11		false		11   you know -- I'm housed in the Research Park right by				false

		371						LN		14		12		false		12   Genevieve Silverman, and then I work with them to then				false

		372						LN		14		13		false		13   help these companies both with, you know, "Look, this is				false

		373						LN		14		14		false		14   how you grow a company."  Then once they get to that				false

		374						LN		14		15		false		15   state, you know, we help them go out and go to New				false

		375						LN		14		16		false		16   Orleans Angel Group, they're now going to be coming to				false

		376						LN		14		17		false		17   Red Stick Angel Group and all these other groups to try				false

		377						LN		14		18		false		18   to raise capital and then the VCs to try to grow.				false

		378						LN		14		19		false		19               MR. HAYWARD:  So your organization owns the				false

		379						LN		14		20		false		20   equity in the --				false

		380						LN		14		21		false		21               MR. ELLISON:  No.  We're a non-profit				false

		381						LN		14		22		false		22   venture development fund.  That's kind of why we're a				false

		382						LN		14		23		false		23   weird entity.				false

		383						LN		14		24		false		24               MR. ANDERSON:  That's what I was going to				false

		384						LN		14		25		false		25   ask.				false
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		386						LN		15		1		false		 1               MR. ELLISON:  We're a VC fund, but we're a				false

		387						LN		15		2		false		 2   non-profit VC fund.  So, you know, if we invested in				false

		388						LN		15		3		false		 3   Waitr early on, we have a lot of stocks not worth a lot				false

		389						LN		15		4		false		 4   now, but we got a lot of cash when they went public.  So				false

		390						LN		15		5		false		 5   that cash comes back to us.  We then turn around and				false

		391						LN		15		6		false		 6   invest that same cash into another company.				false

		392						LN		15		7		false		 7               MR. HAYWARD:  Since then, what industries				false

		393						LN		15		8		false		 8   are these companies?				false

		394						LN		15		9		false		 9               MR. ELLISON:  It is across the board.				false

		395						LN		15		10		false		10   Again, not lifestyle companies.  Only companies with				false

		396						LN		15		11		false		11   high-growth, companies that we can help grow and become				false

		397						LN		15		12		false		12   Venture Capital ready.				false

		398						LN		15		13		false		13               Bryan.				false

		399						LN		15		14		false		14               MR. GREENWOOD:  Question, are you guys				false

		400						LN		15		15		false		15   thinking about or know anyone in the state that's trying				false

		401						LN		15		16		false		16   to leverage up their raising of capital in matching with				false

		402						LN		15		17		false		17   the ISB and SBA with equity fund or a debt fund?				false

		403						LN		15		18		false		18               MR. ELLISON:  There's been discussions of				false

		404						LN		15		19		false		19   that, but we're not there yet.  We're not there right				false

		405						LN		15		20		false		20   now.				false

		406						LN		15		21		false		21               MS. DAVIS:  So Red Stick Angel program, is				false

		407						LN		15		22		false		22   that also non-profit?				false

		408						LN		15		23		false		23               MR. ELLISON:  No.				false

		409						LN		15		24		false		24               MS. DAVIS:  I was going to say how is that				false
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		412						LN		16		1		false		 1               MR. ELLISON:  We're complicated, and it has				false

		413						LN		16		2		false		 2   to do with control and insurance reasons.  So, like, you				false

		414						LN		16		3		false		 3   know, Innovation Catalyst, we're in the research park				false

		415						LN		16		4		false		 4   orbit, so to speak, and, but we're a separate legal				false

		416						LN		16		5		false		 5   entity.  They fund us through a cooperative endeavor				false

		417						LN		16		6		false		 6   agreement.  Okay?  So by creating another non-profit				false

		418						LN		16		7		false		 7   subsidiary, all of my insurance trickles down to this				false

		419						LN		16		8		false		 8   entity because, frankly, DNO insurance is one of the				false

		420						LN		16		9		false		 9   biggest costs in these kinds of entities.				false

		421						LN		16		10		false		10               So, for example, Noland, they're a				false

		422						LN		16		11		false		11   non-profit corporation.  Just like us, you know, they				false

		423						LN		16		12		false		12   pay $15,000 for DNO insurance.  This entity will not				false

		424						LN		16		13		false		13   have to do that.  They'll be -- Red Stick will have				false

		425						LN		16		14		false		14   directors, and then the Baton Rouge Angels will then				false

		426						LN		16		15		false		15   join it and simply be a member.  And then this entity				false

		427						LN		16		16		false		16   will then go out, source deals, do due diligence, close				false

		428						LN		16		17		false		17   transactions, and then as a group, we'll then help these				false

		429						LN		16		18		false		18   companies.  But it's not a fund.  Each individual member				false

		430						LN		16		19		false		19   will be writing their own checks.  So, for example,				false

		431						LN		16		20		false		20   we've already presented them a company called Omnidek,				false

		432						LN		16		21		false		21   and now it's a question of, "Okay.  This is Omnidek.				false

		433						LN		16		22		false		22   We've done our due diligence, we're recommending it.				false

		434						LN		16		23		false		23   Okay.  They're trying to raise "X" amount, who				false

		435						LN		16		24		false		24   individually is in and willing to write a check?"  We				false

		436						LN		16		25		false		25   then try to kind of organize all of that.				false
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		438						LN		17		1		false		 1               Does that make sense?  It's a little				false

		439						LN		17		2		false		 2   convoluted.				false

		440						LN		17		3		false		 3               MS. DAVIS:  Well, yeah.				false

		441						LN		17		4		false		 4               MS. MITCHELL:  I have two questions.  The				false

		442						LN		17		5		false		 5   first one, one of your last recommendations was about				false

		443						LN		17		6		false		 6   grants, and everything that I've learned from some of				false

		444						LN		17		7		false		 7   the, quote/unquote, "seasoned professionals" in this				false

		445						LN		17		8		false		 8   world say there's no free money for business.  So grant				false

		446						LN		17		9		false		 9   spells to me "free money."  So can you tell me a little				false

		447						LN		17		10		false		10   bit more about that comment of yours or that				false

		448						LN		17		11		false		11   recommendation about assisting the university with grant				false

		449						LN		17		12		false		12   funds for these?				false

		450						LN		17		13		false		13               MR. ELLISON:  Well, for example, you know,				false

		451						LN		17		14		false		14   when I -- from a entrepreneur's perspective, grant money				false

		452						LN		17		15		false		15   is free money.  Now, there are restrictions in that, but				false

		453						LN		17		16		false		16   you don't have to pay it back, it's not equity, it's not				false

		454						LN		17		17		false		17   debt.  It's cash in the door, and then I've got a lot of				false

		455						LN		17		18		false		18   reporting requirements, that's typically it.				false

		456						LN		17		19		false		19               MS. MITCHELL:  Okay.				false

		457						LN		17		20		false		20               MR. ELLISON:  For example, and Kenny can				false

		458						LN		17		21		false		21   probably explain this better than I can, LSU has the				false

		459						LN		17		22		false		22   Lyft funds.  Companies go through the transfer processes				false

		460						LN		17		23		false		23   and they get a Lyft grant from LSU, which is cash in the				false

		461						LN		17		24		false		24   door to help them continue to move along in the spectrum				false

		462						LN		17		25		false		25   and get to the point where they come to me, and I try to				false
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		464						LN		18		1		false		 1   help them get to the point with these angel investors.				false

		465						LN		18		2		false		 2               MS. MITCHELL:  It's federal funds, Kenny,				false

		466						LN		18		3		false		 3   or --				false

		467						LN		18		4		false		 4               MR. ANDERSON:  Yeah.  It's NSF funding, but				false

		468						LN		18		5		false		 5   then LSU, through that federal funding, then LSU puts				false

		469						LN		18		6		false		 6   up, I think 3,500 per team to get them through				false

		470						LN		18		7		false		 7   discovery, so then they have access to that.				false

		471						LN		18		8		false		 8               MR. ELLISON:  Right.  And then they support				false

		472						LN		18		9		false		 9   it an administrate it and all of that stuff.				false

		473						LN		18		10		false		10               MR. GREENWOOD:  So one thing on when they're				false

		474						LN		18		11		false		11   SBIR, STTR, that's the contract deliverables, but that's				false

		475						LN		18		12		false		12   more of a grant perspective, might be something to look				false

		476						LN		18		13		false		13   into because some states are looking at, from a state				false

		477						LN		18		14		false		14   perspective, matching.  We have R&D credits and so				false

		478						LN		18		15		false		15   forth, but they're looking at matching, which would				false

		479						LN		18		16		false		16   help.  What you're talking about is the earlier stage,				false

		480						LN		18		17		false		17   it's been signed, it's not far enough along to go out				false

		481						LN		18		18		false		18   and raise capital from their funds or even Venture				false

		482						LN		18		19		false		19   Capital, and that's something we'll get into further.				false

		483						LN		18		20		false		20               MR. ELLISON:  That's exactly.  Right.  Thank				false

		484						LN		18		21		false		21   you.				false

		485						LN		18		22		false		22               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes.  Exactly.  And when we				false

		486						LN		18		23		false		23   get into it later in the agenda, when we get to our				false

		487						LN		18		24		false		24   agenda, it's part of recommendations that are included,				false

		488						LN		18		25		false		25   so for sure.				false
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		490						LN		19		1		false		 1               And then my other question is, you mentioned				false

		491						LN		19		2		false		 2   it's across industry sectors, so how do people get				false

		492						LN		19		3		false		 3   referred to you-all?  How do you get businesses in or				false

		493						LN		19		4		false		 4   start-ups in your door?				false

		494						LN		19		5		false		 5               MR. ELLISON:  Well, it's about connections				false

		495						LN		19		6		false		 6   and making sure people know about us.  So, you know,				false

		496						LN		19		7		false		 7   we're involved with all of the angel groups.  You know,				false

		497						LN		19		8		false		 8   we try to be involved with all of the universities.  We				false

		498						LN		19		9		false		 9   try to be involved with anybody who's touching and has a				false

		499						LN		19		10		false		10   relationship with entrepreneurs.				false

		500						LN		19		11		false		11               MS. MITCHELL:  Got it.				false

		501						LN		19		12		false		12               MR. EVERETT:  Bill, I was just going to ask,				false

		502						LN		19		13		false		13   you know, obviously the reason we're 50th, at least part				false

		503						LN		19		14		false		14   of it, you feel like is the lack VC infrastructure, as				false

		504						LN		19		15		false		15   you put it.  I mean, is it also that, you know, just				false

		505						LN		19		16		false		16   curious, is people scared of kind of like the political				false

		506						LN		19		17		false		17   history of Louisiana?  Is it the type of businesses that				false

		507						LN		19		18		false		18   are here necessarily or any of those contributing				false

		508						LN		19		19		false		19   factors to why we're all of the --				false

		509						LN		19		20		false		20               MR. ELLISON:  I don't think it's political.				false

		510						LN		19		21		false		21   I don't think it's legal.  You know, quite frankly, what				false

		511						LN		19		22		false		22   happens typically is a company will start off and it				false

		512						LN		19		23		false		23   will be a Louisiana LLC, and then once it gets to the				false

		513						LN		19		24		false		24   sophisticated, you know, venture capitalist, they switch				false

		514						LN		19		25		false		25   to a Delaware seed corporation because Venture Capitals				false

		515						PG		20		0		false		page 20				false

		516						LN		20		1		false		 1   can't invest in LLCs, and so Louisiana law doesn't				false

		517						LN		20		2		false		 2   really come into play typically.  So that's not an				false

		518						LN		20		3		false		 3   issue.  It's we're behind.  It's money goes where the				false

		519						LN		20		4		false		 4   good deals are, and so the simplest something is we need				false

		520						LN		20		5		false		 5   better deals.  That means getting these companies,				false

		521						LN		20		6		false		 6   helping them grow so they are attractive to Venture				false

		522						LN		20		7		false		 7   Capitals.				false

		523						LN		20		8		false		 8               MR. GREENWOOD:  There's probably more				false

		524						LN		20		9		false		 9   interest in oil and gas, getting a more sophisticated				false

		525						LN		20		10		false		10   angel group just because of our industry's in oil and				false

		526						LN		20		11		false		11   gas, and the next group is real estate just because of				false

		527						LN		20		12		false		12   the development there.  Other industries tend to				false

		528						LN		20		13		false		13   struggle because we don't have a lot of folks who have				false

		529						LN		20		14		false		14   been successful exiting and reinvesting in other				false

		530						LN		20		15		false		15   companies.				false

		531						LN		20		16		false		16               MR. ELLISON:  Yeah.  And part of having a				false

		532						LN		20		17		false		17   successful company is having domain experts.  We have a				false

		533						LN		20		18		false		18   lot of oil and gas experts, but, you know, we need more				false

		534						LN		20		19		false		19   technologists, for example.				false

		535						LN		20		20		false		20               James.				false

		536						LN		20		21		false		21               MR. CHAPPELL:  Is it kind of along the same				false

		537						LN		20		22		false		22   lines there's something other than money that we're				false

		538						LN		20		23		false		23   lacking, and you think about accelerators or things that				false

		539						LN		20		24		false		24   happen in that pipeline for ideas to do business?  Do				false

		540						LN		20		25		false		25   you have any thoughts on that?				false
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		542						LN		21		1		false		 1               MR. ELLISON:  I do.  That's a huge				false

		543						LN		21		2		false		 2   entrepreneurial ecosystem, which would take a while				false

		544						LN		21		3		false		 3   because it takes so much to have a successful company.				false

		545						LN		21		4		false		 4   You know, you've got have Kenny to educate these guys on				false

		546						LN		21		5		false		 5   what a company is and what entrepreneurship really means				false

		547						LN		21		6		false		 6   and how to grow it.  I think we're doing pretty good				false

		548						LN		21		7		false		 7   there.				false

		549						LN		21		8		false		 8               Then you need domain experts.  We need more				false

		550						LN		21		9		false		 9   technologists.  So, for example -- I don't have				false

		551						LN		21		10		false		10   statistics, but some of the companies that I see are				false

		552						LN		21		11		false		11   smart people with a great idea and it's technology				false

		553						LN		21		12		false		12   based, but they're not technologists, and so if you had				false

		554						LN		21		13		false		13   asked me what's one of the number one reasons people --				false

		555						LN		21		14		false		14   these start-ups fail, it's access to capital, number				false

		556						LN		21		15		false		15   one, but, two, it's a non-technology founder and they				false

		557						LN		21		16		false		16   don't have a technologist on the team.  And, so, for				false

		558						LN		21		17		false		17   example, one of the companies that we invested in and				false

		559						LN		21		18		false		18   failed -- I loved the guy, very talented.  He failed				false

		560						LN		21		19		false		19   because he relied upon other people to build his				false

		561						LN		21		20		false		20   technology and they built you know what.  So that's a				false

		562						LN		21		21		false		21   problem.				false

		563						LN		21		22		false		22               So everything along the lines, you know,				false

		564						LN		21		23		false		23   helping these companies find capital, incubators,				false

		565						LN		21		24		false		24   accelerators, you know, I think we're doing pretty good				false

		566						LN		21		25		false		25   with that with LSU and Research Park, but obviously				false
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		568						LN		22		1		false		 1   those entities need more resources.  You know, for				false

		569						LN		22		2		false		 2   example, RPC and LSU, we provide mentors for these				false

		570						LN		22		3		false		 3   companies.  If we had more money, we could provide more				false

		571						LN		22		4		false		 4   mentors.  More mentors are going to help them move along				false

		572						LN		22		5		false		 5   a lot faster.				false

		573						LN		22		6		false		 6               MR. ANDERSON:  And even the ones that are				false

		574						LN		22		7		false		 7   conscience that they need a technical cofounder usually				false

		575						LN		22		8		false		 8   can't find one here, so...				false

		576						LN		22		9		false		 9               MR. ELLISON:  Exactly.  That's one of our				false

		577						LN		22		10		false		10   biggest downsides here in Louisiana.				false

		578						LN		22		11		false		11               MR. SAWYER:  Do you think that the lack of				false

		579						LN		22		12		false		12   talent has anything to do with it?				false

		580						LN		22		13		false		13               MR. ELLISON:  I do, in the sense of				false

		581						LN		22		14		false		14   primarily technologists.  We have, you know, a lot of				false

		582						LN		22		15		false		15   people who understand finance, we have a lot of people				false

		583						LN		22		16		false		16   who understand business, accounting, all of that.  You				false

		584						LN		22		17		false		17   know, as Kenny said, "Look, I'm building this great				false

		585						LN		22		18		false		18   product.  I need someone to build it for me and oversee				false

		586						LN		22		19		false		19   the development of it," those people are hard to find.				false

		587						LN		22		20		false		20               MR. SAWYER:  But even in my personal				false

		588						LN		22		21		false		21   company, I can't hire a CSE machinist from Louisiana.  I				false

		589						LN		22		22		false		22   just can't find one.				false

		590						LN		22		23		false		23               MR. ELLISON:  Yeah.  I see that as a little				false

		591						LN		22		24		false		24   different.  You know, that's -- you know, finding talent				false

		592						LN		22		25		false		25   for a specific business, I guess I think more of the				false
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		594						LN		23		1		false		 1   entrepreneurial world of creating a company from scratch				false

		595						LN		23		2		false		 2   and growing it.  So I can see someone creating a company				false

		596						LN		23		3		false		 3   and then later needing that, but, you know, I guess I'm				false

		597						LN		23		4		false		 4   kind of I'm at early stages where like we've got to				false

		598						LN		23		5		false		 5   build this thing before we can -- you know, we don't				false

		599						LN		23		6		false		 6   even have employees, we don't have revenue.  We've got				false

		600						LN		23		7		false		 7   to build something before we ever get those.  That's				false

		601						LN		23		8		false		 8   kind of what I'm talking about, so...				false

		602						LN		23		9		false		 9               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.				false

		603						LN		23		10		false		10               MR. HAYWARD:  Very interesting.  Thank you.				false

		604						LN		23		11		false		11               MR. ELLISON:  All right.  Thank you very				false

		605						LN		23		12		false		12   much.				false

		606						LN		23		13		false		13               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you, Bill. You are				false

		607						LN		23		14		false		14   welcome to hang around with us.  We will have you back,				false

		608						LN		23		15		false		15   trust me.				false

		609						LN		23		16		false		16               Okay, everyone.  We now have a quorum, so in				false

		610						LN		23		17		false		17   the absence of our chairman, I will manage the flow of				false

		611						LN		23		18		false		18   the meeting, and so I would like to call to order the				false

		612						LN		23		19		false		19   January 16th meeting of the Louisiana Small Business and				false

		613						LN		23		20		false		20   Entrepreneurship Council, and I will ask Ms. Patty Pipes				false

		614						LN		23		21		false		21   to conduct the rollcall.				false

		615						LN		23		22		false		22               MS. PIPES:  Mandi Mitchell.				false

		616						LN		23		23		false		23               MS. MITCHELL:  Present.				false

		617						LN		23		24		false		24               MS. PIPES:  Allison Clark.				false

		618						LN		23		25		false		25               MS. CLARK:  Present.				false
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		620						LN		24		1		false		 1               MS. PIPES:  Kalisha Garrett.				false

		621						LN		24		2		false		 2               (No response.)				false

		622						LN		24		3		false		 3               MS. PIPES:  Bryan Greenwood.				false

		623						LN		24		4		false		 4               MR. GREENWOOD:  Here.				false

		624						LN		24		5		false		 5               MS. PIPES:  Kenny Anderson.				false

		625						LN		24		6		false		 6               MR. ANDERSON:  Here.				false

		626						LN		24		7		false		 7               MS. PIPES:  John Everett.				false

		627						LN		24		8		false		 8               MR. EVERETT:  Here.				false

		628						LN		24		9		false		 9               MS. PIPES:  Edward "E.J." Krampe, III.				false

		629						LN		24		10		false		10               (No response.)				false

		630						LN		24		11		false		11               MS. PIPES:  Courtney Davis.				false

		631						LN		24		12		false		12               MS. DAVIS:  Here.				false

		632						LN		24		13		false		13               MS. PIPES:  Cassie Felder.				false

		633						LN		24		14		false		14               (No response.)				false

		634						LN		24		15		false		15               MS. PIPES:  Alta Baker.				false

		635						LN		24		16		false		16               (No response.)				false

		636						LN		24		17		false		17               MS. PIPES:  Tanita Gilbert-Baker.				false

		637						LN		24		18		false		18               (No response.)				false

		638						LN		24		19		false		19               MS. PIPES:  Richard Vince Hayward.				false

		639						LN		24		20		false		20               MR. HAYWARD:  Here.				false

		640						LN		24		21		false		21               MS. PIPES:  Angelica Rivera.				false

		641						LN		24		22		false		22               MS. RIVERA:  Here.				false

		642						LN		24		23		false		23               MS. PIPES:  Bill Sawyer.				false

		643						LN		24		24		false		24               MR. SAWYER:  Here.				false

		644						LN		24		25		false		25               MS. PIPES:  E. Rene' Soul�.				false

		645						PG		25		0		false		page 25				false

		646						LN		25		1		false		 1               (No response.)				false

		647						LN		25		2		false		 2               MS. PIPES:  Iam Tucker.				false

		648						LN		25		3		false		 3               (No response.)				false

		649						LN		25		4		false		 4               MS. PIPES:  Nine.				false

		650						LN		25		5		false		 5               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.  We have nine				false

		651						LN		25		6		false		 6   members present and a quorum.				false

		652						LN		25		7		false		 7               The first order of business that I will				false

		653						LN		25		8		false		 8   request members, in our haste, we made a clerical error				false

		654						LN		25		9		false		 9   and failed to add the request for a motion to approve				false

		655						LN		25		10		false		10   our minutes from the last meeting.  So only with the				false

		656						LN		25		11		false		11   anonymous approval of those present can we amend the				false

		657						LN		25		12		false		12   agenda and add that item to the agenda, and so I'll				false

		658						LN		25		13		false		13   entertain a motion.				false

		659						LN		25		14		false		14               Motion by Ms. Clark; second by Ms. Rivera to				false

		660						LN		25		15		false		15   add to the agenda the action item to approve the minutes				false

		661						LN		25		16		false		16   from our last meeting, which were sent out to you				false

		662						LN		25		17		false		17   several days ago.				false

		663						LN		25		18		false		18               So with that being done, I would entertain a				false

		664						LN		25		19		false		19   motion for approval of those minutes.				false

		665						LN		25		20		false		20               I've got a motion from Mr. Hayward and a				false

		666						LN		25		21		false		21   second from Mr. Greenwood.				false

		667						LN		25		22		false		22               All those in favor?				false

		668						LN		25		23		false		23               (Several members respond "aye.")				false

		669						LN		25		24		false		24               MS. MITCHELL:  Any opposed?				false

		670						LN		25		25		false		25               (No response.)				false
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		672						LN		26		1		false		 1               MS. MITCHELL:  The ayes have it, so the				false

		673						LN		26		2		false		 2   minutes from our last meeting are approved.				false

		674						LN		26		3		false		 3               At this time we are also going to invite up				false

		675						LN		26		4		false		 4   our guest presenter, Mr. Rhett Davis, who is a Regional				false

		676						LN		26		5		false		 5   Advocate for the SBA Office of Advocacy.  What Mr. Davis				false

		677						LN		26		6		false		 6   will be covering for us today is going to kind of give				false

		678						LN		26		7		false		 7   us some background of what his office does and then				false

		679						LN		26		8		false		 8   delve into some of the issues with regulatory issues and				false

		680						LN		26		9		false		 9   other impediments impacting small business across the				false

		681						LN		26		10		false		10   region, but across the country as well.  Those are two				false

		682						LN		26		11		false		11   key areas where we discussed previously with access to				false

		683						LN		26		12		false		12   capital, Mr. Ellison and just broadly regulatory issues				false

		684						LN		26		13		false		13   impacting small business.  So we wanted to invite those				false

		685						LN		26		14		false		14   two gentlemen here today.				false

		686						LN		26		15		false		15               And at this time, I'll ask Mr. Rhett Davis				false

		687						LN		26		16		false		16   to come up and share a few thoughts with us.  Thank you.				false

		688						LN		26		17		false		17               MR. DAVIS:  Thank you, Mandi.  It's an honor				false

		689						LN		26		18		false		18   to be here today.  It's always an honor to be in the				false

		690						LN		26		19		false		19   Governor's office.  I've been here through quite a few				false

		691						LN		26		20		false		20   governors in this room, and there's a lot of history				false

		692						LN		26		21		false		21   that has happened, so it's always an awesome place.				false

		693						LN		26		22		false		22               I'm with the SBA Office of Advocacy, US				false

		694						LN		26		23		false		23   Small Business Administration.  Of course, we're a				false

		695						LN		26		24		false		24   federal agency.  We're a cabinet-level agency, but				false

		696						LN		26		25		false		25   within the SBA, which I know most of you are going to be				false
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		698						LN		27		1		false		 1   very familiar with.  We do have semi-autonomous office				false

		699						LN		27		2		false		 2   called Office of Advocacy.  There are 50 of us, but I				false

		700						LN		27		3		false		 3   wanted to make you aware of our presence and what we do.				false

		701						LN		27		4		false		 4               So I happen to live in Baton Rouge, which it				false

		702						LN		27		5		false		 5   has been a really good week to live in Baton Rouge, and,				false

		703						LN		27		6		false		 6   in fact, it's been a great year; right?  So I cover five				false

		704						LN		27		7		false		 7   states all of the way to New Mexico, but I am here, so I				false

		705						LN		27		8		false		 8   am convenient anytime anyone needs help on a regulatory				false

		706						LN		27		9		false		 9   matter.  So our office does conduct a lot of research				false

		707						LN		27		10		false		10   and provide analyses and reports on small business, but				false

		708						LN		27		11		false		11   during this administration, we have been tasked				false

		709						LN		27		12		false		12   primarily with helping to identify regulations that are				false

		710						LN		27		13		false		13   causing small businesses a burden.				false

		711						LN		27		14		false		14               So what we do, we meet with small businesses				false

		712						LN		27		15		false		15   on a constant basis.  I travel all across my five states				false

		713						LN		27		16		false		16   and hold a lot of meetings and I take a lot of notes and				false

		714						LN		27		17		false		17   I listen carefully because what we're trying to do is				false

		715						LN		27		18		false		18   we're trying to be an advocate for the small businesses,				false

		716						LN		27		19		false		19   so for you, for your clients, for your friends.  I'm				false

		717						LN		27		20		false		20   going to leave a stack of cards here, if it's				false

		718						LN		27		21		false		21   appropriate.  I'll just leave that right there, and so				false

		719						LN		27		22		false		22   my cell phone and my e-mail are on that card, and I am				false

		720						LN		27		23		false		23   available.				false

		721						LN		27		24		false		24               What I often do is I will speak either to a				false

		722						LN		27		25		false		25   chamber of commerce or to an industry group or just any				false
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		724						LN		28		1		false		 1   collection of business people who want to meet and talk				false

		725						LN		28		2		false		 2   about federal government regulations.				false

		726						LN		28		3		false		 3               I remember when I was young, Allison knew me				false

		727						LN		28		4		false		 4   back then, and I don't look the same, but I do remember				false

		728						LN		28		5		false		 5   when I was young and my dad had a wholesale pesticide				false

		729						LN		28		6		false		 6   company, we formulated pesticides, and so we had our own				false

		730						LN		28		7		false		 7   brand.  And how many of you know that if you decide that				false

		731						LN		28		8		false		 8   this stuff, you know, you come up with a formula and you				false

		732						LN		28		9		false		 9   decide this stuff is really good to kill bugs, in the				false

		733						LN		28		10		false		10   United States, you cannot go out and start selling it in				false

		734						LN		28		11		false		11   hardware stores, you had to get a license from the EPA?				false

		735						LN		28		12		false		12   At least this was in the '80s.  I'm assuming it's				false

		736						LN		28		13		false		13   probably the same or much worse now, so...				false

		737						LN		28		14		false		14               So we didn't have e-mail back then.  We used				false

		738						LN		28		15		false		15   US mail, and we would create a label.  In the industry,				false

		739						LN		28		16		false		16   getting a license from EPA, it's -- the slang is				false

		740						LN		28		17		false		17   "register your label."  So what we would do is we would				false

		741						LN		28		18		false		18   have to graphically design a label, though we'd never				false

		742						LN		28		19		false		19   heard of that term yet.  We called it typesetting.  We				false

		743						LN		28		20		false		20   would bring it down to Printing, Incorporated on Plank				false

		744						LN		28		21		false		21   Road and we would leave it with them for about a week				false

		745						LN		28		22		false		22   and they would graphically design this label and we				false

		746						LN		28		23		false		23   would make whatever corrections and then we would mail				false

		747						LN		28		24		false		24   it US mail to Washington, DC to some faceless people and				false

		748						LN		28		25		false		25   we would wait six months, eight months, a year to get a				false

		749						PG		29		0		false		page 29				false

		750						LN		29		1		false		 1   response.  And so we would often get a long letter				false

		751						LN		29		2		false		 2   saying "We received your submission of, and please make				false

		752						LN		29		3		false		 3   the following 21 changes."  And so we would send it				false

		753						LN		29		4		false		 4   back, and on the second try, they would usually respond				false

		754						LN		29		5		false		 5   in two to four months.  So it took about a year.				false

		755						LN		29		6		false		 6               And so, you know, one -- it was around '86,				false

		756						LN		29		7		false		 7   I guess, we submitted a label and we waited about a year				false

		757						LN		29		8		false		 8   and the response came back and it said "We received your				false

		758						LN		29		9		false		 9   submission of whatever date.  Change the following three				false

		759						LN		29		10		false		10   words to this and resubmit."  And so, you know, we				false

		760						LN		29		11		false		11   weren't trying to invent a new chemical.  We were just				false

		761						LN		29		12		false		12   trying to sell the same thing that five or six of our				false

		762						LN		29		13		false		13   competitors had in the store at True Value down the				false

		763						LN		29		14		false		14   street, but we were going to have to wait another two to				false

		764						LN		29		15		false		15   four months because they couldn't even phrase it to say				false

		765						LN		29		16		false		16   "Change these three words to this and you are				false

		766						LN		29		17		false		17   provisionally licensed to sell this product in the				false

		767						LN		29		18		false		18   United States of America to kill bugs."				false

		768						LN		29		19		false		19               So those are the types of irritations that				false

		769						LN		29		20		false		20   small businesses put up with on a constant basis from				false

		770						LN		29		21		false		21   all levels of government, from various regulations.				false

		771						LN		29		22		false		22               Now, we're not Congress, we can't change any				false

		772						LN		29		23		false		23   laws.  A lot of stuff is written in law, but if it's a				false

		773						LN		29		24		false		24   federal government regulation and there's a small				false

		774						LN		29		25		false		25   business that's having a problem, we can be their				false

		775						PG		30		0		false		page 30				false

		776						LN		30		1		false		 1   advocate, their voice in DC.  It's possible that our				false

		777						LN		30		2		false		 2   office can write a letter to the Department of Labor or				false

		778						LN		30		3		false		 3   to EPA or whatever government agency and say "This				false

		779						LN		30		4		false		 4   regulation doesn't make any sense.  It's causing				false

		780						LN		30		5		false		 5   businesses a problem, and this is what we suggest for a				false

		781						LN		30		6		false		 6   change."  And so that's our role, and not everyone needs				false

		782						LN		30		7		false		 7   that help, but the ones who need it, need it a whole lot				false

		783						LN		30		8		false		 8   and it really helps them.				false

		784						LN		30		9		false		 9               Could I answer any questions about our				false

		785						LN		30		10		false		10   office?				false

		786						LN		30		11		false		11               MR. HAYWARD:  Real quick, I'm certain that				false

		787						LN		30		12		false		12   those regulators that you dealt with in the '80s have				false

		788						LN		30		13		false		13   all moved over to FDA because, you know, in order to get				false

		789						LN		30		14		false		14   food regulation labels is an arduous process, much like				false

		790						LN		30		15		false		15   you described.				false

		791						LN		30		16		false		16               MR. DAVIS:  And a few of them are probably				false

		792						LN		30		17		false		17   NFL referees by now too.				false

		793						LN		30		18		false		18               Any other comments or questions?				false

		794						LN		30		19		false		19               Due to Bryan's kindness, I am conveniently				false

		795						LN		30		20		false		20   housed at LSU, and I am accessible, like I said.  My				false

		796						LN		30		21		false		21   name, my business card is right here -- I'm sorry, my				false

		797						LN		30		22		false		22   e-mail and my cell phone are on there.  And thank you so				false

		798						LN		30		23		false		23   much, again, for having me.  I won't delay your meeting				false

		799						LN		30		24		false		24   because I know you're late, but hopefully I'll be back				false

		800						LN		30		25		false		25   sometime to say hello.  Thank you.				false

		801						PG		31		0		false		page 31				false

		802						LN		31		1		false		 1               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you, Rhett.  Appreciate				false

		803						LN		31		2		false		 2   you coming.				false

		804						LN		31		3		false		 3               And, Rhett, next time you come, I'll ask you				false

		805						LN		31		4		false		 4   to share with us how you-all helped passed legislation				false

		806						LN		31		5		false		 5   to streamline things for small businesses here in				false

		807						LN		31		6		false		 6   Louisiana for the secretary of State's office.				false

		808						LN		31		7		false		 7               MR. DAVIS:  Yes, we did.				false

		809						LN		31		8		false		 8               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes.  So we'll cover that				false

		810						LN		31		9		false		 9   topic next time we can get you back down.  Thank you.				false

		811						LN		31		10		false		10   And we'll make sure to distribute your business cards as				false

		812						LN		31		11		false		11   well.				false

		813						LN		31		12		false		12               MR. DAVIS:  Thank y'all very much.				false

		814						LN		31		13		false		13               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you.				false

		815						LN		31		14		false		14               Okay, everyone.  At this time, we will move				false

		816						LN		31		15		false		15   on to our next agenda item, which entails just a brief				false

		817						LN		31		16		false		16   review of the recommendations that LED staff compiled at				false

		818						LN		31		17		false		17   our last meeting, after our last two meetings, and				false

		819						LN		31		18		false		18   placed those into report, which was sent to you-all for				false

		820						LN		31		19		false		19   review and which we hope to obtain your vote and				false

		821						LN		31		20		false		20   approval today to proceed with finalizing that report.				false

		822						LN		31		21		false		21               The reason the report has been submitted in				false

		823						LN		31		22		false		22   draft form, two reasons:  One, because it does require a				false

		824						LN		31		23		false		23   vote of this body to indicate that this report is indeed				false

		825						LN		31		24		false		24   final, and the other is because LED staff is compiling				false

		826						LN		31		25		false		25   the appendix, which is comprised of tables and charts				false

		827						PG		32		0		false		page 32				false

		828						LN		32		1		false		 1   and graphs to support the information and the content in				false

		829						LN		32		2		false		 2   the body of the report.				false

		830						LN		32		3		false		 3               Now, the legislation asks for us to submit				false

		831						LN		32		4		false		 4   our summary report 60 days prior to the start of				false

		832						LN		32		5		false		 5   session.  That would have been January 9th, so thanks to				false

		833						LN		32		6		false		 6   the holidays, thanks to us not being able to schedule a				false

		834						LN		32		7		false		 7   meeting between our last meeting and now, we're just a				false

		835						LN		32		8		false		 8   couple days behind schedule.  Fret not, there is no				false

		836						LN		32		9		false		 9   penalty, but, however, LED, we do try to stick as close				false

		837						LN		32		10		false		10   as possible when report are due of the department or our				false

		838						LN		32		11		false		11   councils.  We try to stick close to those deadlines that				false

		839						LN		32		12		false		12   are provided.				false

		840						LN		32		13		false		13               So I just want to give you a bit of				false

		841						LN		32		14		false		14   background on that and then kind of run through some of				false

		842						LN		32		15		false		15   the -- run through the recommendations that were				false

		843						LN		32		16		false		16   compiled and summarized as a result of our last				false

		844						LN		32		17		false		17   conversations when we broke into subgroups and they came				false

		845						LN		32		18		false		18   back together in one big group.				false

		846						LN		32		19		false		19               As has been just discussed by Mr. Ellison				false

		847						LN		32		20		false		20   and our council members, Louisiana does appear to not				false

		848						LN		32		21		false		21   fare very well when you look at rankings when it comes				false

		849						LN		32		22		false		22   to access to capital, and that affects our entire				false

		850						LN		32		23		false		23   entrepreneurial ecosystem, but there are other elements				false

		851						LN		32		24		false		24   to that that need to be addressed as well besides just				false

		852						LN		32		25		false		25   the capital factor.  There are education, technical,				false

		853						PG		33		0		false		page 33				false

		854						LN		33		1		false		 1   managerial, technical assistance factors as well.				false

		855						LN		33		2		false		 2               So as you can see, the way we laid out the				false

		856						LN		33		3		false		 3   report is we identified what the current situation is in				false

		857						LN		33		4		false		 4   Louisiana, and we basically compiled and built upon your				false

		858						LN		33		5		false		 5   recommendations from our previous discussions.				false

		859						LN		33		6		false		 6               So, again, from the access to capital				false

		860						LN		33		7		false		 7   standpoint -- and what you see on the slide is very				false

		861						LN		33		8		false		 8   high-level.  The reports are very in-depth.  So identify				false

		862						LN		33		9		false		 9   universe of the start-ups that are negatively impacted				false

		863						LN		33		10		false		10   by the inability to obtain seed funding.  We just talked				false

		864						LN		33		11		false		11   about those companies that are pre-Venture stage that				false

		865						LN		33		12		false		12   have an idea that may not be able to proceed without				false

		866						LN		33		13		false		13   some sort of capital via debt or equity financing, and				false

		867						LN		33		14		false		14   it can come from any source, but, as we've learned, we				false

		868						LN		33		15		false		15   have desperate sources in Louisiana.  At any given day,				false

		869						LN		33		16		false		16   one city may have an angel network, another may have one				false

		870						LN		33		17		false		17   that's a loose group of angels, and they come together				false

		871						LN		33		18		false		18   only when necessary and don't have a coordinated				false

		872						LN		33		19		false		19   strategy.  So that first bullet and the second identify				false

		873						LN		33		20		false		20   potential funding sources and structures, basically				false

		874						LN		33		21		false		21   addresses those issues.  And we're talking, again, from				false

		875						LN		33		22		false		22   the perspective of debt and equity financing.  As we				false

		876						LN		33		23		false		23   know, we have entrepreneurs, both that are not just in				false

		877						LN		33		24		false		24   the tech sector, but still need technologists -- I like				false

		878						LN		33		25		false		25   that term, and I like what Bill was mentioning -- on				false

		879						PG		34		0		false		page 34				false

		880						LN		34		1		false		 1   their team, but then you have just other small				false

		881						LN		34		2		false		 2   businesses that need access to capital to start their				false

		882						LN		34		3		false		 3   business or to grow their business.				false

		883						LN		34		4		false		 4               So we identify potential funding sources and				false

		884						LN		34		5		false		 5   structures where the state can possibly do more should				false

		885						LN		34		6		false		 6   the state invest in or create a fund where we can				false

		886						LN		34		7		false		 7   partner with private sector investors and, therefore,				false

		887						LN		34		8		false		 8   bring more capital to the table and do a better job of				false

		888						LN		34		9		false		 9   providing the seed stage funding needed.				false

		889						LN		34		10		false		10               Identify educational services for small				false

		890						LN		34		11		false		11   business owners and entrepreneurs.  One example given				false

		891						LN		34		12		false		12   was, you know, there are a lot of times when a business				false

		892						LN		34		13		false		13   is just considered too risky by a bank, and so what if				false

		893						LN		34		14		false		14   that business could approach the bank and say "I have a				false

		894						LN		34		15		false		15   cash flow management certification in addition to my				false

		895						LN		34		16		false		16   expertise in making widgets."  You know, that's just one				false

		896						LN		34		17		false		17   example.				false

		897						LN		34		18		false		18               Research options to improve Louisiana's				false

		898						LN		34		19		false		19   entrepreneurial culture.  One thing that our State				false

		899						LN		34		20		false		20   Economic Competitiveness Team does under the leadership				false

		900						LN		34		21		false		21   of James Chappell, they do it very well, and we look and				false

		901						LN		34		22		false		22   research best practices across the country.  So that's				false

		902						LN		34		23		false		23   one of the things we identify as an opportunity to look				false

		903						LN		34		24		false		24   for best practices among incubators, universities and				false

		904						LN		34		25		false		25   other service providers, and then also, its been				false

		905						PG		35		0		false		page 35				false

		906						LN		35		1		false		 1   mentioned this morning, accelerators.				false

		907						LN		35		2		false		 2               So when we talk about our entrepreneurial				false

		908						LN		35		3		false		 3   ecosystem, we have some pieces that are in place but the				false

		909						LN		35		4		false		 4   puzzle isn't fitting together very nicely, hence				false

		910						LN		35		5		false		 5   Louisiana's ranking in the bottom 10 of the 50 states				false

		911						LN		35		6		false		 6   when it comes to access to capital for small businesses				false

		912						LN		35		7		false		 7   and entrepreneurs.				false

		913						LN		35		8		false		 8                   So that is just a high-level recap of				false

		914						LN		35		9		false		 9   that section of the report, and I'm happy to go further,				false

		915						LN		35		10		false		10   but I wanted to -- that's why we sent the report out				false

		916						LN		35		11		false		11   ahead of time so hopefully members will have had a				false

		917						LN		35		12		false		12   chance to kind of scan the report and make sure we				false

		918						LN		35		13		false		13   captured the council's recommendations there.				false

		919						LN		35		14		false		14               So unless there are any questions, I'm going				false

		920						LN		35		15		false		15   to move on to the next segment dealing with occupational				false

		921						LN		35		16		false		16   licensing.				false

		922						LN		35		17		false		17               (No response.)				false

		923						LN		35		18		false		18               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.  This one was				false

		924						LN		35		19		false		19   quite eye opening, and it's what Mr. Rhett Davis was				false

		925						LN		35		20		false		20   just talking about, some of these frustrating regulatory				false

		926						LN		35		21		false		21   impediments.  Our Small Business Services Team took a				false

		927						LN		35		22		false		22   deep-dive look at the National Study of Burdens From				false

		928						LN		35		23		false		23   Occupational Licensing, and that's produced by the				false

		929						LN		35		24		false		24   Institute for Justice, and what we found is that				false

		930						LN		35		25		false		25   Louisiana requires occupational licensing for more than				false

		931						PG		36		0		false		page 36				false

		932						LN		36		1		false		 1   any other state.  Surprise.  One-hundred twenty-seven of				false

		933						LN		36		2		false		 2   those, and of those, there are 71 lower income				false

		934						LN		36		3		false		 3   occupations that we license, 29 of which are licensed in				false

		935						LN		36		4		false		 4   fewer than half of the rest of the country, and those				false

		936						LN		36		5		false		 5   lower income occupations were designated as such by the				false

		937						LN		36		6		false		 6   Bureau of Labor Statistics.  So these numbers weren't				false

		938						LN		36		7		false		 7   just yanked from the air.  These are coming from federal				false

		939						LN		36		8		false		 8   bureaus that track income levels based on occupation.				false

		940						LN		36		9		false		 9               The recommendations here pertaining to				false

		941						LN		36		10		false		10   occupational licensing, which is a regulatory issue, but				false

		942						LN		36		11		false		11   it was so important that we pulled it out on its own				false

		943						LN		36		12		false		12   within the report.  First, to perform a comprehensive				false

		944						LN		36		13		false		13   review of all of these occupational licensing compared				false

		945						LN		36		14		false		14   to other states, and we had decided it best to focus our				false

		946						LN		36		15		false		15   efforts on those 29 licenses.  And then there are 12				false

		947						LN		36		16		false		16   licenses required in fewer than 10 states.  We're the				false

		948						LN		36		17		false		17   only state that requires licensure for florists.  And				false

		949						LN		36		18		false		18   then pest control workers, we have some of the heaviest				false

		950						LN		36		19		false		19   burdens to become a pest control worker with the fees				false

		951						LN		36		20		false		20   and the testing requirements.  Those are just a couple				false

		952						LN		36		21		false		21   of examples, but there are plenty.				false

		953						LN		36		22		false		22               So the other recommendation here was to				false

		954						LN		36		23		false		23   evaluate opportunities to change laws and process these				false

		955						LN		36		24		false		24   pertaining to, you know, how do these boards determine				false

		956						LN		36		25		false		25   which occupations to require licensure, how burdensome				false

		957						PG		37		0		false		page 37				false

		958						LN		37		1		false		 1   the licensure is -- how burdensome is it to obtain the				false

		959						LN		37		2		false		 2   license, what's the cost associated with the license,				false

		960						LN		37		3		false		 3   what are the testing requirements.				false

		961						LN		37		4		false		 4               There's also -- and Allison is a member of				false

		962						LN		37		5		false		 5   the Occupational Licensing Review Commission, and what				false

		963						LN		37		6		false		 6   we took a look at is how that commission is set up, and				false

		964						LN		37		7		false		 7   we would like to recommend adding a voice for small				false

		965						LN		37		8		false		 8   businesses to be a member of that commission.  And we'd				false

		966						LN		37		9		false		 9   also like to urge the commission, as they're reviewing				false

		967						LN		37		10		false		10   occupational licensing from the various entities that				false

		968						LN		37		11		false		11   provide these licenses to consider the economic impact				false

		969						LN		37		12		false		12   and the opportunities for workforce pertaining to these				false

		970						LN		37		13		false		13   decisions that are being made regarding the oversight of				false

		971						LN		37		14		false		14   the 63 entities that provide occupational licenses in				false

		972						LN		37		15		false		15   the state.  So this area was very robust and gave a lot				false

		973						LN		37		16		false		16   of -- provided a lot for us to take a look into much				false

		974						LN		37		17		false		17   further.				false

		975						LN		37		18		false		18               The last segment of the report pertained to				false

		976						LN		37		19		false		19   regulatory issues other than occupational licensing,				false

		977						LN		37		20		false		20   because that one does fall as a regulatory matter.  So				false

		978						LN		37		21		false		21   according to the Pacific Research Institute, Louisiana				false

		979						LN		37		22		false		22   falls just above the middle of the pack, above average,				false

		980						LN		37		23		false		23   when it comes to the regulatory burden upon small				false

		981						LN		37		24		false		24   business, but our rankings varied tremendously across				false

		982						LN		37		25		false		25   different metrics.  There are 14 labor-related metrics				false

		983						PG		38		0		false		page 38				false

		984						LN		38		1		false		 1   and 14 business-related factors that are measured for				false

		985						LN		38		2		false		 2   regulatory burden impact.  So we kind of fall in the				false

		986						LN		38		3		false		 3   middle of the 50 states, but there's some areas that did				false

		987						LN		38		4		false		 4   stick out.				false

		988						LN		38		5		false		 5               One, obviously we just talked about				false

		989						LN		38		6		false		 6   occupational licensing.  The other has to do with the				false

		990						LN		38		7		false		 7   workers' compensation insurance and the cost of that.				false

		991						LN		38		8		false		 8   There's an index that is done to compare the cost of				false
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· All right.· Good afternoon,


·2· ·everybody.· I apologize for the delay this morning.· We


·3· ·started out with far more than a quorum, and then


·4· ·someone got the sniffles and two people each sprained


·5· ·something.· So we are right at our number for a quorum,


·6· ·and Ms. Clark should be arriving anytime soon.· Because


·7· ·we're a public body, until she arrives, I can't formally


·8· ·start the meeting, but we have some guest speakers here


·9· ·and I want to be respectful of their time.· So,


10· ·informally, I want to start out with our guest, Mr. Bill


11· ·Ellison, who is an expert in access to capital, one of


12· ·the areas that's incredibly important to this council.


13· · · · · · · ·So without further ado, I will invite up


14· ·Mr. Bill Ellison, who's a VP at Innovation Catalyst.


15· · · · · · · ·Thank you.


16· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Good afternoon.· Again, my


17· ·name is Bill Ellison, and I'm the COO of Innovation


18· ·Catalyst, which is a -- it's a nonprofit venture


19· ·development organization, which is a strange entity, and


20· ·I'll explain it in a minute if you're not familiar with


21· ·it.


22· · · · · · · ·I was talking to James and he mentioned the


23· ·mission of this committee and so he graciously invited


24· ·me to come talk about kind of the state of affairs and


25· ·funding startup companies in Louisiana and whether I had
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·1· ·any thoughts on the subject.· So first off, let e be


·2· ·clear.· I'm not talking about small businesses that are


·3· ·often referred to as "lifestyle companies."· I'm talking


·4· ·about high-growth, venture-backed companies where


·5· ·there's a founder, they take external capital, they grow


·6· ·as quickly as they can, they often and quickly lose


·7· ·control of that company and then hopefully they succeed


·8· ·and have a great exit.· So that's kind of who I'm


·9· ·talking about.


10· · · · · · · ·To do that, I'd like to kind of go through a


11· ·couple of the stages of funding a company.· You know, it


12· ·starts with a founder having a great idea, "What do I


13· ·have do now?· I've got to have some capital to do


14· ·something."· And so he bootstraps it, number one.


15· ·Second, he goes to friends and families, and they're


16· ·only investing because they're friends and family.· They


17· ·don't do any due diligence.· They probably don't even


18· ·understand the idea.· It's just we like to person and


19· ·we're going to give them some money.


20· · · · · · · ·So what happens after that?· Oftentimes it's


21· ·what's called the valley of death.· Not to be confused


22· ·with Death Valley.· So valley of death is when a startup


23· ·starts running out of friends and family money.· So what


24· ·do they do?· They oftentimes die.· So the problem is


25· ·they're so young, they're immature, they don't have
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·1· ·revenue, they may not have a product, and so the Angel


·2· ·Investors, and obviously the Venture Capital funds, is


·3· ·just too risky of an investment, so that's where


·4· ·Innovation Catalyst comes in.· Again, we're a nonprofit


·5· ·venture development organization, and our mission is to


·6· ·accelerate and help grow these innovative companies by


·7· ·doing basically three things, probably most importantly


·8· ·by providing seed capital, coaching and connections.· So


·9· ·with that, we try to help them through the valley of


10· ·death and get to the point where they're mature enough,


11· ·they've got product, they've got revenue, all of that


12· ·great stuff so they can go on to raise capital from


13· ·Angel Investors and Venture Capitals.


14· · · · · · · ·So let's go to the next stage, Angel


15· ·Investors.· Simple definition of an Angel Investor is a


16· ·high net-worth investor, an accredited investor, and


17· ·these people, they'll invest in a company, either


18· ·individually or through an Angel group or network.· Now,


19· ·an Angel group or network is basically a formalized


20· ·entity of angels who get together, have meetings, they


21· ·source deals, do due diligence, they put the deal


22· ·together and then they help mentor and grow these


23· ·start-ups that they help invest in.


24· · · · · · · ·So a couple of statistics, the Angel Capital


25· ·Association is a national organization that studies all
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·1· ·of that stuff.· Someone's always studying something.


·2· ·Some of the interesting statistics are that angels


·3· ·invest $25-billion in 70,000 companies annually.· That's


·4· ·quite an impressive number.· But the more important


·5· ·number that I found was they say that angels invest 90


·6· ·percent of the outside equity of start-up companies.· So


·7· ·let that sink in for a second.· If you don't have an


·8· ·active angel community, you're not going to have a


·9· ·start-up community.· It's that simple.


10· · · · · · · ·Another interesting statistic is that 89


11· ·percent of angel investors get their deals through these


12· ·angel networks and through these angel funds.· So


13· ·Louisiana, typically we have these organizations.· So,


14· ·for example, New Orleans has NOLA Angels, which is


15· ·probably the biggest in the state.· Lafayette had


16· ·Acadiana Angels, Lake Charles has Southwest Angels.


17· ·There's one in Shreveport, there's one in Monroe.


18· ·There's a couple of them.· Baton Rouge is the only major


19· ·city that has not and currently does not have a


20· ·formalized angel group, and I'm happy to say that that's


21· ·going to change next week.


22· · · · · · · ·So next week Innovation Catalyst is creating


23· ·a subsidiary called the Red Stick Angel Network, and


24· ·what that is, it's a nonprofit organization where Baton


25· ·Rouge angels join our corporation and we invest
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·1· ·together, we put deals together, just like I was telling


·2· ·you about.· So given the importance of angel investors,


·3· ·that's, I think it's a really big deal.


·4· · · · · · · ·So a couple of recommendation -- I mean, a


·5· ·couple of recommendations.· So back to Innovation


·6· ·Catalyst for a second.· In helping these companies


·7· ·bridge the valley of death, a couple quick stats.· We've


·8· ·invested a little over $3-million in 19 national


·9· ·portfolio companies.· Fourteen are still alive today,


10· ·two crashed and burned fabulously, one was sold to


11· ·Waitr, one we gave them money, they give it back and


12· ·we're done.· And then the other, it's very complicated,


13· ·but we -- the investors gave their money back, their


14· ·equity back to the founder.· We got our money and we now


15· ·have a royalty.· So that's kind of where we stand.· We


16· ·have 14 active portfolio companies that we're mentoring


17· ·to help grow.


18· · · · · · · ·Of those companies, they had following


19· ·rounds of over $40-million, which is a good bit, and


20· ·that's not including Waitr's going public.· We were one


21· ·of the early investors in Waitr.


22· · · · · · · ·So how can you help?· First of all, entities


23· ·like Innovation Catalyst -- this is a very self-serving


24· ·comment here -- help those in any way you can, funding,


25· ·grants, et cetera, so that we can help those companies.
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·1· ·We have been funded primarily by two entities:· One is a


·2· ·federal grand that was administered by LED, and,


·3· ·secondly, through the Research Park Corporation, which


·4· ·is run by Genevieve Silverman.· They've been our primary


·5· ·fund for both operations and for investment capital, so


·6· ·without them, we would not exist.· So helping entities


·7· ·like RPC, who then help create entities like ours, is


·8· ·very beneficial.


·9· · · · · · · ·So getting back to angels a second.· You


10· ·know, we talk about the importance of angels, and if you


11· ·don't have an active angel community, you're dead in the


12· ·water when you start investing in start-ups.· Right now


13· ·the biggest way is through tax credits, the Angel


14· ·Investor Tax Credit.· Investors get a 25 percent tax


15· ·credit on their equity investment.· Now, that may not


16· ·sound a lot, but angels who invest in start-ups, that is


17· ·risky, risky, risky business.· So why do they do it?


18· ·Anything we can do to help is great.


19· · · · · · · ·So instead of them putting up 100 percent of


20· ·their money at complete risk, and they're probably going


21· ·to lose, they're only going to put up 75 percent because


22· ·they know they're going to get that tax credit.· Where


23· ·that stands now, there's a $3.6-million cap on that


24· ·program, and it is set to sunset July first 2021.· So if


25· ·it dies, it will be a huge blow to the angel community
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·1· ·in Baton Rouge and Louisiana because when I go out and


·2· ·try to help these companies raise money and I talk to


·3· ·these angel investors, that credit is the sheikh.  I


·4· ·can't stress that enough.· So anything anybody in this


·5· ·room can do to, A, extend that program, and, B, make it


·6· ·more robust, would be better.· It used to be higher than


·7· ·25 percent.· We need to raise the cap.· So it's very


·8· ·important.


·9· · · · · · · ·So let's kind of go to the next stage, if


10· ·you will.· A Venture Capital --


11· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· I missed the name of that


12· ·program.· I'm sorry.


13· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Angel Investor Tax Credit.


14· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Angel Investor Tax Credit.


15· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· I can get you some


16· ·information.· LED administers that program.· I have a


17· ·whole lot of background for you.


18· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Yes.· Go to this woman.


19· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· I'm sorry.· I didn't hear it.


20· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· So let's start at Venture


21· ·Capital.· So to be clear, Venture Capital is where a


22· ·fund raises money from other people.· Other peoples


23· ·money.· OPM.· So because of that, the only thing Venture


24· ·Capitals care about is their rate of return.· Helping


25· ·the Louisiana entrepreneur ecosystem is not a thought in
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·1· ·their brains.· Their fiduciary responsibility is great


·2· ·return on investment.· Period.· And if that's a


·3· ·Louisiana company, eh, great.· If it's out of state, you


·4· ·know, that's fine.


·5· · · · · · · ·So the question I think is how do we get VC


·6· ·funds here, how do we get their money and how do we get


·7· ·them to invest in Louisiana companies?· So one


·8· ·recommendation is back in the early 2000s there was a


·9· ·program called -- one of the two Venture Capital


10· ·matching.· I'm not exactly sure what the official word


11· ·was, but the way it works was if a Venture Capital fund


12· ·raised $10-million from its limited partners, its


13· ·outside investors, LED would come in as a limited


14· ·partner with 5-million.· So what does that do?· It helps


15· ·the fund raise capital because these limited partners


16· ·know, hey, LED's coming in for, you know, one for two,


17· ·and then, you know, hopefully they're a great return for


18· ·LED.· So that was a great program, and it really helped,


19· ·you know, the Venture Capital community.· For example,


20· ·it's one of reasons Joe Lovett from Boston moved to


21· ·Baton Rouge to start the Louisiana Funds, which is now


22· ·one of the largest funds, Venture Capital funds in


23· ·Louisiana.


24· · · · · · · ·So which if we get a program like that and


25· ·then -- well, I forgot to say two of the criteria of
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·1· ·that old program was you had to be based in Louisiana


·2· ·and you had to have best efforts to invest in Louisiana


·3· ·companies.· My recommendation, bring back the program,


·4· ·but make it a requirement.· Any LED dollar has to go to


·5· ·a Louisiana company, and I think the program would still


·6· ·work.


·7· · · · · · · ·A stat that I wanted to point out, which is


·8· ·a little disturbing, a recent study found that,


·9· ·including this District of Columbia, Louisiana is fifth


10· ·(sic) in Venture Capital funding per capita.· That's a


11· ·horrible statistic.· So, again, we've got to go back and


12· ·figure out how to --


13· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Fifth lowest?


14· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· I'm sorry?


15· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Fifth lowest?


16· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Fiftieth.


17· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Oh, 50th.· Okay.


18· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· I think Mississippi was the


19· ·last one.


20· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Got you.· Thank God for


21· ·Mississippi.


22· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· I'm sorry.· Sorry,


23· ·Mississippi.


24· · · · · · · ·So, again, how do we get these guys here?


25· ·So I told you about one, that program.· Another one is
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·1· ·the simple fact of continuing to try to create companies


·2· ·here in Louisiana that are attractive to not only


·3· ·Venture Capital funds here in Louisiana, but those


·4· ·throughout the United States.· We don't want our


·5· ·companies getting funding from Boston and moving there.


·6· ·We want Boston to be investing in Louisiana companies.


·7· · · · · · · ·So what does that mean?· It's kind of what


·8· ·we've just been talking about, funding entities like


·9· ·RPC.· Innovation Catalyst entities that are going to


10· ·help these companies bridge the valley of death, tax


11· ·credits for angel investors and all of the other


12· ·programs that you do for small investments for small


13· ·companies and start-ups, such as New Media Tax Credits,


14· ·R&D tax credits.· All of these are very helpful in


15· ·helping those companies grow to become attractive for


16· ·Venture Capital.


17· · · · · · · ·And then lastly, you know, grants.· You


18· ·know, grants are non-diluted funding for those


19· ·start-ups, and it's a great source of capital.· And so,


20· ·for example, LSU has a Lyft Grant program.· To help


21· ·universities with these grant programs, that would be


22· ·very beneficial.


23· · · · · · · ·I'm going to pause here, and does anybody


24· ·have any questions?


25· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· So just to understand, you
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·1· ·don't actually make investments, you facilitate the


·2· ·investment?


·3· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· No.· I do.· So we've invested


·4· ·$3-million into 19 companies.· Our investments range


·5· ·from $50,000 to $250,000.


·6· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· That's all been funded from


·7· ·those two sources you said earlier?


·8· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Correct, correct.· So we fund


·9· ·those companies.· We're typically, you know, first money


10· ·in, so to speak, after friends and family.· And so then,


11· ·you know -- I'm housed in the Research Park right by


12· ·Genevieve Silverman, and then I work with them to then


13· ·help these companies both with, you know, "Look, this is


14· ·how you grow a company."· Then once they get to that


15· ·state, you know, we help them go out and go to New


16· ·Orleans Angel Group, they're now going to be coming to


17· ·Red Stick Angel Group and all these other groups to try


18· ·to raise capital and then the VCs to try to grow.


19· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· So your organization owns the


20· ·equity in the --


21· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· No.· We're a non-profit


22· ·venture development fund.· That's kind of why we're a


23· ·weird entity.


24· · · · · · · ·MR. ANDERSON:· That's what I was going to


25· ·ask.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· We're a VC fund, but we're a


·2· ·non-profit VC fund.· So, you know, if we invested in


·3· ·Waitr early on, we have a lot of stocks not worth a lot


·4· ·now, but we got a lot of cash when they went public.· So


·5· ·that cash comes back to us.· We then turn around and


·6· ·invest that same cash into another company.


·7· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· Since then, what industries


·8· ·are these companies?


·9· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· It is across the board.


10· ·Again, not lifestyle companies.· Only companies with


11· ·high-growth, companies that we can help grow and become


12· ·Venture Capital ready.


13· · · · · · · ·Bryan.


14· · · · · · · ·MR. GREENWOOD:· Question, are you guys


15· ·thinking about or know anyone in the state that's trying


16· ·to leverage up their raising of capital in matching with


17· ·the ISB and SBA with equity fund or a debt fund?


18· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· There's been discussions of


19· ·that, but we're not there yet.· We're not there right


20· ·now.


21· · · · · · · ·MS. DAVIS:· So Red Stick Angel program, is


22· ·that also non-profit?


23· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· No.


24· · · · · · · ·MS. DAVIS:· I was going to say how is that


25· ·going to work?
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· We're complicated, and it has


·2· ·to do with control and insurance reasons.· So, like, you


·3· ·know, Innovation Catalyst, we're in the research park


·4· ·orbit, so to speak, and, but we're a separate legal


·5· ·entity.· They fund us through a cooperative endeavor


·6· ·agreement.· Okay?· So by creating another non-profit


·7· ·subsidiary, all of my insurance trickles down to this


·8· ·entity because, frankly, DNO insurance is one of the


·9· ·biggest costs in these kinds of entities.


10· · · · · · · ·So, for example, Noland, they're a


11· ·non-profit corporation.· Just like us, you know, they


12· ·pay $15,000 for DNO insurance.· This entity will not


13· ·have to do that.· They'll be -- Red Stick will have


14· ·directors, and then the Baton Rouge Angels will then


15· ·join it and simply be a member.· And then this entity


16· ·will then go out, source deals, do due diligence, close


17· ·transactions, and then as a group, we'll then help these


18· ·companies.· But it's not a fund.· Each individual member


19· ·will be writing their own checks.· So, for example,


20· ·we've already presented them a company called Omnidek,


21· ·and now it's a question of, "Okay.· This is Omnidek.


22· ·We've done our due diligence, we're recommending it.


23· ·Okay.· They're trying to raise "X" amount, who


24· ·individually is in and willing to write a check?"· We


25· ·then try to kind of organize all of that.
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·1· · · · · · · ·Does that make sense?· It's a little


·2· ·convoluted.


·3· · · · · · · ·MS. DAVIS:· Well, yeah.


·4· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· I have two questions.· The


·5· ·first one, one of your last recommendations was about


·6· ·grants, and everything that I've learned from some of


·7· ·the, quote/unquote, "seasoned professionals" in this


·8· ·world say there's no free money for business.· So grant


·9· ·spells to me "free money."· So can you tell me a little


10· ·bit more about that comment of yours or that


11· ·recommendation about assisting the university with grant


12· ·funds for these?


13· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Well, for example, you know,


14· ·when I -- from a entrepreneur's perspective, grant money


15· ·is free money.· Now, there are restrictions in that, but


16· ·you don't have to pay it back, it's not equity, it's not


17· ·debt.· It's cash in the door, and then I've got a lot of


18· ·reporting requirements, that's typically it.


19· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Okay.


20· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· For example, and Kenny can


21· ·probably explain this better than I can, LSU has the


22· ·Lyft funds.· Companies go through the transfer processes


23· ·and they get a Lyft grant from LSU, which is cash in the


24· ·door to help them continue to move along in the spectrum


25· ·and get to the point where they come to me, and I try to
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·1· ·help them get to the point with these angel investors.


·2· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· It's federal funds, Kenny,


·3· ·or --


·4· · · · · · · ·MR. ANDERSON:· Yeah.· It's NSF funding, but


·5· ·then LSU, through that federal funding, then LSU puts


·6· ·up, I think 3,500 per team to get them through


·7· ·discovery, so then they have access to that.


·8· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Right.· And then they support


·9· ·it an administrate it and all of that stuff.


10· · · · · · · ·MR. GREENWOOD:· So one thing on when they're


11· ·SBIR, STTR, that's the contract deliverables, but that's


12· ·more of a grant perspective, might be something to look


13· ·into because some states are looking at, from a state


14· ·perspective, matching.· We have R&D credits and so


15· ·forth, but they're looking at matching, which would


16· ·help.· What you're talking about is the earlier stage,


17· ·it's been signed, it's not far enough along to go out


18· ·and raise capital from their funds or even Venture


19· ·Capital, and that's something we'll get into further.


20· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· That's exactly.· Right.· Thank


21· ·you.


22· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Yes.· Exactly.· And when we


23· ·get into it later in the agenda, when we get to our


24· ·agenda, it's part of recommendations that are included,


25· ·so for sure.
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·1· · · · · · · ·And then my other question is, you mentioned


·2· ·it's across industry sectors, so how do people get


·3· ·referred to you-all?· How do you get businesses in or


·4· ·start-ups in your door?


·5· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Well, it's about connections


·6· ·and making sure people know about us.· So, you know,


·7· ·we're involved with all of the angel groups.· You know,


·8· ·we try to be involved with all of the universities.· We


·9· ·try to be involved with anybody who's touching and has a


10· ·relationship with entrepreneurs.


11· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Got it.


12· · · · · · · ·MR. EVERETT:· Bill, I was just going to ask,


13· ·you know, obviously the reason we're 50th, at least part


14· ·of it, you feel like is the lack VC infrastructure, as


15· ·you put it.· I mean, is it also that, you know, just


16· ·curious, is people scared of kind of like the political


17· ·history of Louisiana?· Is it the type of businesses that


18· ·are here necessarily or any of those contributing


19· ·factors to why we're all of the --


20· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· I don't think it's political.


21· ·I don't think it's legal.· You know, quite frankly, what


22· ·happens typically is a company will start off and it


23· ·will be a Louisiana LLC, and then once it gets to the


24· ·sophisticated, you know, venture capitalist, they switch


25· ·to a Delaware seed corporation because Venture Capitals
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·1· ·can't invest in LLCs, and so Louisiana law doesn't


·2· ·really come into play typically.· So that's not an


·3· ·issue.· It's we're behind.· It's money goes where the


·4· ·good deals are, and so the simplest something is we need


·5· ·better deals.· That means getting these companies,


·6· ·helping them grow so they are attractive to Venture


·7· ·Capitals.


·8· · · · · · · ·MR. GREENWOOD:· There's probably more


·9· ·interest in oil and gas, getting a more sophisticated


10· ·angel group just because of our industry's in oil and


11· ·gas, and the next group is real estate just because of


12· ·the development there.· Other industries tend to


13· ·struggle because we don't have a lot of folks who have


14· ·been successful exiting and reinvesting in other


15· ·companies.


16· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Yeah.· And part of having a


17· ·successful company is having domain experts.· We have a


18· ·lot of oil and gas experts, but, you know, we need more


19· ·technologists, for example.


20· · · · · · · ·James.


21· · · · · · · ·MR. CHAPPELL:· Is it kind of along the same


22· ·lines there's something other than money that we're


23· ·lacking, and you think about accelerators or things that


24· ·happen in that pipeline for ideas to do business?· Do


25· ·you have any thoughts on that?
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·1· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· I do.· That's a huge


·2· ·entrepreneurial ecosystem, which would take a while


·3· ·because it takes so much to have a successful company.


·4· ·You know, you've got have Kenny to educate these guys on


·5· ·what a company is and what entrepreneurship really means


·6· ·and how to grow it.· I think we're doing pretty good


·7· ·there.


·8· · · · · · · ·Then you need domain experts.· We need more


·9· ·technologists.· So, for example -- I don't have


10· ·statistics, but some of the companies that I see are


11· ·smart people with a great idea and it's technology


12· ·based, but they're not technologists, and so if you had


13· ·asked me what's one of the number one reasons people --


14· ·these start-ups fail, it's access to capital, number


15· ·one, but, two, it's a non-technology founder and they


16· ·don't have a technologist on the team.· And, so, for


17· ·example, one of the companies that we invested in and


18· ·failed -- I loved the guy, very talented.· He failed


19· ·because he relied upon other people to build his


20· ·technology and they built you know what.· So that's a


21· ·problem.


22· · · · · · · ·So everything along the lines, you know,


23· ·helping these companies find capital, incubators,


24· ·accelerators, you know, I think we're doing pretty good


25· ·with that with LSU and Research Park, but obviously
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·1· ·those entities need more resources.· You know, for


·2· ·example, RPC and LSU, we provide mentors for these


·3· ·companies.· If we had more money, we could provide more


·4· ·mentors.· More mentors are going to help them move along


·5· ·a lot faster.


·6· · · · · · · ·MR. ANDERSON:· And even the ones that are


·7· ·conscience that they need a technical cofounder usually


·8· ·can't find one here, so...


·9· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Exactly.· That's one of our


10· ·biggest downsides here in Louisiana.


11· · · · · · · ·MR. SAWYER:· Do you think that the lack of


12· ·talent has anything to do with it?


13· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· I do, in the sense of


14· ·primarily technologists.· We have, you know, a lot of


15· ·people who understand finance, we have a lot of people


16· ·who understand business, accounting, all of that.· You


17· ·know, as Kenny said, "Look, I'm building this great


18· ·product.· I need someone to build it for me and oversee


19· ·the development of it," those people are hard to find.


20· · · · · · · ·MR. SAWYER:· But even in my personal


21· ·company, I can't hire a CSE machinist from Louisiana.  I


22· ·just can't find one.


23· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· Yeah.· I see that as a little


24· ·different.· You know, that's -- you know, finding talent


25· ·for a specific business, I guess I think more of the
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·1· ·entrepreneurial world of creating a company from scratch


·2· ·and growing it.· So I can see someone creating a company


·3· ·and then later needing that, but, you know, I guess I'm


·4· ·kind of I'm at early stages where like we've got to


·5· ·build this thing before we can -- you know, we don't


·6· ·even have employees, we don't have revenue.· We've got


·7· ·to build something before we ever get those.· That's


·8· ·kind of what I'm talking about, so...


·9· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· All right.


10· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· Very interesting.· Thank you.


11· · · · · · · ·MR. ELLISON:· All right.· Thank you very


12· ·much.


13· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Thank you, Bill. You are


14· ·welcome to hang around with us.· We will have you back,


15· ·trust me.


16· · · · · · · ·Okay, everyone.· We now have a quorum, so in


17· ·the absence of our chairman, I will manage the flow of


18· ·the meeting, and so I would like to call to order the


19· ·January 16th meeting of the Louisiana Small Business and


20· ·Entrepreneurship Council, and I will ask Ms. Patty Pipes


21· ·to conduct the rollcall.


22· · · · · · · ·MS. PIPES:· Mandi Mitchell.


23· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Present.


24· · · · · · · ·MS. PIPES:· Allison Clark.


25· · · · · · · ·MS. CLARK:· Present.
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·1· ·MS. PIPES:· Kalisha Garrett.


·2· ·(No response.)


·3· ·MS. PIPES:· Bryan Greenwood.


·4· ·MR. GREENWOOD:· Here.


·5· ·MS. PIPES:· Kenny Anderson.


·6· ·MR. ANDERSON:· Here.


·7· ·MS. PIPES:· John Everett.


·8· ·MR. EVERETT:· Here.


·9· ·MS. PIPES:· Edward "E.J." Krampe, III.


10· ·(No response.)


11· ·MS. PIPES:· Courtney Davis.


12· ·MS. DAVIS:· Here.


13· ·MS. PIPES:· Cassie Felder.


14· ·(No response.)


15· ·MS. PIPES:· Alta Baker.


16· ·(No response.)


17· ·MS. PIPES:· Tanita Gilbert-Baker.


18· ·(No response.)


19· ·MS. PIPES:· Richard Vince Hayward.


20· ·MR. HAYWARD:· Here.


21· ·MS. PIPES:· Angelica Rivera.


22· ·MS. RIVERA:· Here.


23· ·MS. PIPES:· Bill Sawyer.


24· ·MR. SAWYER:· Here.


25· ·MS. PIPES:· E. Rene' Soulé.
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·1· · · · · · · ·(No response.)


·2· · · · · · · ·MS. PIPES:· Iam Tucker.


·3· · · · · · · ·(No response.)


·4· · · · · · · ·MS. PIPES:· Nine.


·5· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· All right.· We have nine


·6· ·members present and a quorum.


·7· · · · · · · ·The first order of business that I will


·8· ·request members, in our haste, we made a clerical error


·9· ·and failed to add the request for a motion to approve


10· ·our minutes from the last meeting.· So only with the


11· ·anonymous approval of those present can we amend the


12· ·agenda and add that item to the agenda, and so I'll


13· ·entertain a motion.


14· · · · · · · ·Motion by Ms. Clark; second by Ms. Rivera to


15· ·add to the agenda the action item to approve the minutes


16· ·from our last meeting, which were sent out to you


17· ·several days ago.


18· · · · · · · ·So with that being done, I would entertain a


19· ·motion for approval of those minutes.


20· · · · · · · ·I've got a motion from Mr. Hayward and a


21· ·second from Mr. Greenwood.


22· · · · · · · ·All those in favor?


23· · · · · · · ·(Several members respond "aye.")


24· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Any opposed?


25· · · · · · · ·(No response.)
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· The ayes have it, so the


·2· ·minutes from our last meeting are approved.


·3· · · · · · · ·At this time we are also going to invite up


·4· ·our guest presenter, Mr. Rhett Davis, who is a Regional


·5· ·Advocate for the SBA Office of Advocacy.· What Mr. Davis


·6· ·will be covering for us today is going to kind of give


·7· ·us some background of what his office does and then


·8· ·delve into some of the issues with regulatory issues and


·9· ·other impediments impacting small business across the


10· ·region, but across the country as well.· Those are two


11· ·key areas where we discussed previously with access to


12· ·capital, Mr. Ellison and just broadly regulatory issues


13· ·impacting small business.· So we wanted to invite those


14· ·two gentlemen here today.


15· · · · · · · ·And at this time, I'll ask Mr. Rhett Davis


16· ·to come up and share a few thoughts with us.· Thank you.


17· · · · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:· Thank you, Mandi.· It's an honor


18· ·to be here today.· It's always an honor to be in the


19· ·Governor's office.· I've been here through quite a few


20· ·governors in this room, and there's a lot of history


21· ·that has happened, so it's always an awesome place.


22· · · · · · · ·I'm with the SBA Office of Advocacy, US


23· ·Small Business Administration.· Of course, we're a


24· ·federal agency.· We're a cabinet-level agency, but


25· ·within the SBA, which I know most of you are going to be
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·1· ·very familiar with.· We do have semi-autonomous office


·2· ·called Office of Advocacy.· There are 50 of us, but I


·3· ·wanted to make you aware of our presence and what we do.


·4· · · · · · · ·So I happen to live in Baton Rouge, which it


·5· ·has been a really good week to live in Baton Rouge, and,


·6· ·in fact, it's been a great year; right?· So I cover five


·7· ·states all of the way to New Mexico, but I am here, so I


·8· ·am convenient anytime anyone needs help on a regulatory


·9· ·matter.· So our office does conduct a lot of research


10· ·and provide analyses and reports on small business, but


11· ·during this administration, we have been tasked


12· ·primarily with helping to identify regulations that are


13· ·causing small businesses a burden.


14· · · · · · · ·So what we do, we meet with small businesses


15· ·on a constant basis.· I travel all across my five states


16· ·and hold a lot of meetings and I take a lot of notes and


17· ·I listen carefully because what we're trying to do is


18· ·we're trying to be an advocate for the small businesses,


19· ·so for you, for your clients, for your friends.· I'm


20· ·going to leave a stack of cards here, if it's


21· ·appropriate.· I'll just leave that right there, and so


22· ·my cell phone and my e-mail are on that card, and I am


23· ·available.


24· · · · · · · ·What I often do is I will speak either to a


25· ·chamber of commerce or to an industry group or just any
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·1· ·collection of business people who want to meet and talk


·2· ·about federal government regulations.


·3· · · · · · · ·I remember when I was young, Allison knew me


·4· ·back then, and I don't look the same, but I do remember


·5· ·when I was young and my dad had a wholesale pesticide


·6· ·company, we formulated pesticides, and so we had our own


·7· ·brand.· And how many of you know that if you decide that


·8· ·this stuff, you know, you come up with a formula and you


·9· ·decide this stuff is really good to kill bugs, in the


10· ·United States, you cannot go out and start selling it in


11· ·hardware stores, you had to get a license from the EPA?


12· ·At least this was in the '80s.· I'm assuming it's


13· ·probably the same or much worse now, so...


14· · · · · · · ·So we didn't have e-mail back then.· We used


15· ·US mail, and we would create a label.· In the industry,


16· ·getting a license from EPA, it's -- the slang is


17· ·"register your label."· So what we would do is we would


18· ·have to graphically design a label, though we'd never


19· ·heard of that term yet.· We called it typesetting.· We


20· ·would bring it down to Printing, Incorporated on Plank


21· ·Road and we would leave it with them for about a week


22· ·and they would graphically design this label and we


23· ·would make whatever corrections and then we would mail


24· ·it US mail to Washington, DC to some faceless people and


25· ·we would wait six months, eight months, a year to get a
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·1· ·response.· And so we would often get a long letter


·2· ·saying "We received your submission of, and please make


·3· ·the following 21 changes."· And so we would send it


·4· ·back, and on the second try, they would usually respond


·5· ·in two to four months.· So it took about a year.


·6· · · · · · · ·And so, you know, one -- it was around '86,


·7· ·I guess, we submitted a label and we waited about a year


·8· ·and the response came back and it said "We received your


·9· ·submission of whatever date.· Change the following three


10· ·words to this and resubmit."· And so, you know, we


11· ·weren't trying to invent a new chemical.· We were just


12· ·trying to sell the same thing that five or six of our


13· ·competitors had in the store at True Value down the


14· ·street, but we were going to have to wait another two to


15· ·four months because they couldn't even phrase it to say


16· ·"Change these three words to this and you are


17· ·provisionally licensed to sell this product in the


18· ·United States of America to kill bugs."


19· · · · · · · ·So those are the types of irritations that


20· ·small businesses put up with on a constant basis from


21· ·all levels of government, from various regulations.


22· · · · · · · ·Now, we're not Congress, we can't change any


23· ·laws.· A lot of stuff is written in law, but if it's a


24· ·federal government regulation and there's a small


25· ·business that's having a problem, we can be their
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·1· ·advocate, their voice in DC.· It's possible that our


·2· ·office can write a letter to the Department of Labor or


·3· ·to EPA or whatever government agency and say "This


·4· ·regulation doesn't make any sense.· It's causing


·5· ·businesses a problem, and this is what we suggest for a


·6· ·change."· And so that's our role, and not everyone needs


·7· ·that help, but the ones who need it, need it a whole lot


·8· ·and it really helps them.


·9· · · · · · · ·Could I answer any questions about our


10· ·office?


11· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· Real quick, I'm certain that


12· ·those regulators that you dealt with in the '80s have


13· ·all moved over to FDA because, you know, in order to get


14· ·food regulation labels is an arduous process, much like


15· ·you described.


16· · · · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:· And a few of them are probably


17· ·NFL referees by now too.


18· · · · · · · ·Any other comments or questions?


19· · · · · · · ·Due to Bryan's kindness, I am conveniently


20· ·housed at LSU, and I am accessible, like I said.· My


21· ·name, my business card is right here -- I'm sorry, my


22· ·e-mail and my cell phone are on there.· And thank you so


23· ·much, again, for having me.· I won't delay your meeting


24· ·because I know you're late, but hopefully I'll be back


25· ·sometime to say hello.· Thank you.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Thank you, Rhett.· Appreciate


·2· ·you coming.


·3· · · · · · · ·And, Rhett, next time you come, I'll ask you


·4· ·to share with us how you-all helped passed legislation


·5· ·to streamline things for small businesses here in


·6· ·Louisiana for the secretary of State's office.


·7· · · · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:· Yes, we did.


·8· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Yes.· So we'll cover that


·9· ·topic next time we can get you back down.· Thank you.


10· ·And we'll make sure to distribute your business cards as


11· ·well.


12· · · · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:· Thank y'all very much.


13· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Thank you.


14· · · · · · · ·Okay, everyone.· At this time, we will move


15· ·on to our next agenda item, which entails just a brief


16· ·review of the recommendations that LED staff compiled at


17· ·our last meeting, after our last two meetings, and


18· ·placed those into report, which was sent to you-all for


19· ·review and which we hope to obtain your vote and


20· ·approval today to proceed with finalizing that report.


21· · · · · · · ·The reason the report has been submitted in


22· ·draft form, two reasons:· One, because it does require a


23· ·vote of this body to indicate that this report is indeed


24· ·final, and the other is because LED staff is compiling


25· ·the appendix, which is comprised of tables and charts
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·1· ·and graphs to support the information and the content in


·2· ·the body of the report.


·3· · · · · · · ·Now, the legislation asks for us to submit


·4· ·our summary report 60 days prior to the start of


·5· ·session.· That would have been January 9th, so thanks to


·6· ·the holidays, thanks to us not being able to schedule a


·7· ·meeting between our last meeting and now, we're just a


·8· ·couple days behind schedule.· Fret not, there is no


·9· ·penalty, but, however, LED, we do try to stick as close


10· ·as possible when report are due of the department or our


11· ·councils.· We try to stick close to those deadlines that


12· ·are provided.


13· · · · · · · ·So I just want to give you a bit of


14· ·background on that and then kind of run through some of


15· ·the -- run through the recommendations that were


16· ·compiled and summarized as a result of our last


17· ·conversations when we broke into subgroups and they came


18· ·back together in one big group.


19· · · · · · · ·As has been just discussed by Mr. Ellison


20· ·and our council members, Louisiana does appear to not


21· ·fare very well when you look at rankings when it comes


22· ·to access to capital, and that affects our entire


23· ·entrepreneurial ecosystem, but there are other elements


24· ·to that that need to be addressed as well besides just


25· ·the capital factor.· There are education, technical,
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·1· ·managerial, technical assistance factors as well.


·2· · · · · · · ·So as you can see, the way we laid out the


·3· ·report is we identified what the current situation is in


·4· ·Louisiana, and we basically compiled and built upon your


·5· ·recommendations from our previous discussions.


·6· · · · · · · ·So, again, from the access to capital


·7· ·standpoint -- and what you see on the slide is very


·8· ·high-level.· The reports are very in-depth.· So identify


·9· ·universe of the start-ups that are negatively impacted


10· ·by the inability to obtain seed funding.· We just talked


11· ·about those companies that are pre-Venture stage that


12· ·have an idea that may not be able to proceed without


13· ·some sort of capital via debt or equity financing, and


14· ·it can come from any source, but, as we've learned, we


15· ·have desperate sources in Louisiana.· At any given day,


16· ·one city may have an angel network, another may have one


17· ·that's a loose group of angels, and they come together


18· ·only when necessary and don't have a coordinated


19· ·strategy.· So that first bullet and the second identify


20· ·potential funding sources and structures, basically


21· ·addresses those issues.· And we're talking, again, from


22· ·the perspective of debt and equity financing.· As we


23· ·know, we have entrepreneurs, both that are not just in


24· ·the tech sector, but still need technologists -- I like


25· ·that term, and I like what Bill was mentioning -- on
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·1· ·their team, but then you have just other small


·2· ·businesses that need access to capital to start their


·3· ·business or to grow their business.


·4· · · · · · · ·So we identify potential funding sources and


·5· ·structures where the state can possibly do more should


·6· ·the state invest in or create a fund where we can


·7· ·partner with private sector investors and, therefore,


·8· ·bring more capital to the table and do a better job of


·9· ·providing the seed stage funding needed.


10· · · · · · · ·Identify educational services for small


11· ·business owners and entrepreneurs.· One example given


12· ·was, you know, there are a lot of times when a business


13· ·is just considered too risky by a bank, and so what if


14· ·that business could approach the bank and say "I have a


15· ·cash flow management certification in addition to my


16· ·expertise in making widgets."· You know, that's just one


17· ·example.


18· · · · · · · ·Research options to improve Louisiana's


19· ·entrepreneurial culture.· One thing that our State


20· ·Economic Competitiveness Team does under the leadership


21· ·of James Chappell, they do it very well, and we look and


22· ·research best practices across the country.· So that's


23· ·one of the things we identify as an opportunity to look


24· ·for best practices among incubators, universities and


25· ·other service providers, and then also, its been
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·1· ·mentioned this morning, accelerators.


·2· · · · · · · ·So when we talk about our entrepreneurial


·3· ·ecosystem, we have some pieces that are in place but the


·4· ·puzzle isn't fitting together very nicely, hence


·5· ·Louisiana's ranking in the bottom 10 of the 50 states


·6· ·when it comes to access to capital for small businesses


·7· ·and entrepreneurs.


·8· · · · · · · · · ·So that is just a high-level recap of


·9· ·that section of the report, and I'm happy to go further,


10· ·but I wanted to -- that's why we sent the report out


11· ·ahead of time so hopefully members will have had a


12· ·chance to kind of scan the report and make sure we


13· ·captured the council's recommendations there.


14· · · · · · · ·So unless there are any questions, I'm going


15· ·to move on to the next segment dealing with occupational


16· ·licensing.


17· · · · · · · ·(No response.)


18· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· All right.· This one was


19· ·quite eye opening, and it's what Mr. Rhett Davis was


20· ·just talking about, some of these frustrating regulatory


21· ·impediments.· Our Small Business Services Team took a


22· ·deep-dive look at the National Study of Burdens From


23· ·Occupational Licensing, and that's produced by the


24· ·Institute for Justice, and what we found is that


25· ·Louisiana requires occupational licensing for more than
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·1· ·any other state.· Surprise.· One-hundred twenty-seven of


·2· ·those, and of those, there are 71 lower income


·3· ·occupations that we license, 29 of which are licensed in


·4· ·fewer than half of the rest of the country, and those


·5· ·lower income occupations were designated as such by the


·6· ·Bureau of Labor Statistics.· So these numbers weren't


·7· ·just yanked from the air.· These are coming from federal


·8· ·bureaus that track income levels based on occupation.


·9· · · · · · · ·The recommendations here pertaining to


10· ·occupational licensing, which is a regulatory issue, but


11· ·it was so important that we pulled it out on its own


12· ·within the report.· First, to perform a comprehensive


13· ·review of all of these occupational licensing compared


14· ·to other states, and we had decided it best to focus our


15· ·efforts on those 29 licenses.· And then there are 12


16· ·licenses required in fewer than 10 states.· We're the


17· ·only state that requires licensure for florists.· And


18· ·then pest control workers, we have some of the heaviest


19· ·burdens to become a pest control worker with the fees


20· ·and the testing requirements.· Those are just a couple


21· ·of examples, but there are plenty.


22· · · · · · · ·So the other recommendation here was to


23· ·evaluate opportunities to change laws and process these


24· ·pertaining to, you know, how do these boards determine


25· ·which occupations to require licensure, how burdensome
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·1· ·the licensure is -- how burdensome is it to obtain the


·2· ·license, what's the cost associated with the license,


·3· ·what are the testing requirements.


·4· · · · · · · ·There's also -- and Allison is a member of


·5· ·the Occupational Licensing Review Commission, and what


·6· ·we took a look at is how that commission is set up, and


·7· ·we would like to recommend adding a voice for small


·8· ·businesses to be a member of that commission.· And we'd


·9· ·also like to urge the commission, as they're reviewing


10· ·occupational licensing from the various entities that


11· ·provide these licenses to consider the economic impact


12· ·and the opportunities for workforce pertaining to these


13· ·decisions that are being made regarding the oversight of


14· ·the 63 entities that provide occupational licenses in


15· ·the state.· So this area was very robust and gave a lot


16· ·of -- provided a lot for us to take a look into much


17· ·further.


18· · · · · · · ·The last segment of the report pertained to


19· ·regulatory issues other than occupational licensing,


20· ·because that one does fall as a regulatory matter.· So


21· ·according to the Pacific Research Institute, Louisiana


22· ·falls just above the middle of the pack, above average,


23· ·when it comes to the regulatory burden upon small


24· ·business, but our rankings varied tremendously across


25· ·different metrics.· There are 14 labor-related metrics
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·1· ·and 14 business-related factors that are measured for


·2· ·regulatory burden impact.· So we kind of fall in the


·3· ·middle of the 50 states, but there's some areas that did


·4· ·stick out.


·5· · · · · · · ·One, obviously we just talked about


·6· ·occupational licensing.· The other has to do with the


·7· ·workers' compensation insurance and the cost of that.


·8· ·There's an index that is done to compare the cost of


·9· ·workers' comp, and it varies so much.· Different states


10· ·have different industry basis.· We just talked about


11· ·Louisiana being oil and gas heavy.· There are other


12· ·state that are technology heavy.· And obviously you


13· ·wouldn't expect high workers' comp rates for IT-related


14· ·industry sectors compared to oil and gas or others


15· ·dealing with hazardous materials.· So this index


16· ·basically tried to level the playing field to do sort of


17· ·an apples-to-apples comparison, and Louisiana ranked


18· ·very poorly when we looked at the cost per $100 on


19· ·workers' comp.


20· · · · · · · ·Our rate is like 2.23 compared to other


21· ·states.· For example, Arkansas is 1.08 is the index for


22· ·$100 of payroll as far as workers' comp costs.· And


23· ·Virginia, for example, is 1.17.· So Louisiana's up there


24· ·at 2.23 per $100 of workers' comp -- of payroll going


25· ·towards workers' compensation insurance.· And some of
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·1· ·our members of this council and some of the small


·2· ·businesses that we work with at the department suggested


·3· ·taking a look at experience modification rates.· Now,


·4· ·that's kind of getting into the weeds, but that feeds


·5· ·the job classification codes that determine the hazard


·6· ·level of a particular job.· That, in effect, impacts the


·7· ·workers' comp' rates that different employers pay.


·8· · · · · · · ·So in Louisiana that's overseen by the


·9· ·Louisiana Office of Workers' Compensation


10· ·Administration.· This entity sets the rate, but they do


11· ·so based on the work of a national council, the National


12· ·Council of Compensation Insurance, and that's an


13· ·independent bureau that's funded by insurance companies.


14· ·And so that's going to require some more in-depth


15· ·research, but it's certainly an area that we'd like to


16· ·take a look at because we have received feedback from


17· ·small businesses in the state that we're working with


18· ·and even from members of this council that that is an


19· ·issue that we should research further and try to develop


20· ·some recommendations for improvement.


21· · · · · · · ·Under Other Recommendations, this is sort of


22· ·the large bucket area that allows us to look into other


23· ·areas maybe from an administrative standpoint that the


24· ·state could do better, there were two areas identified:


25· ·One having to do with asset mapping.· What we find a lot
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·1· ·is when a small business gets to LED, they have no clue


·2· ·what we can provide.· They have no clue what local


·3· ·entities and organizations and service providers could


·4· ·do for them.· So then they're reaching out to the state,


·5· ·either just because it's their first inclination to


·6· ·reach to the state, or they reached out to a legislator


·7· ·who said "Hey, call LED."· And so that's a big issue


·8· ·that we have worked very hard to overcome is awareness


·9· ·of the programs and services that we do have because


10· ·they have valuable.· And when we do get ahold of small


11· ·businesses, between LED and our partners and allies and


12· ·intermediaries like LSBD and like Kenny's shop, when we


13· ·get to these business, we're very successful in helping


14· ·them along the way, but it's a big issue for them to


15· ·know where to go for what service.


16· · · · · · · ·So one of the recommendations is to invest


17· ·in a robust asset mapping tool, and we have been


18· ·researching a tool called Source Link, and it is just


19· ·one of the most lauded programs that brings together


20· ·region by region, and even combined at the state level,


21· ·a map, a roadmap for, regardless of what stage your


22· ·small business is in, if you click a button, you can


23· ·find a service provider or information on a program such


24· ·as the Angel Investor Tax Credit that we just talked


25· ·about.
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·1· · · · · · · ·The other recommendation has to do with


·2· ·state government procurement.· So Hudson and Veterans


·3· ·Initiative are programs that are administered in part by


·4· ·LED and in part by the Office of State Procurement, and


·5· ·what these programs seek to do is to provide


·6· ·opportunities for Louisiana-based, Louisiana-domiciled


·7· ·CEO companies to have a fair opportunity to compete to


·8· ·do business with the state.· And so there are a number


·9· ·of areas and room for improvement that we have collected


10· ·over the years from participants of both the Veterans


11· ·Initiative and the Hudson Initiative.· And there are


12· ·also programs we don't administer, but we also have an


13· ·interest in them, DVE programs that are housed at the


14· ·Department of Transportation.· So that's what those two


15· ·sets of recommendations pertain to.


16· · · · · · · ·That is really just a high level of the


17· ·recommendations of the report.· What the department --


18· ·if approved today, what the department intends to do is


19· ·basically attach to the report that was sent to you the


20· ·appendix, and we're -- that is under construction as we


21· ·speak.· There were lots of tables and charts and


22· ·formatting required.· We did not want to further delay


23· ·bringing this report to you and then not possibly


24· ·getting it to the legislature in a timely manner just


25· ·because of the appendix.
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·1· · · · · · · ·So if approved today, our next step would be


·2· ·to finalize the appendix, share that with this council


·3· ·and then submit it to the legislature.· From there --


·4· ·and this is something I talked to the chairman about and


·5· ·I wanted to -- he asked me to make sure and reiterate


·6· ·this to the council, the report represents, if you will,


·7· ·a living document.· We're required to submit a report


·8· ·each year.· Part of it is just data.· The first part of


·9· ·the report is literally just data on Louisiana's small


10· ·business environment, and the other part is


11· ·recommendations.· We're asked to do this once a year.


12· · · · · · · ·So today's report, if approved, will set in


13· ·motion action for the department to take -- in


14· ·leadership, the department to take, but in partnership


15· ·with our partners and allies to be begin implementing


16· ·these recommendations.· And what the council will do in


17· ·the interment between now and next year is to ensure


18· ·that we are on track with implementing and moving the


19· ·needle, but also to bring in experts like what we had


20· ·today to hear more about what other recommendations


21· ·exist and are out there.


22· · · · · · · ·So this document is not something that is


23· ·set in stone.· It is fulfilling a legislative


24· ·requirement to provide the state of small business in


25· ·Louisiana, but also to indicate this is where we are
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·1· ·today and these are recommendations to help us move


·2· ·forward.


·3· · · · · · · ·So I believe I've talked enough for the time


·4· ·being.· I will open up the floor for discussion and/or a


·5· ·motion, if anyone feels so inclined at this time to make


·6· ·a motion.


·7· · · · · · · ·Yes, sir, Mr. Bill.


·8· · · · · · · ·MR. SAWER:· How many of these


·9· ·recommendations can be implemented by LED and how many


10· ·have to go to the legislature?


11· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Good question.· Good


12· ·question.


13· · · · · · · ·Very few of those recommendations require


14· ·legislative approval.· So the recommendations under


15· ·Access to Capital, probably the one that would require


16· ·legislative approval would be the creation of a fund.


17· ·If we decided to create a fund or to use an existing


18· ·fund, we would have to get legislative appropriation to


19· ·get the fund over to the department.


20· · · · · · · ·The other aspect that may require


21· ·legislation has to do with the occupational licensing


22· ·component.· Obviously anytime you change occupational


23· ·licensing requirements, it will require a law change to


24· ·that particular section of the licensure requirements,


25· ·but if we're talk about the review commission, the
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·1· ·recommendations toward beefing up the review commission,


·2· ·adding a voice for small business, that just deals with


·3· ·the law pertaining to the commission.· Everything else


·4· ·in this report -- I can't say everything else because I


·5· ·don't have it all memorized in my head, but the vast


·6· ·majority of the recommendations are things that can be


·7· ·done by state or department policy.


·8· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· What about that board funded by


·9· ·the insurance people?


10· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· So the workers' comp, so


11· ·there's the LWCC, which is the Workers' Compensation


12· ·Corporation, they manage the fund that employers pay


13· ·into.· We're not suggesting -- at this point we have a


14· ·whole lot more research to do, but we're not suggesting


15· ·altering anything that that entity does.· There's


16· ·another entity housed within Louisiana Workforce


17· ·Commission called the Louisiana Office of Workers'


18· ·Compensation Administration that we have to go and do


19· ·more research with that group to dig deeper to learn


20· ·about how are we arriving at these mod rates that we are


21· ·that's driving up the cost of Louisiana workers'


22· ·compensation.


23· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· So they're within LED?


24· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· They're within the Louisiana


25· ·Workforce Commission.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· I got it.


·2· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· So, you know, we have more


·3· ·research to do to learn how they're structured and how


·4· ·they set those rates, and that's something we're glad to


·5· ·report back to the council at our next meeting.


·6· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· I notice there was an emphasis


·7· ·in the report on ranking.


·8· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Yes, sir.


·9· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· And I'm just wondering is


10· ·there an expectation to improve that?· Is that the whole


11· ·sort of driver of all of this is to take a look where we


12· ·are, what needs to be done, and then extensively that


13· ·will create some movement on those rankings?


14· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Yes, sir, that's the goal.  I


15· ·mean, we pay close attention to rankings, and it depends


16· ·on which ranking entity you are studying.· Some of them


17· ·have different input, and, therefore different outputs.


18· ·We tried our best to find the most objective ranking


19· ·entities to pull these numbers from and the most


20· ·respected and credible, but, yes, that is the goal, to


21· ·move the needle so that we aren't ranked so poorly in


22· ·some of these categories.· And at the end of the day,


23· ·it's not -- you know, obviously it's not just about the


24· ·ranking.· It's about the outcome, you know, the actual


25· ·impact to small business and to individuals who are
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·1· ·trying to enhance their economic opportunity in


·2· ·Louisiana, so...


·3· · · · · · · ·But, yes, I mean, for us, it's really


·4· ·important.· Ranking and benchmarking, it's really


·5· ·important to establish where we are currently, and what


·6· ·it does is it helps us not just know where we are, but


·7· ·to identify which states are in the top 10 or which


·8· ·states that we can look further at for best practices.


·9· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· So I remember when the US News


10· ·ranking came out and we were dead last and the


11· ·Governor's language was something along the lines of


12· ·"Well, the data is, you know, is several years old and


13· ·it's sort of how that system operates, and then the next


14· ·ranking we should be a lot better because that set of


15· ·data looks better."· So is that the --


16· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Yeah.· That particular


17· ·report, and I forget which exact metric it was looking


18· ·at, but it was a 2015 data point.· I'm very familiar


19· ·with the year because I remember getting asked by the


20· ·Governor's office to look further into that ranking, but


21· ·it was a bit dated.· And there are -- I mean, there are


22· ·times when the rankings do, when they -- by the time the


23· ·report comes out, it does lag in realtime a bit.


24· · · · · · · ·MR. CHAPPELL:· Most of the entrepreneurship


25· ·is not because the PwC report is quarterly, so it
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·1· ·doesn't lag nearly as far behind.


·2· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· On the entrepreneurial


·3· ·ranking, the PricewaterhouseCoopers records, PwC?


·4· · · · · · · ·MR. CHAPPELL:· Correct.


·5· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Thank you, James.


·6· · · · · · · ·Any other questions or a motion?


·7· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· I don't have a question or a


·8· ·motion, but I do have something that I'd like to say on


·9· ·the record in this council.· I'm also going to say it on


10· ·the record in another appropriate format.· That has to


11· ·do with the article that came out this morning in Baton


12· ·Rouge Business Report.


13· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Can you hold that to Other


14· ·Business?


15· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· I'm sorry.· Because you're


16· ·looking for a vote.· I thought you said other business.


17· ·Sorry.


18· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Thank you.


19· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· I'll move for adoption.


20· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Thank you.


21· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· I'll second.


22· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· A motion and a second has


23· ·been made by Mr. Hayward and Ms. Tucker.


24· · · · · · · ·All of these in favor?


25· · · · · · · ·(Several members respond "aye.")
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Okay.· Any opposition?


·2· · · · · · · ·(No response.)


·3· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Okay.· The ayes have it, so


·4· ·our report and the recommendations therein are adopted


·5· ·with the caveat that LED is required to attach the


·6· ·appendix prior to submission to legislature.


·7· · · · · · · ·So thank you-all, and at this point we will


·8· ·move to -- what's on the agenda next?· Is it Other


·9· ·Business, I believe or is it the report?


10· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· It's the President's Report.


11· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Okay.· I will be brief.· Our


12· ·last meeting we weren't able to get through this.· What


13· ·we try to do with every council or board that LED


14· ·oversees is we try to just make sure to keep our members


15· ·updated on what's happening in the state from an


16· ·economic development perspective.


17· · · · · · · ·So from a rankings perspective, Mr. Hayward,


18· ·Louisiana earned the top 10 spot among the Nation's Best


19· ·Business Climate.· That state ranking comes from Site


20· ·Selection Magazine, and obviously the top corporate


21· ·executives in site selectors, that is their industry


22· ·publication, and these are the people making decisions


23· ·on where to site their businesses for growth.· So we had


24· ·a top 10 ranking there.


25· · · · · · · ·On project wins and announcements, in
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·1· ·November we had a lot going on.· Three biotech firms all


·2· ·on the same day announced that collectively they're


·3· ·going to create 135 jobs in New Orleans, a company


·4· ·called AxoSim, Cadex Genomics and Obatala Sciences.· So


·5· ·those three companies will expand in New Orleans.


·6· · · · · · · ·Also November, Tektronix announced a digital


·7· ·media project in New Orleans.· This company is going to


·8· ·bring over 300 new direct and indirect jobs.· It's a


·9· ·digital firm that's going to locate in the New Orleans


10· ·Exchange Center.


11· · · · · · · ·And then in December, moving to the western


12· ·part of the state, southwestern part of the state, in


13· ·St. Landry Parish, Savoie's Food announced a


14· ·$12.7-billion expansion.· They're going to add 60 now


15· ·jobs to their existing 100 jobs in St. Landry Parish.


16· · · · · · · ·In St. Tammany, we have an electrical


17· ·infrastructure firm called Ampirical.· That company is


18· ·going to retain 120 jobs and create 400 more jobs in


19· ·that region of the state.


20· · · · · · · ·AFCO Industries is going to expand in


21· ·Alexandria.· They're making a $3.6-million investment.


22· ·They are going to add 16 jobs to their 168 jobs.


23· · · · · · · ·And there -- oh, Supreme Rice.· I can't


24· ·forget Supreme Rice.· It is in my area in Crowley.  I


25· ·was happy to be able to help retain that company in the
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·1· ·state.· Supreme Rice is announcing a $20-million


·2· ·expansion.


·3· · · · · · · ·That's right.· That's your home.


·4· · · · · · · ·MS. CLARK:· That's my home.


·5· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· That's Allison's hometown,


·6· ·y'all.


·7· · · · · · · ·So the company's going to retain 150 jobs


·8· ·and they're going to expand their existing facility as


·9· ·their 85th anniversary approaches.· And there was a real


10· ·live threat to that.· We could have lost this company to


11· ·consolidate in Arkansas.· They were being courted very


12· ·heavily by the State of Arkansas.


13· · · · · · · ·And then just lastly, in other


14· ·announcements, Morgan City and Berwick were named


15· ·Louisiana Development Ready Communities.· That is one of


16· ·our signature programs under our Community Competitive


17· ·suite of services where we essentially work with


18· ·communities to better position themselves and make


19· ·themselves more inviting for economic development.· We


20· ·provide assessment opportunities, strategic planning,


21· ·all at no cost to these communities with managerial


22· ·technical assistance from LED and its partners.· So we


23· ·were able to celebrate Morgan City and Berwick.· They


24· ·did a joint effort over there in St. Mary Parish.


25· · · · · · · ·So that concludes the President's Report and
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·1· ·readout to you, and so at this point, our next agenda


·2· ·item is Other Business, and Ms. Tucker does have an item


·3· ·that she would like to discuss with us that's very


·4· ·pertinent to small business.


·5· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· Thank you.· Sorry about that.


·6· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· You have the floor.


·7· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· I jumped ahead earlier.


·8· · · · · · · ·So the article actually came out on January


·9· ·10th.· There was an article about the Louisiana


10· ·Superdome acquisition district and the work going on at


11· ·the Superdome.· Now, in all clarity and transparency,


12· ·I'm a part, and I fought to be a part, of the


13· ·construction management team that's going to be doing


14· ·the job at the Dome.· The Dome is now letting -- and by


15· ·"the Dome," I guess I'm talking about SMG.· I don't know


16· ·and I don't understand how that goes on, but I do


17· ·understand this, that there's $450-million worth of


18· ·expansion going on at the Dome and that three-fourths --


19· ·or two-thirds -- I'm sorry -- two-thirds of that is paid


20· ·for by taxpayers.· And somehow, someway the management


21· ·company over the Dome that has been there since I wasn't


22· ·even a thought has managed to skirt public bid rules and


23· ·public bid law and public serv- -- you know,


24· ·professional services contracting.


25· · · · · · · ·Now, I don't understand how it happens.· I'm
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·1· ·sure it's very legal, but -- or I hope it is, but I


·2· ·don't understand why an entity that gets so many public


·3· ·dollars and that means so much to us would be able to


·4· ·procure companies based off of invitation or to invite


·5· ·six to seven or three or two companies to come and bid


·6· ·somewhere, which circumvent all small business, much


·7· ·less Hudson Initiative, much less disadvantaged


·8· ·businesses from being a part of it, especially when -- I


·9· ·mean, that's what we do.· These are dollars that we bid


10· ·on, they're legacy projects.· And, furthermore, I don't


11· ·understand how you make sure you get the most


12· ·competitive bids if you're only restricting certain


13· ·companies that are your favorites or whoever to be


14· ·allowed to bid on that.


15· · · · · · · ·I read the article.· I see, you know, the


16· ·statement from the Governor's office was that they have


17· ·the right to do this because -- you know, they didn't


18· ·elaborate, but I'd love to know why, and I don't -- what


19· ·I fear for -- the Dome, of course, gets a lot of special


20· ·caveats.· I fear for the next board.· And there's


21· ·another quasi-state board in New Orleans that is


22· ·circumventing the goals that we speak about every single


23· ·meeting, and so I don't want to see the Dome's example


24· ·right now become some shining example of how to skirt


25· ·the rules when there are companies that I know, because
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·1· ·I've experiences this as a small business person, that


·2· ·have made an art to skirting these rules.


·3· · · · · · · ·So I just want say it here because I think


·4· ·it affects all of us and the work that we're doing.· I'm


·5· ·going to say it on the record quietly since I am on the


·6· ·other team; right, that should be working for the


·7· ·program manager.· That also goes to liability.· If


·8· ·there's a private company all of a sudden paying and


·9· ·doing program management for a project over a


10· ·construction manager at risk and the construction


11· ·manager at risk is the owner's rep of some sort, then


12· ·how does that work if a program manager screws up or


13· ·commands a construction manager at risk to do something


14· ·different?


15· · · · · · · ·I just think there's a lot of questions


16· ·there and there's a lot of gray area and I just don't


17· ·want that to become something that happens and I just


18· ·wanted to say that on the record here so that it be


19· ·heard in a few different places.· Thank you.


20· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Any comments or thoughts on


21· ·that from the council?


22· · · · · · · ·It's an issue that's bubbled up today and


23· ·the last couple of days with the article that was


24· ·published.


25· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· I'd like say I'm not familiar
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·1· ·with what you're speaking of, but because of your


·2· ·comments, I'm now intrigued to go look.


·3· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· I encourage everybody to go


·4· ·take a look at it.· If I can submit the article just


·5· ·for --


·6· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· You can.· I'll share it with


·7· ·the members.


·8· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· Thank you.


·9· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· And just, as we spoke briefly


10· ·earlier today, I do suggest that you and your colleagues


11· ·and your groups and -- your group in Orleans that's


12· ·fighting to ensure that small businesses and DBEs have


13· ·access to these opportunities, that you do raise this


14· ·issue with the LSBD.


15· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· Absolutely.· They've heard me.


16· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· I'm sure of it.


17· · · · · · · ·Any other business that members would like


18· ·to raise at this time?


19· · · · · · · ·MR. HAYWARD:· I'd like to say that I think


20· ·one of issues that you're talking about is fairness in


21· ·the marketplace and that small businesses depend upon a


22· ·legitimate marketplace in order to compete.· So what


23· ·you're speaking to is very important, so not just in


24· ·this specific instance, but across how we look at our


25· ·markets in small businesses and how it affects them.
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·1· · · · · · · ·MS. TUCKER:· Especially with something so


·2· ·large, you're kind of relegating only to large


·3· ·businesses, many large businesses that can compete are


·4· ·going to come from elsewhere.· So when it comes to


·5· ·giving our Louisiana firms a chance, I think the best


·6· ·way to open it up to allow us to team up with those


·7· ·large firms.


·8· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Yes.· And, I mean, that


·9· ·strikes at the heart of what the Hudson and Veterans


10· ·Initiatives were created for, to give small businesses


11· ·an opportunity to compete or to partner with larger,


12· ·more established firms to compete.· So thank you for


13· ·raising that issue.


14· · · · · · · ·All right.· No other business?


15· · · · · · · ·(No response.)


16· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Public comments?· Any members


17· ·of the public have any thoughts or comments?


18· · · · · · · ·(No response.)


19· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Okay.· All right.· That being


20· ·said, members, before we proceed to adjournment, I'm


21· ·going to consult with the chairman, who has the sniffles


22· ·today, I will consult with the chairman about the timing


23· ·of our next meeting.· I expect within the next week or


24· ·two that LED will be prepared to submit that report to


25· ·legislature.· We will copy you so that you know when it
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·1· ·has been submitted, and, also, when we begin to look at


·2· ·the recommendations from staff's perspective, we will


·3· ·have to prioritize those to determine which are


·4· ·low-hanging fruit and which that we can begin to attach


·5· ·from an implementation standpoint, and we'll share that


·6· ·with you at the next meeting and keep you appraised of


·7· ·our actives.· We hope at the upcoming meetings to bring


·8· ·in experts on these various topics, including


·9· ·legislators who have tried to move the needle on these


10· ·issues in the past.· We think they'd be delighted to see


11· ·a group of small business practitioners combined with


12· ·actual small business owners trying to tackle some of


13· ·these issues.


14· · · · · · · ·So I think -- I do believe at this point we


15· ·are going to transition to about once a quarter meeting.


16· ·We started a little late.· We got the council


17· ·appointments late and we started later than we would


18· ·have liked to in 2019, so it was more condensed, but we


19· ·are going to move at more of a normal pace and probably


20· ·meet once a quarter starting 2020, starting this year.


21· · · · · · · ·Any questions about our path forward?


22· · · · · · · ·(No response.)


23· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· Well, I thank everyone for


24· ·your time.· Notwithstanding the weather and the traffic


25· ·and our late start today, thank you-all for your time.
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·1· ·It means the world to LED staff because we do put in a


·2· ·lot of work to make sure and support your ideas and


·3· ·recommendations.· So thanks for being here today.· And


·4· ·at this point, I will entertain a motion to adjourn.


·5· · · · · · · ·(No response.)


·6· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:


·7· · · · · · · ·Nobody wants to go home?


·8· · · · · · · ·We've got a motion and second for


·9· ·adjournment.· All of those in favor?


10· · · · · · · ·(Several members respond "aye.")


11· · · · · · · ·MS. MITCHELL:· All right.· Our meeting is


12· ·adjourned.· Thank you, again, for y'all's time.


13· ·Appreciate it.


14· · · · · · · ·(Meeting concludes at 3:14 p.m.)
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·1· ·REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE:


·2


·3· · · · · · · · · ·I, ELICIA H. WOODWORTH, Certified Court


·4· ·Reporter in and for the State of Louisiana, as the


·5· ·officer before whom this meeting was taken, do hereby


·6· ·certify that this meeting was reported by me in the


·7· ·stenotype reporting method, was prepared and transcribed


·8· ·by me or under my personal direction and supervision,


·9· ·and is a true and correct transcript to the best of my


10· ·ability and understanding;


11· · · · · · · · · ·That the transcript has been prepared in


12· ·compliance with transcript format required by statute or


13· ·by rules of the board, that I have acted in compliance


14· ·with the prohibition on contractual relationships, as


15· ·defined by Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure Article


16· ·1434 and in rules and advisory opinions of the board;


17· · · · · · · ·That I am not related to counsel or to the


18· ·parties herein, nor am I otherwise interested in the


19· ·outcome of this matter.


20


21· ·Dated this 7th day of February, 2020.


22


23· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·_________________________


24· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·ELICIA H. WOODWORTH, CCR
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 1               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.  Good afternoon,
 2   everybody.  I apologize for the delay this morning.  We
 3   started out with far more than a quorum, and then
 4   someone got the sniffles and two people each sprained
 5   something.  So we are right at our number for a quorum,
 6   and Ms. Clark should be arriving anytime soon.  Because
 7   we're a public body, until she arrives, I can't formally
 8   start the meeting, but we have some guest speakers here
 9   and I want to be respectful of their time.  So,
10   informally, I want to start out with our guest, Mr. Bill
11   Ellison, who is an expert in access to capital, one of
12   the areas that's incredibly important to this council.
13               So without further ado, I will invite up
14   Mr. Bill Ellison, who's a VP at Innovation Catalyst.
15               Thank you.
16               MR. ELLISON:  Good afternoon.  Again, my
17   name is Bill Ellison, and I'm the COO of Innovation
18   Catalyst, which is a -- it's a nonprofit venture
19   development organization, which is a strange entity, and
20   I'll explain it in a minute if you're not familiar with
21   it.
22               I was talking to James and he mentioned the
23   mission of this committee and so he graciously invited
24   me to come talk about kind of the state of affairs and
25   funding startup companies in Louisiana and whether I had
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 1   any thoughts on the subject.  So first off, let e be
 2   clear.  I'm not talking about small businesses that are
 3   often referred to as "lifestyle companies."  I'm talking
 4   about high-growth, venture-backed companies where
 5   there's a founder, they take external capital, they grow
 6   as quickly as they can, they often and quickly lose
 7   control of that company and then hopefully they succeed
 8   and have a great exit.  So that's kind of who I'm
 9   talking about.
10               To do that, I'd like to kind of go through a
11   couple of the stages of funding a company.  You know, it
12   starts with a founder having a great idea, "What do I
13   have do now?  I've got to have some capital to do
14   something."  And so he bootstraps it, number one.
15   Second, he goes to friends and families, and they're
16   only investing because they're friends and family.  They
17   don't do any due diligence.  They probably don't even
18   understand the idea.  It's just we like to person and
19   we're going to give them some money.
20               So what happens after that?  Oftentimes it's
21   what's called the valley of death.  Not to be confused
22   with Death Valley.  So valley of death is when a startup
23   starts running out of friends and family money.  So what
24   do they do?  They oftentimes die.  So the problem is
25   they're so young, they're immature, they don't have
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 1   revenue, they may not have a product, and so the Angel
 2   Investors, and obviously the Venture Capital funds, is
 3   just too risky of an investment, so that's where
 4   Innovation Catalyst comes in.  Again, we're a nonprofit
 5   venture development organization, and our mission is to
 6   accelerate and help grow these innovative companies by
 7   doing basically three things, probably most importantly
 8   by providing seed capital, coaching and connections.  So
 9   with that, we try to help them through the valley of
10   death and get to the point where they're mature enough,
11   they've got product, they've got revenue, all of that
12   great stuff so they can go on to raise capital from
13   Angel Investors and Venture Capitals.
14               So let's go to the next stage, Angel
15   Investors.  Simple definition of an Angel Investor is a
16   high net-worth investor, an accredited investor, and
17   these people, they'll invest in a company, either
18   individually or through an Angel group or network.  Now,
19   an Angel group or network is basically a formalized
20   entity of angels who get together, have meetings, they
21   source deals, do due diligence, they put the deal
22   together and then they help mentor and grow these
23   start-ups that they help invest in.
24               So a couple of statistics, the Angel Capital
25   Association is a national organization that studies all
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 1   of that stuff.  Someone's always studying something.
 2   Some of the interesting statistics are that angels
 3   invest $25-billion in 70,000 companies annually.  That's
 4   quite an impressive number.  But the more important
 5   number that I found was they say that angels invest 90
 6   percent of the outside equity of start-up companies.  So
 7   let that sink in for a second.  If you don't have an
 8   active angel community, you're not going to have a
 9   start-up community.  It's that simple.
10               Another interesting statistic is that 89
11   percent of angel investors get their deals through these
12   angel networks and through these angel funds.  So
13   Louisiana, typically we have these organizations.  So,
14   for example, New Orleans has NOLA Angels, which is
15   probably the biggest in the state.  Lafayette had
16   Acadiana Angels, Lake Charles has Southwest Angels.
17   There's one in Shreveport, there's one in Monroe.
18   There's a couple of them.  Baton Rouge is the only major
19   city that has not and currently does not have a
20   formalized angel group, and I'm happy to say that that's
21   going to change next week.
22               So next week Innovation Catalyst is creating
23   a subsidiary called the Red Stick Angel Network, and
24   what that is, it's a nonprofit organization where Baton
25   Rouge angels join our corporation and we invest
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 1   together, we put deals together, just like I was telling
 2   you about.  So given the importance of angel investors,
 3   that's, I think it's a really big deal.
 4               So a couple of recommendation -- I mean, a
 5   couple of recommendations.  So back to Innovation
 6   Catalyst for a second.  In helping these companies
 7   bridge the valley of death, a couple quick stats.  We've
 8   invested a little over $3-million in 19 national
 9   portfolio companies.  Fourteen are still alive today,
10   two crashed and burned fabulously, one was sold to
11   Waitr, one we gave them money, they give it back and
12   we're done.  And then the other, it's very complicated,
13   but we -- the investors gave their money back, their
14   equity back to the founder.  We got our money and we now
15   have a royalty.  So that's kind of where we stand.  We
16   have 14 active portfolio companies that we're mentoring
17   to help grow.
18               Of those companies, they had following
19   rounds of over $40-million, which is a good bit, and
20   that's not including Waitr's going public.  We were one
21   of the early investors in Waitr.
22               So how can you help?  First of all, entities
23   like Innovation Catalyst -- this is a very self-serving
24   comment here -- help those in any way you can, funding,
25   grants, et cetera, so that we can help those companies.
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 1   We have been funded primarily by two entities:  One is a
 2   federal grand that was administered by LED, and,
 3   secondly, through the Research Park Corporation, which
 4   is run by Genevieve Silverman.  They've been our primary
 5   fund for both operations and for investment capital, so
 6   without them, we would not exist.  So helping entities
 7   like RPC, who then help create entities like ours, is
 8   very beneficial.
 9               So getting back to angels a second.  You
10   know, we talk about the importance of angels, and if you
11   don't have an active angel community, you're dead in the
12   water when you start investing in start-ups.  Right now
13   the biggest way is through tax credits, the Angel
14   Investor Tax Credit.  Investors get a 25 percent tax
15   credit on their equity investment.  Now, that may not
16   sound a lot, but angels who invest in start-ups, that is
17   risky, risky, risky business.  So why do they do it?
18   Anything we can do to help is great.
19               So instead of them putting up 100 percent of
20   their money at complete risk, and they're probably going
21   to lose, they're only going to put up 75 percent because
22   they know they're going to get that tax credit.  Where
23   that stands now, there's a $3.6-million cap on that
24   program, and it is set to sunset July first 2021.  So if
25   it dies, it will be a huge blow to the angel community
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 1   in Baton Rouge and Louisiana because when I go out and
 2   try to help these companies raise money and I talk to
 3   these angel investors, that credit is the sheikh.  I
 4   can't stress that enough.  So anything anybody in this
 5   room can do to, A, extend that program, and, B, make it
 6   more robust, would be better.  It used to be higher than
 7   25 percent.  We need to raise the cap.  So it's very
 8   important.
 9               So let's kind of go to the next stage, if
10   you will.  A Venture Capital --
11               MR. HAYWARD:  I missed the name of that
12   program.  I'm sorry.
13               MS. MITCHELL:  Angel Investor Tax Credit.
14               MR. ELLISON:  Angel Investor Tax Credit.
15               MS. MITCHELL:  I can get you some
16   information.  LED administers that program.  I have a
17   whole lot of background for you.
18               MR. ELLISON:  Yes.  Go to this woman.
19               MR. HAYWARD:  I'm sorry.  I didn't hear it.
20               MR. ELLISON:  So let's start at Venture
21   Capital.  So to be clear, Venture Capital is where a
22   fund raises money from other people.  Other peoples
23   money.  OPM.  So because of that, the only thing Venture
24   Capitals care about is their rate of return.  Helping
25   the Louisiana entrepreneur ecosystem is not a thought in
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 1   their brains.  Their fiduciary responsibility is great
 2   return on investment.  Period.  And if that's a
 3   Louisiana company, eh, great.  If it's out of state, you
 4   know, that's fine.
 5               So the question I think is how do we get VC
 6   funds here, how do we get their money and how do we get
 7   them to invest in Louisiana companies?  So one
 8   recommendation is back in the early 2000s there was a
 9   program called -- one of the two Venture Capital
10   matching.  I'm not exactly sure what the official word
11   was, but the way it works was if a Venture Capital fund
12   raised $10-million from its limited partners, its
13   outside investors, LED would come in as a limited
14   partner with 5-million.  So what does that do?  It helps
15   the fund raise capital because these limited partners
16   know, hey, LED's coming in for, you know, one for two,
17   and then, you know, hopefully they're a great return for
18   LED.  So that was a great program, and it really helped,
19   you know, the Venture Capital community.  For example,
20   it's one of reasons Joe Lovett from Boston moved to
21   Baton Rouge to start the Louisiana Funds, which is now
22   one of the largest funds, Venture Capital funds in
23   Louisiana.
24               So which if we get a program like that and
25   then -- well, I forgot to say two of the criteria of
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 1   that old program was you had to be based in Louisiana
 2   and you had to have best efforts to invest in Louisiana
 3   companies.  My recommendation, bring back the program,
 4   but make it a requirement.  Any LED dollar has to go to
 5   a Louisiana company, and I think the program would still
 6   work.
 7               A stat that I wanted to point out, which is
 8   a little disturbing, a recent study found that,
 9   including this District of Columbia, Louisiana is fifth
10   (sic) in Venture Capital funding per capita.  That's a
11   horrible statistic.  So, again, we've got to go back and
12   figure out how to --
13               MS. MITCHELL:  Fifth lowest?
14               MR. ELLISON:  I'm sorry?
15               MS. MITCHELL:  Fifth lowest?
16               MR. ELLISON:  Fiftieth.
17               MS. MITCHELL:  Oh, 50th.  Okay.
18               MR. ELLISON:  I think Mississippi was the
19   last one.
20               MS. MITCHELL:  Got you.  Thank God for
21   Mississippi.
22               MR. ELLISON:  I'm sorry.  Sorry,
23   Mississippi.
24               So, again, how do we get these guys here?
25   So I told you about one, that program.  Another one is
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 1   the simple fact of continuing to try to create companies
 2   here in Louisiana that are attractive to not only
 3   Venture Capital funds here in Louisiana, but those
 4   throughout the United States.  We don't want our
 5   companies getting funding from Boston and moving there.
 6   We want Boston to be investing in Louisiana companies.
 7               So what does that mean?  It's kind of what
 8   we've just been talking about, funding entities like
 9   RPC.  Innovation Catalyst entities that are going to
10   help these companies bridge the valley of death, tax
11   credits for angel investors and all of the other
12   programs that you do for small investments for small
13   companies and start-ups, such as New Media Tax Credits,
14   R&D tax credits.  All of these are very helpful in
15   helping those companies grow to become attractive for
16   Venture Capital.
17               And then lastly, you know, grants.  You
18   know, grants are non-diluted funding for those
19   start-ups, and it's a great source of capital.  And so,
20   for example, LSU has a Lyft Grant program.  To help
21   universities with these grant programs, that would be
22   very beneficial.
23               I'm going to pause here, and does anybody
24   have any questions?
25               MR. HAYWARD:  So just to understand, you
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 1   don't actually make investments, you facilitate the
 2   investment?
 3               MR. ELLISON:  No.  I do.  So we've invested
 4   $3-million into 19 companies.  Our investments range
 5   from $50,000 to $250,000.
 6               MR. HAYWARD:  That's all been funded from
 7   those two sources you said earlier?
 8               MR. ELLISON:  Correct, correct.  So we fund
 9   those companies.  We're typically, you know, first money
10   in, so to speak, after friends and family.  And so then,
11   you know -- I'm housed in the Research Park right by
12   Genevieve Silverman, and then I work with them to then
13   help these companies both with, you know, "Look, this is
14   how you grow a company."  Then once they get to that
15   state, you know, we help them go out and go to New
16   Orleans Angel Group, they're now going to be coming to
17   Red Stick Angel Group and all these other groups to try
18   to raise capital and then the VCs to try to grow.
19               MR. HAYWARD:  So your organization owns the
20   equity in the --
21               MR. ELLISON:  No.  We're a non-profit
22   venture development fund.  That's kind of why we're a
23   weird entity.
24               MR. ANDERSON:  That's what I was going to
25   ask.
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 1               MR. ELLISON:  We're a VC fund, but we're a
 2   non-profit VC fund.  So, you know, if we invested in
 3   Waitr early on, we have a lot of stocks not worth a lot
 4   now, but we got a lot of cash when they went public.  So
 5   that cash comes back to us.  We then turn around and
 6   invest that same cash into another company.
 7               MR. HAYWARD:  Since then, what industries
 8   are these companies?
 9               MR. ELLISON:  It is across the board.
10   Again, not lifestyle companies.  Only companies with
11   high-growth, companies that we can help grow and become
12   Venture Capital ready.
13               Bryan.
14               MR. GREENWOOD:  Question, are you guys
15   thinking about or know anyone in the state that's trying
16   to leverage up their raising of capital in matching with
17   the ISB and SBA with equity fund or a debt fund?
18               MR. ELLISON:  There's been discussions of
19   that, but we're not there yet.  We're not there right
20   now.
21               MS. DAVIS:  So Red Stick Angel program, is
22   that also non-profit?
23               MR. ELLISON:  No.
24               MS. DAVIS:  I was going to say how is that
25   going to work?
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 1               MR. ELLISON:  We're complicated, and it has
 2   to do with control and insurance reasons.  So, like, you
 3   know, Innovation Catalyst, we're in the research park
 4   orbit, so to speak, and, but we're a separate legal
 5   entity.  They fund us through a cooperative endeavor
 6   agreement.  Okay?  So by creating another non-profit
 7   subsidiary, all of my insurance trickles down to this
 8   entity because, frankly, DNO insurance is one of the
 9   biggest costs in these kinds of entities.
10               So, for example, Noland, they're a
11   non-profit corporation.  Just like us, you know, they
12   pay $15,000 for DNO insurance.  This entity will not
13   have to do that.  They'll be -- Red Stick will have
14   directors, and then the Baton Rouge Angels will then
15   join it and simply be a member.  And then this entity
16   will then go out, source deals, do due diligence, close
17   transactions, and then as a group, we'll then help these
18   companies.  But it's not a fund.  Each individual member
19   will be writing their own checks.  So, for example,
20   we've already presented them a company called Omnidek,
21   and now it's a question of, "Okay.  This is Omnidek.
22   We've done our due diligence, we're recommending it.
23   Okay.  They're trying to raise "X" amount, who
24   individually is in and willing to write a check?"  We
25   then try to kind of organize all of that.
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 1               Does that make sense?  It's a little
 2   convoluted.
 3               MS. DAVIS:  Well, yeah.
 4               MS. MITCHELL:  I have two questions.  The
 5   first one, one of your last recommendations was about
 6   grants, and everything that I've learned from some of
 7   the, quote/unquote, "seasoned professionals" in this
 8   world say there's no free money for business.  So grant
 9   spells to me "free money."  So can you tell me a little
10   bit more about that comment of yours or that
11   recommendation about assisting the university with grant
12   funds for these?
13               MR. ELLISON:  Well, for example, you know,
14   when I -- from a entrepreneur's perspective, grant money
15   is free money.  Now, there are restrictions in that, but
16   you don't have to pay it back, it's not equity, it's not
17   debt.  It's cash in the door, and then I've got a lot of
18   reporting requirements, that's typically it.
19               MS. MITCHELL:  Okay.
20               MR. ELLISON:  For example, and Kenny can
21   probably explain this better than I can, LSU has the
22   Lyft funds.  Companies go through the transfer processes
23   and they get a Lyft grant from LSU, which is cash in the
24   door to help them continue to move along in the spectrum
25   and get to the point where they come to me, and I try to
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 1   help them get to the point with these angel investors.
 2               MS. MITCHELL:  It's federal funds, Kenny,
 3   or --
 4               MR. ANDERSON:  Yeah.  It's NSF funding, but
 5   then LSU, through that federal funding, then LSU puts
 6   up, I think 3,500 per team to get them through
 7   discovery, so then they have access to that.
 8               MR. ELLISON:  Right.  And then they support
 9   it an administrate it and all of that stuff.
10               MR. GREENWOOD:  So one thing on when they're
11   SBIR, STTR, that's the contract deliverables, but that's
12   more of a grant perspective, might be something to look
13   into because some states are looking at, from a state
14   perspective, matching.  We have R&D credits and so
15   forth, but they're looking at matching, which would
16   help.  What you're talking about is the earlier stage,
17   it's been signed, it's not far enough along to go out
18   and raise capital from their funds or even Venture
19   Capital, and that's something we'll get into further.
20               MR. ELLISON:  That's exactly.  Right.  Thank
21   you.
22               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes.  Exactly.  And when we
23   get into it later in the agenda, when we get to our
24   agenda, it's part of recommendations that are included,
25   so for sure.
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 1               And then my other question is, you mentioned
 2   it's across industry sectors, so how do people get
 3   referred to you-all?  How do you get businesses in or
 4   start-ups in your door?
 5               MR. ELLISON:  Well, it's about connections
 6   and making sure people know about us.  So, you know,
 7   we're involved with all of the angel groups.  You know,
 8   we try to be involved with all of the universities.  We
 9   try to be involved with anybody who's touching and has a
10   relationship with entrepreneurs.
11               MS. MITCHELL:  Got it.
12               MR. EVERETT:  Bill, I was just going to ask,
13   you know, obviously the reason we're 50th, at least part
14   of it, you feel like is the lack VC infrastructure, as
15   you put it.  I mean, is it also that, you know, just
16   curious, is people scared of kind of like the political
17   history of Louisiana?  Is it the type of businesses that
18   are here necessarily or any of those contributing
19   factors to why we're all of the --
20               MR. ELLISON:  I don't think it's political.
21   I don't think it's legal.  You know, quite frankly, what
22   happens typically is a company will start off and it
23   will be a Louisiana LLC, and then once it gets to the
24   sophisticated, you know, venture capitalist, they switch
25   to a Delaware seed corporation because Venture Capitals
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 1   can't invest in LLCs, and so Louisiana law doesn't
 2   really come into play typically.  So that's not an
 3   issue.  It's we're behind.  It's money goes where the
 4   good deals are, and so the simplest something is we need
 5   better deals.  That means getting these companies,
 6   helping them grow so they are attractive to Venture
 7   Capitals.
 8               MR. GREENWOOD:  There's probably more
 9   interest in oil and gas, getting a more sophisticated
10   angel group just because of our industry's in oil and
11   gas, and the next group is real estate just because of
12   the development there.  Other industries tend to
13   struggle because we don't have a lot of folks who have
14   been successful exiting and reinvesting in other
15   companies.
16               MR. ELLISON:  Yeah.  And part of having a
17   successful company is having domain experts.  We have a
18   lot of oil and gas experts, but, you know, we need more
19   technologists, for example.
20               James.
21               MR. CHAPPELL:  Is it kind of along the same
22   lines there's something other than money that we're
23   lacking, and you think about accelerators or things that
24   happen in that pipeline for ideas to do business?  Do
25   you have any thoughts on that?
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 1               MR. ELLISON:  I do.  That's a huge
 2   entrepreneurial ecosystem, which would take a while
 3   because it takes so much to have a successful company.
 4   You know, you've got have Kenny to educate these guys on
 5   what a company is and what entrepreneurship really means
 6   and how to grow it.  I think we're doing pretty good
 7   there.
 8               Then you need domain experts.  We need more
 9   technologists.  So, for example -- I don't have
10   statistics, but some of the companies that I see are
11   smart people with a great idea and it's technology
12   based, but they're not technologists, and so if you had
13   asked me what's one of the number one reasons people --
14   these start-ups fail, it's access to capital, number
15   one, but, two, it's a non-technology founder and they
16   don't have a technologist on the team.  And, so, for
17   example, one of the companies that we invested in and
18   failed -- I loved the guy, very talented.  He failed
19   because he relied upon other people to build his
20   technology and they built you know what.  So that's a
21   problem.
22               So everything along the lines, you know,
23   helping these companies find capital, incubators,
24   accelerators, you know, I think we're doing pretty good
25   with that with LSU and Research Park, but obviously
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 1   those entities need more resources.  You know, for
 2   example, RPC and LSU, we provide mentors for these
 3   companies.  If we had more money, we could provide more
 4   mentors.  More mentors are going to help them move along
 5   a lot faster.
 6               MR. ANDERSON:  And even the ones that are
 7   conscience that they need a technical cofounder usually
 8   can't find one here, so...
 9               MR. ELLISON:  Exactly.  That's one of our
10   biggest downsides here in Louisiana.
11               MR. SAWYER:  Do you think that the lack of
12   talent has anything to do with it?
13               MR. ELLISON:  I do, in the sense of
14   primarily technologists.  We have, you know, a lot of
15   people who understand finance, we have a lot of people
16   who understand business, accounting, all of that.  You
17   know, as Kenny said, "Look, I'm building this great
18   product.  I need someone to build it for me and oversee
19   the development of it," those people are hard to find.
20               MR. SAWYER:  But even in my personal
21   company, I can't hire a CSE machinist from Louisiana.  I
22   just can't find one.
23               MR. ELLISON:  Yeah.  I see that as a little
24   different.  You know, that's -- you know, finding talent
25   for a specific business, I guess I think more of the
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 1   entrepreneurial world of creating a company from scratch
 2   and growing it.  So I can see someone creating a company
 3   and then later needing that, but, you know, I guess I'm
 4   kind of I'm at early stages where like we've got to
 5   build this thing before we can -- you know, we don't
 6   even have employees, we don't have revenue.  We've got
 7   to build something before we ever get those.  That's
 8   kind of what I'm talking about, so...
 9               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.
10               MR. HAYWARD:  Very interesting.  Thank you.
11               MR. ELLISON:  All right.  Thank you very
12   much.
13               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you, Bill. You are
14   welcome to hang around with us.  We will have you back,
15   trust me.
16               Okay, everyone.  We now have a quorum, so in
17   the absence of our chairman, I will manage the flow of
18   the meeting, and so I would like to call to order the
19   January 16th meeting of the Louisiana Small Business and
20   Entrepreneurship Council, and I will ask Ms. Patty Pipes
21   to conduct the rollcall.
22               MS. PIPES:  Mandi Mitchell.
23               MS. MITCHELL:  Present.
24               MS. PIPES:  Allison Clark.
25               MS. CLARK:  Present.
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 1   MS. PIPES:  Kalisha Garrett.
 2   (No response.)
 3   MS. PIPES:  Bryan Greenwood.
 4   MR. GREENWOOD:  Here.
 5   MS. PIPES:  Kenny Anderson.
 6   MR. ANDERSON:  Here.
 7   MS. PIPES:  John Everett.
 8   MR. EVERETT:  Here.
 9   MS. PIPES:  Edward "E.J." Krampe, III.
10   (No response.)
11   MS. PIPES:  Courtney Davis.
12   MS. DAVIS:  Here.
13   MS. PIPES:  Cassie Felder.
14   (No response.)
15   MS. PIPES:  Alta Baker.
16   (No response.)
17   MS. PIPES:  Tanita Gilbert-Baker.
18   (No response.)
19   MS. PIPES:  Richard Vince Hayward.
20   MR. HAYWARD:  Here.
21   MS. PIPES:  Angelica Rivera.
22   MS. RIVERA:  Here.
23   MS. PIPES:  Bill Sawyer.
24   MR. SAWYER:  Here.
25   MS. PIPES:  E. Rene' Soulé.
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 1               (No response.)
 2               MS. PIPES:  Iam Tucker.
 3               (No response.)
 4               MS. PIPES:  Nine.
 5               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.  We have nine
 6   members present and a quorum.
 7               The first order of business that I will
 8   request members, in our haste, we made a clerical error
 9   and failed to add the request for a motion to approve
10   our minutes from the last meeting.  So only with the
11   anonymous approval of those present can we amend the
12   agenda and add that item to the agenda, and so I'll
13   entertain a motion.
14               Motion by Ms. Clark; second by Ms. Rivera to
15   add to the agenda the action item to approve the minutes
16   from our last meeting, which were sent out to you
17   several days ago.
18               So with that being done, I would entertain a
19   motion for approval of those minutes.
20               I've got a motion from Mr. Hayward and a
21   second from Mr. Greenwood.
22               All those in favor?
23               (Several members respond "aye.")
24               MS. MITCHELL:  Any opposed?
25               (No response.)
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 1               MS. MITCHELL:  The ayes have it, so the
 2   minutes from our last meeting are approved.
 3               At this time we are also going to invite up
 4   our guest presenter, Mr. Rhett Davis, who is a Regional
 5   Advocate for the SBA Office of Advocacy.  What Mr. Davis
 6   will be covering for us today is going to kind of give
 7   us some background of what his office does and then
 8   delve into some of the issues with regulatory issues and
 9   other impediments impacting small business across the
10   region, but across the country as well.  Those are two
11   key areas where we discussed previously with access to
12   capital, Mr. Ellison and just broadly regulatory issues
13   impacting small business.  So we wanted to invite those
14   two gentlemen here today.
15               And at this time, I'll ask Mr. Rhett Davis
16   to come up and share a few thoughts with us.  Thank you.
17               MR. DAVIS:  Thank you, Mandi.  It's an honor
18   to be here today.  It's always an honor to be in the
19   Governor's office.  I've been here through quite a few
20   governors in this room, and there's a lot of history
21   that has happened, so it's always an awesome place.
22               I'm with the SBA Office of Advocacy, US
23   Small Business Administration.  Of course, we're a
24   federal agency.  We're a cabinet-level agency, but
25   within the SBA, which I know most of you are going to be
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 1   very familiar with.  We do have semi-autonomous office
 2   called Office of Advocacy.  There are 50 of us, but I
 3   wanted to make you aware of our presence and what we do.
 4               So I happen to live in Baton Rouge, which it
 5   has been a really good week to live in Baton Rouge, and,
 6   in fact, it's been a great year; right?  So I cover five
 7   states all of the way to New Mexico, but I am here, so I
 8   am convenient anytime anyone needs help on a regulatory
 9   matter.  So our office does conduct a lot of research
10   and provide analyses and reports on small business, but
11   during this administration, we have been tasked
12   primarily with helping to identify regulations that are
13   causing small businesses a burden.
14               So what we do, we meet with small businesses
15   on a constant basis.  I travel all across my five states
16   and hold a lot of meetings and I take a lot of notes and
17   I listen carefully because what we're trying to do is
18   we're trying to be an advocate for the small businesses,
19   so for you, for your clients, for your friends.  I'm
20   going to leave a stack of cards here, if it's
21   appropriate.  I'll just leave that right there, and so
22   my cell phone and my e-mail are on that card, and I am
23   available.
24               What I often do is I will speak either to a
25   chamber of commerce or to an industry group or just any
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 1   collection of business people who want to meet and talk
 2   about federal government regulations.
 3               I remember when I was young, Allison knew me
 4   back then, and I don't look the same, but I do remember
 5   when I was young and my dad had a wholesale pesticide
 6   company, we formulated pesticides, and so we had our own
 7   brand.  And how many of you know that if you decide that
 8   this stuff, you know, you come up with a formula and you
 9   decide this stuff is really good to kill bugs, in the
10   United States, you cannot go out and start selling it in
11   hardware stores, you had to get a license from the EPA?
12   At least this was in the '80s.  I'm assuming it's
13   probably the same or much worse now, so...
14               So we didn't have e-mail back then.  We used
15   US mail, and we would create a label.  In the industry,
16   getting a license from EPA, it's -- the slang is
17   "register your label."  So what we would do is we would
18   have to graphically design a label, though we'd never
19   heard of that term yet.  We called it typesetting.  We
20   would bring it down to Printing, Incorporated on Plank
21   Road and we would leave it with them for about a week
22   and they would graphically design this label and we
23   would make whatever corrections and then we would mail
24   it US mail to Washington, DC to some faceless people and
25   we would wait six months, eight months, a year to get a
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 1   response.  And so we would often get a long letter
 2   saying "We received your submission of, and please make
 3   the following 21 changes."  And so we would send it
 4   back, and on the second try, they would usually respond
 5   in two to four months.  So it took about a year.
 6               And so, you know, one -- it was around '86,
 7   I guess, we submitted a label and we waited about a year
 8   and the response came back and it said "We received your
 9   submission of whatever date.  Change the following three
10   words to this and resubmit."  And so, you know, we
11   weren't trying to invent a new chemical.  We were just
12   trying to sell the same thing that five or six of our
13   competitors had in the store at True Value down the
14   street, but we were going to have to wait another two to
15   four months because they couldn't even phrase it to say
16   "Change these three words to this and you are
17   provisionally licensed to sell this product in the
18   United States of America to kill bugs."
19               So those are the types of irritations that
20   small businesses put up with on a constant basis from
21   all levels of government, from various regulations.
22               Now, we're not Congress, we can't change any
23   laws.  A lot of stuff is written in law, but if it's a
24   federal government regulation and there's a small
25   business that's having a problem, we can be their
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 1   advocate, their voice in DC.  It's possible that our
 2   office can write a letter to the Department of Labor or
 3   to EPA or whatever government agency and say "This
 4   regulation doesn't make any sense.  It's causing
 5   businesses a problem, and this is what we suggest for a
 6   change."  And so that's our role, and not everyone needs
 7   that help, but the ones who need it, need it a whole lot
 8   and it really helps them.
 9               Could I answer any questions about our
10   office?
11               MR. HAYWARD:  Real quick, I'm certain that
12   those regulators that you dealt with in the '80s have
13   all moved over to FDA because, you know, in order to get
14   food regulation labels is an arduous process, much like
15   you described.
16               MR. DAVIS:  And a few of them are probably
17   NFL referees by now too.
18               Any other comments or questions?
19               Due to Bryan's kindness, I am conveniently
20   housed at LSU, and I am accessible, like I said.  My
21   name, my business card is right here -- I'm sorry, my
22   e-mail and my cell phone are on there.  And thank you so
23   much, again, for having me.  I won't delay your meeting
24   because I know you're late, but hopefully I'll be back
25   sometime to say hello.  Thank you.
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 1               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you, Rhett.  Appreciate
 2   you coming.
 3               And, Rhett, next time you come, I'll ask you
 4   to share with us how you-all helped passed legislation
 5   to streamline things for small businesses here in
 6   Louisiana for the secretary of State's office.
 7               MR. DAVIS:  Yes, we did.
 8               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes.  So we'll cover that
 9   topic next time we can get you back down.  Thank you.
10   And we'll make sure to distribute your business cards as
11   well.
12               MR. DAVIS:  Thank y'all very much.
13               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you.
14               Okay, everyone.  At this time, we will move
15   on to our next agenda item, which entails just a brief
16   review of the recommendations that LED staff compiled at
17   our last meeting, after our last two meetings, and
18   placed those into report, which was sent to you-all for
19   review and which we hope to obtain your vote and
20   approval today to proceed with finalizing that report.
21               The reason the report has been submitted in
22   draft form, two reasons:  One, because it does require a
23   vote of this body to indicate that this report is indeed
24   final, and the other is because LED staff is compiling
25   the appendix, which is comprised of tables and charts
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 1   and graphs to support the information and the content in
 2   the body of the report.
 3               Now, the legislation asks for us to submit
 4   our summary report 60 days prior to the start of
 5   session.  That would have been January 9th, so thanks to
 6   the holidays, thanks to us not being able to schedule a
 7   meeting between our last meeting and now, we're just a
 8   couple days behind schedule.  Fret not, there is no
 9   penalty, but, however, LED, we do try to stick as close
10   as possible when report are due of the department or our
11   councils.  We try to stick close to those deadlines that
12   are provided.
13               So I just want to give you a bit of
14   background on that and then kind of run through some of
15   the -- run through the recommendations that were
16   compiled and summarized as a result of our last
17   conversations when we broke into subgroups and they came
18   back together in one big group.
19               As has been just discussed by Mr. Ellison
20   and our council members, Louisiana does appear to not
21   fare very well when you look at rankings when it comes
22   to access to capital, and that affects our entire
23   entrepreneurial ecosystem, but there are other elements
24   to that that need to be addressed as well besides just
25   the capital factor.  There are education, technical,
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 1   managerial, technical assistance factors as well.
 2               So as you can see, the way we laid out the
 3   report is we identified what the current situation is in
 4   Louisiana, and we basically compiled and built upon your
 5   recommendations from our previous discussions.
 6               So, again, from the access to capital
 7   standpoint -- and what you see on the slide is very
 8   high-level.  The reports are very in-depth.  So identify
 9   universe of the start-ups that are negatively impacted
10   by the inability to obtain seed funding.  We just talked
11   about those companies that are pre-Venture stage that
12   have an idea that may not be able to proceed without
13   some sort of capital via debt or equity financing, and
14   it can come from any source, but, as we've learned, we
15   have desperate sources in Louisiana.  At any given day,
16   one city may have an angel network, another may have one
17   that's a loose group of angels, and they come together
18   only when necessary and don't have a coordinated
19   strategy.  So that first bullet and the second identify
20   potential funding sources and structures, basically
21   addresses those issues.  And we're talking, again, from
22   the perspective of debt and equity financing.  As we
23   know, we have entrepreneurs, both that are not just in
24   the tech sector, but still need technologists -- I like
25   that term, and I like what Bill was mentioning -- on
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 1   their team, but then you have just other small
 2   businesses that need access to capital to start their
 3   business or to grow their business.
 4               So we identify potential funding sources and
 5   structures where the state can possibly do more should
 6   the state invest in or create a fund where we can
 7   partner with private sector investors and, therefore,
 8   bring more capital to the table and do a better job of
 9   providing the seed stage funding needed.
10               Identify educational services for small
11   business owners and entrepreneurs.  One example given
12   was, you know, there are a lot of times when a business
13   is just considered too risky by a bank, and so what if
14   that business could approach the bank and say "I have a
15   cash flow management certification in addition to my
16   expertise in making widgets."  You know, that's just one
17   example.
18               Research options to improve Louisiana's
19   entrepreneurial culture.  One thing that our State
20   Economic Competitiveness Team does under the leadership
21   of James Chappell, they do it very well, and we look and
22   research best practices across the country.  So that's
23   one of the things we identify as an opportunity to look
24   for best practices among incubators, universities and
25   other service providers, and then also, its been
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 1   mentioned this morning, accelerators.
 2               So when we talk about our entrepreneurial
 3   ecosystem, we have some pieces that are in place but the
 4   puzzle isn't fitting together very nicely, hence
 5   Louisiana's ranking in the bottom 10 of the 50 states
 6   when it comes to access to capital for small businesses
 7   and entrepreneurs.
 8                   So that is just a high-level recap of
 9   that section of the report, and I'm happy to go further,
10   but I wanted to -- that's why we sent the report out
11   ahead of time so hopefully members will have had a
12   chance to kind of scan the report and make sure we
13   captured the council's recommendations there.
14               So unless there are any questions, I'm going
15   to move on to the next segment dealing with occupational
16   licensing.
17               (No response.)
18               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.  This one was
19   quite eye opening, and it's what Mr. Rhett Davis was
20   just talking about, some of these frustrating regulatory
21   impediments.  Our Small Business Services Team took a
22   deep-dive look at the National Study of Burdens From
23   Occupational Licensing, and that's produced by the
24   Institute for Justice, and what we found is that
25   Louisiana requires occupational licensing for more than
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 1   any other state.  Surprise.  One-hundred twenty-seven of
 2   those, and of those, there are 71 lower income
 3   occupations that we license, 29 of which are licensed in
 4   fewer than half of the rest of the country, and those
 5   lower income occupations were designated as such by the
 6   Bureau of Labor Statistics.  So these numbers weren't
 7   just yanked from the air.  These are coming from federal
 8   bureaus that track income levels based on occupation.
 9               The recommendations here pertaining to
10   occupational licensing, which is a regulatory issue, but
11   it was so important that we pulled it out on its own
12   within the report.  First, to perform a comprehensive
13   review of all of these occupational licensing compared
14   to other states, and we had decided it best to focus our
15   efforts on those 29 licenses.  And then there are 12
16   licenses required in fewer than 10 states.  We're the
17   only state that requires licensure for florists.  And
18   then pest control workers, we have some of the heaviest
19   burdens to become a pest control worker with the fees
20   and the testing requirements.  Those are just a couple
21   of examples, but there are plenty.
22               So the other recommendation here was to
23   evaluate opportunities to change laws and process these
24   pertaining to, you know, how do these boards determine
25   which occupations to require licensure, how burdensome
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 1   the licensure is -- how burdensome is it to obtain the
 2   license, what's the cost associated with the license,
 3   what are the testing requirements.
 4               There's also -- and Allison is a member of
 5   the Occupational Licensing Review Commission, and what
 6   we took a look at is how that commission is set up, and
 7   we would like to recommend adding a voice for small
 8   businesses to be a member of that commission.  And we'd
 9   also like to urge the commission, as they're reviewing
10   occupational licensing from the various entities that
11   provide these licenses to consider the economic impact
12   and the opportunities for workforce pertaining to these
13   decisions that are being made regarding the oversight of
14   the 63 entities that provide occupational licenses in
15   the state.  So this area was very robust and gave a lot
16   of -- provided a lot for us to take a look into much
17   further.
18               The last segment of the report pertained to
19   regulatory issues other than occupational licensing,
20   because that one does fall as a regulatory matter.  So
21   according to the Pacific Research Institute, Louisiana
22   falls just above the middle of the pack, above average,
23   when it comes to the regulatory burden upon small
24   business, but our rankings varied tremendously across
25   different metrics.  There are 14 labor-related metrics
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 1   and 14 business-related factors that are measured for
 2   regulatory burden impact.  So we kind of fall in the
 3   middle of the 50 states, but there's some areas that did
 4   stick out.
 5               One, obviously we just talked about
 6   occupational licensing.  The other has to do with the
 7   workers' compensation insurance and the cost of that.
 8   There's an index that is done to compare the cost of
 9   workers' comp, and it varies so much.  Different states
10   have different industry basis.  We just talked about
11   Louisiana being oil and gas heavy.  There are other
12   state that are technology heavy.  And obviously you
13   wouldn't expect high workers' comp rates for IT-related
14   industry sectors compared to oil and gas or others
15   dealing with hazardous materials.  So this index
16   basically tried to level the playing field to do sort of
17   an apples-to-apples comparison, and Louisiana ranked
18   very poorly when we looked at the cost per $100 on
19   workers' comp.
20               Our rate is like 2.23 compared to other
21   states.  For example, Arkansas is 1.08 is the index for
22   $100 of payroll as far as workers' comp costs.  And
23   Virginia, for example, is 1.17.  So Louisiana's up there
24   at 2.23 per $100 of workers' comp -- of payroll going
25   towards workers' compensation insurance.  And some of
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 1   our members of this council and some of the small
 2   businesses that we work with at the department suggested
 3   taking a look at experience modification rates.  Now,
 4   that's kind of getting into the weeds, but that feeds
 5   the job classification codes that determine the hazard
 6   level of a particular job.  That, in effect, impacts the
 7   workers' comp' rates that different employers pay.
 8               So in Louisiana that's overseen by the
 9   Louisiana Office of Workers' Compensation
10   Administration.  This entity sets the rate, but they do
11   so based on the work of a national council, the National
12   Council of Compensation Insurance, and that's an
13   independent bureau that's funded by insurance companies.
14   And so that's going to require some more in-depth
15   research, but it's certainly an area that we'd like to
16   take a look at because we have received feedback from
17   small businesses in the state that we're working with
18   and even from members of this council that that is an
19   issue that we should research further and try to develop
20   some recommendations for improvement.
21               Under Other Recommendations, this is sort of
22   the large bucket area that allows us to look into other
23   areas maybe from an administrative standpoint that the
24   state could do better, there were two areas identified:
25   One having to do with asset mapping.  What we find a lot
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 1   is when a small business gets to LED, they have no clue
 2   what we can provide.  They have no clue what local
 3   entities and organizations and service providers could
 4   do for them.  So then they're reaching out to the state,
 5   either just because it's their first inclination to
 6   reach to the state, or they reached out to a legislator
 7   who said "Hey, call LED."  And so that's a big issue
 8   that we have worked very hard to overcome is awareness
 9   of the programs and services that we do have because
10   they have valuable.  And when we do get ahold of small
11   businesses, between LED and our partners and allies and
12   intermediaries like LSBD and like Kenny's shop, when we
13   get to these business, we're very successful in helping
14   them along the way, but it's a big issue for them to
15   know where to go for what service.
16               So one of the recommendations is to invest
17   in a robust asset mapping tool, and we have been
18   researching a tool called Source Link, and it is just
19   one of the most lauded programs that brings together
20   region by region, and even combined at the state level,
21   a map, a roadmap for, regardless of what stage your
22   small business is in, if you click a button, you can
23   find a service provider or information on a program such
24   as the Angel Investor Tax Credit that we just talked
25   about.
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 1               The other recommendation has to do with
 2   state government procurement.  So Hudson and Veterans
 3   Initiative are programs that are administered in part by
 4   LED and in part by the Office of State Procurement, and
 5   what these programs seek to do is to provide
 6   opportunities for Louisiana-based, Louisiana-domiciled
 7   CEO companies to have a fair opportunity to compete to
 8   do business with the state.  And so there are a number
 9   of areas and room for improvement that we have collected
10   over the years from participants of both the Veterans
11   Initiative and the Hudson Initiative.  And there are
12   also programs we don't administer, but we also have an
13   interest in them, DVE programs that are housed at the
14   Department of Transportation.  So that's what those two
15   sets of recommendations pertain to.
16               That is really just a high level of the
17   recommendations of the report.  What the department --
18   if approved today, what the department intends to do is
19   basically attach to the report that was sent to you the
20   appendix, and we're -- that is under construction as we
21   speak.  There were lots of tables and charts and
22   formatting required.  We did not want to further delay
23   bringing this report to you and then not possibly
24   getting it to the legislature in a timely manner just
25   because of the appendix.
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 1               So if approved today, our next step would be
 2   to finalize the appendix, share that with this council
 3   and then submit it to the legislature.  From there --
 4   and this is something I talked to the chairman about and
 5   I wanted to -- he asked me to make sure and reiterate
 6   this to the council, the report represents, if you will,
 7   a living document.  We're required to submit a report
 8   each year.  Part of it is just data.  The first part of
 9   the report is literally just data on Louisiana's small
10   business environment, and the other part is
11   recommendations.  We're asked to do this once a year.
12               So today's report, if approved, will set in
13   motion action for the department to take -- in
14   leadership, the department to take, but in partnership
15   with our partners and allies to be begin implementing
16   these recommendations.  And what the council will do in
17   the interment between now and next year is to ensure
18   that we are on track with implementing and moving the
19   needle, but also to bring in experts like what we had
20   today to hear more about what other recommendations
21   exist and are out there.
22               So this document is not something that is
23   set in stone.  It is fulfilling a legislative
24   requirement to provide the state of small business in
25   Louisiana, but also to indicate this is where we are
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 1   today and these are recommendations to help us move
 2   forward.
 3               So I believe I've talked enough for the time
 4   being.  I will open up the floor for discussion and/or a
 5   motion, if anyone feels so inclined at this time to make
 6   a motion.
 7               Yes, sir, Mr. Bill.
 8               MR. SAWER:  How many of these
 9   recommendations can be implemented by LED and how many
10   have to go to the legislature?
11               MS. MITCHELL:  Good question.  Good
12   question.
13               Very few of those recommendations require
14   legislative approval.  So the recommendations under
15   Access to Capital, probably the one that would require
16   legislative approval would be the creation of a fund.
17   If we decided to create a fund or to use an existing
18   fund, we would have to get legislative appropriation to
19   get the fund over to the department.
20               The other aspect that may require
21   legislation has to do with the occupational licensing
22   component.  Obviously anytime you change occupational
23   licensing requirements, it will require a law change to
24   that particular section of the licensure requirements,
25   but if we're talk about the review commission, the
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 1   recommendations toward beefing up the review commission,
 2   adding a voice for small business, that just deals with
 3   the law pertaining to the commission.  Everything else
 4   in this report -- I can't say everything else because I
 5   don't have it all memorized in my head, but the vast
 6   majority of the recommendations are things that can be
 7   done by state or department policy.
 8               MS. TUCKER:  What about that board funded by
 9   the insurance people?
10               MS. MITCHELL:  So the workers' comp, so
11   there's the LWCC, which is the Workers' Compensation
12   Corporation, they manage the fund that employers pay
13   into.  We're not suggesting -- at this point we have a
14   whole lot more research to do, but we're not suggesting
15   altering anything that that entity does.  There's
16   another entity housed within Louisiana Workforce
17   Commission called the Louisiana Office of Workers'
18   Compensation Administration that we have to go and do
19   more research with that group to dig deeper to learn
20   about how are we arriving at these mod rates that we are
21   that's driving up the cost of Louisiana workers'
22   compensation.
23               MS. TUCKER:  So they're within LED?
24               MS. MITCHELL:  They're within the Louisiana
25   Workforce Commission.
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 1               MS. TUCKER:  I got it.
 2               MS. MITCHELL:  So, you know, we have more
 3   research to do to learn how they're structured and how
 4   they set those rates, and that's something we're glad to
 5   report back to the council at our next meeting.
 6               MR. HAYWARD:  I notice there was an emphasis
 7   in the report on ranking.
 8               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes, sir.
 9               MR. HAYWARD:  And I'm just wondering is
10   there an expectation to improve that?  Is that the whole
11   sort of driver of all of this is to take a look where we
12   are, what needs to be done, and then extensively that
13   will create some movement on those rankings?
14               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes, sir, that's the goal.  I
15   mean, we pay close attention to rankings, and it depends
16   on which ranking entity you are studying.  Some of them
17   have different input, and, therefore different outputs.
18   We tried our best to find the most objective ranking
19   entities to pull these numbers from and the most
20   respected and credible, but, yes, that is the goal, to
21   move the needle so that we aren't ranked so poorly in
22   some of these categories.  And at the end of the day,
23   it's not -- you know, obviously it's not just about the
24   ranking.  It's about the outcome, you know, the actual
25   impact to small business and to individuals who are
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 1   trying to enhance their economic opportunity in
 2   Louisiana, so...
 3               But, yes, I mean, for us, it's really
 4   important.  Ranking and benchmarking, it's really
 5   important to establish where we are currently, and what
 6   it does is it helps us not just know where we are, but
 7   to identify which states are in the top 10 or which
 8   states that we can look further at for best practices.
 9               MR. HAYWARD:  So I remember when the US News
10   ranking came out and we were dead last and the
11   Governor's language was something along the lines of
12   "Well, the data is, you know, is several years old and
13   it's sort of how that system operates, and then the next
14   ranking we should be a lot better because that set of
15   data looks better."  So is that the --
16               MS. MITCHELL:  Yeah.  That particular
17   report, and I forget which exact metric it was looking
18   at, but it was a 2015 data point.  I'm very familiar
19   with the year because I remember getting asked by the
20   Governor's office to look further into that ranking, but
21   it was a bit dated.  And there are -- I mean, there are
22   times when the rankings do, when they -- by the time the
23   report comes out, it does lag in realtime a bit.
24               MR. CHAPPELL:  Most of the entrepreneurship
25   is not because the PwC report is quarterly, so it
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 1   doesn't lag nearly as far behind.
 2               MS. MITCHELL:  On the entrepreneurial
 3   ranking, the PricewaterhouseCoopers records, PwC?
 4               MR. CHAPPELL:  Correct.
 5               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you, James.
 6               Any other questions or a motion?
 7               MS. TUCKER:  I don't have a question or a
 8   motion, but I do have something that I'd like to say on
 9   the record in this council.  I'm also going to say it on
10   the record in another appropriate format.  That has to
11   do with the article that came out this morning in Baton
12   Rouge Business Report.
13               MS. MITCHELL:  Can you hold that to Other
14   Business?
15               MS. TUCKER:  I'm sorry.  Because you're
16   looking for a vote.  I thought you said other business.
17   Sorry.
18               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you.
19               MR. HAYWARD:  I'll move for adoption.
20               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you.
21               MS. TUCKER:  I'll second.
22               MS. MITCHELL:  A motion and a second has
23   been made by Mr. Hayward and Ms. Tucker.
24               All of these in favor?
25               (Several members respond "aye.")
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 1               MS. MITCHELL:  Okay.  Any opposition?
 2               (No response.)
 3               MS. MITCHELL:  Okay.  The ayes have it, so
 4   our report and the recommendations therein are adopted
 5   with the caveat that LED is required to attach the
 6   appendix prior to submission to legislature.
 7               So thank you-all, and at this point we will
 8   move to -- what's on the agenda next?  Is it Other
 9   Business, I believe or is it the report?
10               MS. TUCKER:  It's the President's Report.
11               MS. MITCHELL:  Okay.  I will be brief.  Our
12   last meeting we weren't able to get through this.  What
13   we try to do with every council or board that LED
14   oversees is we try to just make sure to keep our members
15   updated on what's happening in the state from an
16   economic development perspective.
17               So from a rankings perspective, Mr. Hayward,
18   Louisiana earned the top 10 spot among the Nation's Best
19   Business Climate.  That state ranking comes from Site
20   Selection Magazine, and obviously the top corporate
21   executives in site selectors, that is their industry
22   publication, and these are the people making decisions
23   on where to site their businesses for growth.  So we had
24   a top 10 ranking there.
25               On project wins and announcements, in
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 1   November we had a lot going on.  Three biotech firms all
 2   on the same day announced that collectively they're
 3   going to create 135 jobs in New Orleans, a company
 4   called AxoSim, Cadex Genomics and Obatala Sciences.  So
 5   those three companies will expand in New Orleans.
 6               Also November, Tektronix announced a digital
 7   media project in New Orleans.  This company is going to
 8   bring over 300 new direct and indirect jobs.  It's a
 9   digital firm that's going to locate in the New Orleans
10   Exchange Center.
11               And then in December, moving to the western
12   part of the state, southwestern part of the state, in
13   St. Landry Parish, Savoie's Food announced a
14   $12.7-billion expansion.  They're going to add 60 now
15   jobs to their existing 100 jobs in St. Landry Parish.
16               In St. Tammany, we have an electrical
17   infrastructure firm called Ampirical.  That company is
18   going to retain 120 jobs and create 400 more jobs in
19   that region of the state.
20               AFCO Industries is going to expand in
21   Alexandria.  They're making a $3.6-million investment.
22   They are going to add 16 jobs to their 168 jobs.
23               And there -- oh, Supreme Rice.  I can't
24   forget Supreme Rice.  It is in my area in Crowley.  I
25   was happy to be able to help retain that company in the
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 1   state.  Supreme Rice is announcing a $20-million
 2   expansion.
 3               That's right.  That's your home.
 4               MS. CLARK:  That's my home.
 5               MS. MITCHELL:  That's Allison's hometown,
 6   y'all.
 7               So the company's going to retain 150 jobs
 8   and they're going to expand their existing facility as
 9   their 85th anniversary approaches.  And there was a real
10   live threat to that.  We could have lost this company to
11   consolidate in Arkansas.  They were being courted very
12   heavily by the State of Arkansas.
13               And then just lastly, in other
14   announcements, Morgan City and Berwick were named
15   Louisiana Development Ready Communities.  That is one of
16   our signature programs under our Community Competitive
17   suite of services where we essentially work with
18   communities to better position themselves and make
19   themselves more inviting for economic development.  We
20   provide assessment opportunities, strategic planning,
21   all at no cost to these communities with managerial
22   technical assistance from LED and its partners.  So we
23   were able to celebrate Morgan City and Berwick.  They
24   did a joint effort over there in St. Mary Parish.
25               So that concludes the President's Report and
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 1   readout to you, and so at this point, our next agenda
 2   item is Other Business, and Ms. Tucker does have an item
 3   that she would like to discuss with us that's very
 4   pertinent to small business.
 5               MS. TUCKER:  Thank you.  Sorry about that.
 6               MS. MITCHELL:  You have the floor.
 7               MS. TUCKER:  I jumped ahead earlier.
 8               So the article actually came out on January
 9   10th.  There was an article about the Louisiana
10   Superdome acquisition district and the work going on at
11   the Superdome.  Now, in all clarity and transparency,
12   I'm a part, and I fought to be a part, of the
13   construction management team that's going to be doing
14   the job at the Dome.  The Dome is now letting -- and by
15   "the Dome," I guess I'm talking about SMG.  I don't know
16   and I don't understand how that goes on, but I do
17   understand this, that there's $450-million worth of
18   expansion going on at the Dome and that three-fourths --
19   or two-thirds -- I'm sorry -- two-thirds of that is paid
20   for by taxpayers.  And somehow, someway the management
21   company over the Dome that has been there since I wasn't
22   even a thought has managed to skirt public bid rules and
23   public bid law and public serv- -- you know,
24   professional services contracting.
25               Now, I don't understand how it happens.  I'm
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 1   sure it's very legal, but -- or I hope it is, but I
 2   don't understand why an entity that gets so many public
 3   dollars and that means so much to us would be able to
 4   procure companies based off of invitation or to invite
 5   six to seven or three or two companies to come and bid
 6   somewhere, which circumvent all small business, much
 7   less Hudson Initiative, much less disadvantaged
 8   businesses from being a part of it, especially when -- I
 9   mean, that's what we do.  These are dollars that we bid
10   on, they're legacy projects.  And, furthermore, I don't
11   understand how you make sure you get the most
12   competitive bids if you're only restricting certain
13   companies that are your favorites or whoever to be
14   allowed to bid on that.
15               I read the article.  I see, you know, the
16   statement from the Governor's office was that they have
17   the right to do this because -- you know, they didn't
18   elaborate, but I'd love to know why, and I don't -- what
19   I fear for -- the Dome, of course, gets a lot of special
20   caveats.  I fear for the next board.  And there's
21   another quasi-state board in New Orleans that is
22   circumventing the goals that we speak about every single
23   meeting, and so I don't want to see the Dome's example
24   right now become some shining example of how to skirt
25   the rules when there are companies that I know, because
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 1   I've experiences this as a small business person, that
 2   have made an art to skirting these rules.
 3               So I just want say it here because I think
 4   it affects all of us and the work that we're doing.  I'm
 5   going to say it on the record quietly since I am on the
 6   other team; right, that should be working for the
 7   program manager.  That also goes to liability.  If
 8   there's a private company all of a sudden paying and
 9   doing program management for a project over a
10   construction manager at risk and the construction
11   manager at risk is the owner's rep of some sort, then
12   how does that work if a program manager screws up or
13   commands a construction manager at risk to do something
14   different?
15               I just think there's a lot of questions
16   there and there's a lot of gray area and I just don't
17   want that to become something that happens and I just
18   wanted to say that on the record here so that it be
19   heard in a few different places.  Thank you.
20               MS. MITCHELL:  Any comments or thoughts on
21   that from the council?
22               It's an issue that's bubbled up today and
23   the last couple of days with the article that was
24   published.
25               MR. HAYWARD:  I'd like say I'm not familiar
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 1   with what you're speaking of, but because of your
 2   comments, I'm now intrigued to go look.
 3               MS. TUCKER:  I encourage everybody to go
 4   take a look at it.  If I can submit the article just
 5   for --
 6               MS. MITCHELL:  You can.  I'll share it with
 7   the members.
 8               MS. TUCKER:  Thank you.
 9               MS. MITCHELL:  And just, as we spoke briefly
10   earlier today, I do suggest that you and your colleagues
11   and your groups and -- your group in Orleans that's
12   fighting to ensure that small businesses and DBEs have
13   access to these opportunities, that you do raise this
14   issue with the LSBD.
15               MS. TUCKER:  Absolutely.  They've heard me.
16               MS. MITCHELL:  I'm sure of it.
17               Any other business that members would like
18   to raise at this time?
19               MR. HAYWARD:  I'd like to say that I think
20   one of issues that you're talking about is fairness in
21   the marketplace and that small businesses depend upon a
22   legitimate marketplace in order to compete.  So what
23   you're speaking to is very important, so not just in
24   this specific instance, but across how we look at our
25   markets in small businesses and how it affects them.
0055
 1               MS. TUCKER:  Especially with something so
 2   large, you're kind of relegating only to large
 3   businesses, many large businesses that can compete are
 4   going to come from elsewhere.  So when it comes to
 5   giving our Louisiana firms a chance, I think the best
 6   way to open it up to allow us to team up with those
 7   large firms.
 8               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes.  And, I mean, that
 9   strikes at the heart of what the Hudson and Veterans
10   Initiatives were created for, to give small businesses
11   an opportunity to compete or to partner with larger,
12   more established firms to compete.  So thank you for
13   raising that issue.
14               All right.  No other business?
15               (No response.)
16               MS. MITCHELL:  Public comments?  Any members
17   of the public have any thoughts or comments?
18               (No response.)
19               MS. MITCHELL:  Okay.  All right.  That being
20   said, members, before we proceed to adjournment, I'm
21   going to consult with the chairman, who has the sniffles
22   today, I will consult with the chairman about the timing
23   of our next meeting.  I expect within the next week or
24   two that LED will be prepared to submit that report to
25   legislature.  We will copy you so that you know when it
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 1   has been submitted, and, also, when we begin to look at
 2   the recommendations from staff's perspective, we will
 3   have to prioritize those to determine which are
 4   low-hanging fruit and which that we can begin to attach
 5   from an implementation standpoint, and we'll share that
 6   with you at the next meeting and keep you appraised of
 7   our actives.  We hope at the upcoming meetings to bring
 8   in experts on these various topics, including
 9   legislators who have tried to move the needle on these
10   issues in the past.  We think they'd be delighted to see
11   a group of small business practitioners combined with
12   actual small business owners trying to tackle some of
13   these issues.
14               So I think -- I do believe at this point we
15   are going to transition to about once a quarter meeting.
16   We started a little late.  We got the council
17   appointments late and we started later than we would
18   have liked to in 2019, so it was more condensed, but we
19   are going to move at more of a normal pace and probably
20   meet once a quarter starting 2020, starting this year.
21               Any questions about our path forward?
22               (No response.)
23               MS. MITCHELL:  Well, I thank everyone for
24   your time.  Notwithstanding the weather and the traffic
25   and our late start today, thank you-all for your time.
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 1   It means the world to LED staff because we do put in a
 2   lot of work to make sure and support your ideas and
 3   recommendations.  So thanks for being here today.  And
 4   at this point, I will entertain a motion to adjourn.
 5               (No response.)
 6               MS. MITCHELL:
 7               Nobody wants to go home?
 8               We've got a motion and second for
 9   adjournment.  All of those in favor?
10               (Several members respond "aye.")
11               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.  Our meeting is
12   adjourned.  Thank you, again, for y'all's time.
13   Appreciate it.
14               (Meeting concludes at 3:14 p.m.)
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 2
 3                   I, ELICIA H. WOODWORTH, Certified Court
 4   Reporter in and for the State of Louisiana, as the
 5   officer before whom this meeting was taken, do hereby
 6   certify that this meeting was reported by me in the
 7   stenotype reporting method, was prepared and transcribed
 8   by me or under my personal direction and supervision,
 9   and is a true and correct transcript to the best of my
10   ability and understanding;
11                   That the transcript has been prepared in
12   compliance with transcript format required by statute or
13   by rules of the board, that I have acted in compliance
14   with the prohibition on contractual relationships, as
15   defined by Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure Article
16   1434 and in rules and advisory opinions of the board;
17               That I am not related to counsel or to the
18   parties herein, nor am I otherwise interested in the
19   outcome of this matter.
20
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			448									LN			17			11			false			11   recommendation about assisting the university with grant						false


			449									LN			17			12			false			12   funds for these?						false


			450									LN			17			13			false			13               MR. ELLISON:  Well, for example, you know,						false


			451									LN			17			14			false			14   when I -- from a entrepreneur's perspective, grant money						false


			452									LN			17			15			false			15   is free money.  Now, there are restrictions in that, but						false


			453									LN			17			16			false			16   you don't have to pay it back, it's not equity, it's not						false


			454									LN			17			17			false			17   debt.  It's cash in the door, and then I've got a lot of						false


			455									LN			17			18			false			18   reporting requirements, that's typically it.						false


			456									LN			17			19			false			19               MS. MITCHELL:  Okay.						false


			457									LN			17			20			false			20               MR. ELLISON:  For example, and Kenny can						false


			458									LN			17			21			false			21   probably explain this better than I can, LSU has the						false


			459									LN			17			22			false			22   Lyft funds.  Companies go through the transfer processes						false


			460									LN			17			23			false			23   and they get a Lyft grant from LSU, which is cash in the						false


			461									LN			17			24			false			24   door to help them continue to move along in the spectrum						false


			462									LN			17			25			false			25   and get to the point where they come to me, and I try to						false


			463									PG			18			0			false			page 18						false


			464									LN			18			1			false			 1   help them get to the point with these angel investors.						false


			465									LN			18			2			false			 2               MS. MITCHELL:  It's federal funds, Kenny,						false


			466									LN			18			3			false			 3   or --						false


			467									LN			18			4			false			 4               MR. ANDERSON:  Yeah.  It's NSF funding, but						false


			468									LN			18			5			false			 5   then LSU, through that federal funding, then LSU puts						false


			469									LN			18			6			false			 6   up, I think 3,500 per team to get them through						false


			470									LN			18			7			false			 7   discovery, so then they have access to that.						false


			471									LN			18			8			false			 8               MR. ELLISON:  Right.  And then they support						false


			472									LN			18			9			false			 9   it an administrate it and all of that stuff.						false


			473									LN			18			10			false			10               MR. GREENWOOD:  So one thing on when they're						false


			474									LN			18			11			false			11   SBIR, STTR, that's the contract deliverables, but that's						false


			475									LN			18			12			false			12   more of a grant perspective, might be something to look						false


			476									LN			18			13			false			13   into because some states are looking at, from a state						false


			477									LN			18			14			false			14   perspective, matching.  We have R&D credits and so						false


			478									LN			18			15			false			15   forth, but they're looking at matching, which would						false


			479									LN			18			16			false			16   help.  What you're talking about is the earlier stage,						false


			480									LN			18			17			false			17   it's been signed, it's not far enough along to go out						false


			481									LN			18			18			false			18   and raise capital from their funds or even Venture						false


			482									LN			18			19			false			19   Capital, and that's something we'll get into further.						false


			483									LN			18			20			false			20               MR. ELLISON:  That's exactly.  Right.  Thank						false


			484									LN			18			21			false			21   you.						false


			485									LN			18			22			false			22               MS. MITCHELL:  Yes.  Exactly.  And when we						false


			486									LN			18			23			false			23   get into it later in the agenda, when we get to our						false


			487									LN			18			24			false			24   agenda, it's part of recommendations that are included,						false


			488									LN			18			25			false			25   so for sure.						false
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			490									LN			19			1			false			 1               And then my other question is, you mentioned						false


			491									LN			19			2			false			 2   it's across industry sectors, so how do people get						false


			492									LN			19			3			false			 3   referred to you-all?  How do you get businesses in or						false


			493									LN			19			4			false			 4   start-ups in your door?						false


			494									LN			19			5			false			 5               MR. ELLISON:  Well, it's about connections						false


			495									LN			19			6			false			 6   and making sure people know about us.  So, you know,						false


			496									LN			19			7			false			 7   we're involved with all of the angel groups.  You know,						false


			497									LN			19			8			false			 8   we try to be involved with all of the universities.  We						false


			498									LN			19			9			false			 9   try to be involved with anybody who's touching and has a						false


			499									LN			19			10			false			10   relationship with entrepreneurs.						false


			500									LN			19			11			false			11               MS. MITCHELL:  Got it.						false


			501									LN			19			12			false			12               MR. EVERETT:  Bill, I was just going to ask,						false


			502									LN			19			13			false			13   you know, obviously the reason we're 50th, at least part						false


			503									LN			19			14			false			14   of it, you feel like is the lack VC infrastructure, as						false


			504									LN			19			15			false			15   you put it.  I mean, is it also that, you know, just						false


			505									LN			19			16			false			16   curious, is people scared of kind of like the political						false


			506									LN			19			17			false			17   history of Louisiana?  Is it the type of businesses that						false


			507									LN			19			18			false			18   are here necessarily or any of those contributing						false


			508									LN			19			19			false			19   factors to why we're all of the --						false


			509									LN			19			20			false			20               MR. ELLISON:  I don't think it's political.						false


			510									LN			19			21			false			21   I don't think it's legal.  You know, quite frankly, what						false


			511									LN			19			22			false			22   happens typically is a company will start off and it						false


			512									LN			19			23			false			23   will be a Louisiana LLC, and then once it gets to the						false


			513									LN			19			24			false			24   sophisticated, you know, venture capitalist, they switch						false


			514									LN			19			25			false			25   to a Delaware seed corporation because Venture Capitals						false
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			516									LN			20			1			false			 1   can't invest in LLCs, and so Louisiana law doesn't						false


			517									LN			20			2			false			 2   really come into play typically.  So that's not an						false


			518									LN			20			3			false			 3   issue.  It's we're behind.  It's money goes where the						false


			519									LN			20			4			false			 4   good deals are, and so the simplest something is we need						false


			520									LN			20			5			false			 5   better deals.  That means getting these companies,						false


			521									LN			20			6			false			 6   helping them grow so they are attractive to Venture						false


			522									LN			20			7			false			 7   Capitals.						false


			523									LN			20			8			false			 8               MR. GREENWOOD:  There's probably more						false


			524									LN			20			9			false			 9   interest in oil and gas, getting a more sophisticated						false


			525									LN			20			10			false			10   angel group just because of our industry's in oil and						false


			526									LN			20			11			false			11   gas, and the next group is real estate just because of						false


			527									LN			20			12			false			12   the development there.  Other industries tend to						false


			528									LN			20			13			false			13   struggle because we don't have a lot of folks who have						false


			529									LN			20			14			false			14   been successful exiting and reinvesting in other						false


			530									LN			20			15			false			15   companies.						false


			531									LN			20			16			false			16               MR. ELLISON:  Yeah.  And part of having a						false


			532									LN			20			17			false			17   successful company is having domain experts.  We have a						false


			533									LN			20			18			false			18   lot of oil and gas experts, but, you know, we need more						false


			534									LN			20			19			false			19   technologists, for example.						false


			535									LN			20			20			false			20               James.						false


			536									LN			20			21			false			21               MR. CHAPPELL:  Is it kind of along the same						false


			537									LN			20			22			false			22   lines there's something other than money that we're						false


			538									LN			20			23			false			23   lacking, and you think about accelerators or things that						false


			539									LN			20			24			false			24   happen in that pipeline for ideas to do business?  Do						false


			540									LN			20			25			false			25   you have any thoughts on that?						false
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			542									LN			21			1			false			 1               MR. ELLISON:  I do.  That's a huge						false


			543									LN			21			2			false			 2   entrepreneurial ecosystem, which would take a while						false


			544									LN			21			3			false			 3   because it takes so much to have a successful company.						false


			545									LN			21			4			false			 4   You know, you've got have Kenny to educate these guys on						false


			546									LN			21			5			false			 5   what a company is and what entrepreneurship really means						false


			547									LN			21			6			false			 6   and how to grow it.  I think we're doing pretty good						false


			548									LN			21			7			false			 7   there.						false


			549									LN			21			8			false			 8               Then you need domain experts.  We need more						false


			550									LN			21			9			false			 9   technologists.  So, for example -- I don't have						false


			551									LN			21			10			false			10   statistics, but some of the companies that I see are						false


			552									LN			21			11			false			11   smart people with a great idea and it's technology						false


			553									LN			21			12			false			12   based, but they're not technologists, and so if you had						false


			554									LN			21			13			false			13   asked me what's one of the number one reasons people --						false


			555									LN			21			14			false			14   these start-ups fail, it's access to capital, number						false


			556									LN			21			15			false			15   one, but, two, it's a non-technology founder and they						false


			557									LN			21			16			false			16   don't have a technologist on the team.  And, so, for						false


			558									LN			21			17			false			17   example, one of the companies that we invested in and						false


			559									LN			21			18			false			18   failed -- I loved the guy, very talented.  He failed						false


			560									LN			21			19			false			19   because he relied upon other people to build his						false


			561									LN			21			20			false			20   technology and they built you know what.  So that's a						false


			562									LN			21			21			false			21   problem.						false


			563									LN			21			22			false			22               So everything along the lines, you know,						false


			564									LN			21			23			false			23   helping these companies find capital, incubators,						false


			565									LN			21			24			false			24   accelerators, you know, I think we're doing pretty good						false


			566									LN			21			25			false			25   with that with LSU and Research Park, but obviously						false
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			568									LN			22			1			false			 1   those entities need more resources.  You know, for						false


			569									LN			22			2			false			 2   example, RPC and LSU, we provide mentors for these						false


			570									LN			22			3			false			 3   companies.  If we had more money, we could provide more						false


			571									LN			22			4			false			 4   mentors.  More mentors are going to help them move along						false


			572									LN			22			5			false			 5   a lot faster.						false


			573									LN			22			6			false			 6               MR. ANDERSON:  And even the ones that are						false


			574									LN			22			7			false			 7   conscience that they need a technical cofounder usually						false


			575									LN			22			8			false			 8   can't find one here, so...						false


			576									LN			22			9			false			 9               MR. ELLISON:  Exactly.  That's one of our						false


			577									LN			22			10			false			10   biggest downsides here in Louisiana.						false


			578									LN			22			11			false			11               MR. SAWYER:  Do you think that the lack of						false


			579									LN			22			12			false			12   talent has anything to do with it?						false


			580									LN			22			13			false			13               MR. ELLISON:  I do, in the sense of						false


			581									LN			22			14			false			14   primarily technologists.  We have, you know, a lot of						false


			582									LN			22			15			false			15   people who understand finance, we have a lot of people						false


			583									LN			22			16			false			16   who understand business, accounting, all of that.  You						false


			584									LN			22			17			false			17   know, as Kenny said, "Look, I'm building this great						false


			585									LN			22			18			false			18   product.  I need someone to build it for me and oversee						false


			586									LN			22			19			false			19   the development of it," those people are hard to find.						false


			587									LN			22			20			false			20               MR. SAWYER:  But even in my personal						false


			588									LN			22			21			false			21   company, I can't hire a CSE machinist from Louisiana.  I						false


			589									LN			22			22			false			22   just can't find one.						false


			590									LN			22			23			false			23               MR. ELLISON:  Yeah.  I see that as a little						false


			591									LN			22			24			false			24   different.  You know, that's -- you know, finding talent						false


			592									LN			22			25			false			25   for a specific business, I guess I think more of the						false
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			594									LN			23			1			false			 1   entrepreneurial world of creating a company from scratch						false


			595									LN			23			2			false			 2   and growing it.  So I can see someone creating a company						false


			596									LN			23			3			false			 3   and then later needing that, but, you know, I guess I'm						false


			597									LN			23			4			false			 4   kind of I'm at early stages where like we've got to						false


			598									LN			23			5			false			 5   build this thing before we can -- you know, we don't						false


			599									LN			23			6			false			 6   even have employees, we don't have revenue.  We've got						false


			600									LN			23			7			false			 7   to build something before we ever get those.  That's						false


			601									LN			23			8			false			 8   kind of what I'm talking about, so...						false


			602									LN			23			9			false			 9               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.						false


			603									LN			23			10			false			10               MR. HAYWARD:  Very interesting.  Thank you.						false


			604									LN			23			11			false			11               MR. ELLISON:  All right.  Thank you very						false


			605									LN			23			12			false			12   much.						false


			606									LN			23			13			false			13               MS. MITCHELL:  Thank you, Bill. You are						false


			607									LN			23			14			false			14   welcome to hang around with us.  We will have you back,						false


			608									LN			23			15			false			15   trust me.						false


			609									LN			23			16			false			16               Okay, everyone.  We now have a quorum, so in						false


			610									LN			23			17			false			17   the absence of our chairman, I will manage the flow of						false


			611									LN			23			18			false			18   the meeting, and so I would like to call to order the						false


			612									LN			23			19			false			19   January 16th meeting of the Louisiana Small Business and						false


			613									LN			23			20			false			20   Entrepreneurship Council, and I will ask Ms. Patty Pipes						false


			614									LN			23			21			false			21   to conduct the rollcall.						false


			615									LN			23			22			false			22               MS. PIPES:  Mandi Mitchell.						false


			616									LN			23			23			false			23               MS. MITCHELL:  Present.						false


			617									LN			23			24			false			24               MS. PIPES:  Allison Clark.						false


			618									LN			23			25			false			25               MS. CLARK:  Present.						false
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			620									LN			24			1			false			 1               MS. PIPES:  Kalisha Garrett.						false


			621									LN			24			2			false			 2               (No response.)						false


			622									LN			24			3			false			 3               MS. PIPES:  Bryan Greenwood.						false


			623									LN			24			4			false			 4               MR. GREENWOOD:  Here.						false


			624									LN			24			5			false			 5               MS. PIPES:  Kenny Anderson.						false


			625									LN			24			6			false			 6               MR. ANDERSON:  Here.						false


			626									LN			24			7			false			 7               MS. PIPES:  John Everett.						false


			627									LN			24			8			false			 8               MR. EVERETT:  Here.						false


			628									LN			24			9			false			 9               MS. PIPES:  Edward "E.J." Krampe, III.						false


			629									LN			24			10			false			10               (No response.)						false


			630									LN			24			11			false			11               MS. PIPES:  Courtney Davis.						false


			631									LN			24			12			false			12               MS. DAVIS:  Here.						false


			632									LN			24			13			false			13               MS. PIPES:  Cassie Felder.						false


			633									LN			24			14			false			14               (No response.)						false


			634									LN			24			15			false			15               MS. PIPES:  Alta Baker.						false


			635									LN			24			16			false			16               (No response.)						false


			636									LN			24			17			false			17               MS. PIPES:  Tanita Gilbert-Baker.						false


			637									LN			24			18			false			18               (No response.)						false


			638									LN			24			19			false			19               MS. PIPES:  Richard Vince Hayward.						false


			639									LN			24			20			false			20               MR. HAYWARD:  Here.						false


			640									LN			24			21			false			21               MS. PIPES:  Angelica Rivera.						false


			641									LN			24			22			false			22               MS. RIVERA:  Here.						false


			642									LN			24			23			false			23               MS. PIPES:  Bill Sawyer.						false


			643									LN			24			24			false			24               MR. SAWYER:  Here.						false


			644									LN			24			25			false			25               MS. PIPES:  E. Rene' Soul�.						false
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			646									LN			25			1			false			 1               (No response.)						false


			647									LN			25			2			false			 2               MS. PIPES:  Iam Tucker.						false


			648									LN			25			3			false			 3               (No response.)						false


			649									LN			25			4			false			 4               MS. PIPES:  Nine.						false


			650									LN			25			5			false			 5               MS. MITCHELL:  All right.  We have nine						false


			651									LN			25			6			false			 6   members present and a quorum.						false


			652									LN			25			7			false			 7               The first order of business that I will						false


			653									LN			25			8			false			 8   request members, in our haste, we made a clerical error						false


			654									LN			25			9			false			 9   and failed to add the request for a motion to approve						false


			655									LN			25			10			false			10   our minutes from the last meeting.  So only with the						false


			656									LN			25			11			false			11   anonymous approval of those present can we amend the						false


			657									LN			25			12			false			12   agenda and add that item to the agenda, and so I'll						false


			658									LN			25			13			false			13   entertain a motion.						false


			659									LN			25			14			false			14               Motion by Ms. Clark; second by Ms. Rivera to						false


			660									LN			25			15			false			15   add to the agenda the action item to approve the minutes						false


			661									LN			25			16			false			16   from our last meeting, which were sent out to you						false


			662									LN			25			17			false			17   several days ago.						false


			663									LN			25			18			false			18               So with that being done, I would entertain a						false


			664									LN			25			19			false			19   motion for approval of those minutes.						false


			665									LN			25			20			false			20               I've got a motion from Mr. Hayward and a						false


			666									LN			25			21			false			21   second from Mr. Greenwood.						false


			667									LN			25			22			false			22               All those in favor?						false


			668									LN			25			23			false			23               (Several members respond "aye.")						false


			669									LN			25			24			false			24               MS. MITCHELL:  Any opposed?						false


			670									LN			25			25			false			25               (No response.)						false
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			672									LN			26			1			false			 1               MS. MITCHELL:  The ayes have it, so the						false


			673									LN			26			2			false			 2   minutes from our last meeting are approved.						false


			674									LN			26			3			false			 3               At this time we are also going to invite up						false


			675									LN			26			4			false			 4   our guest presenter, Mr. Rhett Davis, who is a Regional						false


			676									LN			26			5			false			 5   Advocate for the SBA Office of Advocacy.  What Mr. Davis						false


			677									LN			26			6			false			 6   will be covering for us today is going to kind of give						false


			678									LN			26			7			false			 7   us some background of what his office does and then						false


			679									LN			26			8			false			 8   delve into some of the issues with regulatory issues and						false


			680									LN			26			9			false			 9   other impediments impacting small business across the						false


			681									LN			26			10			false			10   region, but across the country as well.  Those are two						false


			682									LN			26			11			false			11   key areas where we discussed previously with access to						false


			683									LN			26			12			false			12   capital, Mr. Ellison and just broadly regulatory issues						false


			684									LN			26			13			false			13   impacting small business.  So we wanted to invite those						false


			685									LN			26			14			false			14   two gentlemen here today.						false
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